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Introduction 



INTRODUCTION 

The present study endeavors to understand the emergence of lesser known temples 

and the issues of art, architecture and patronage in the temple tradition of 

Bhubaneswar in the state of Odisa. Here the main emphasis is to trace the various 

factors, which provided an impetus to the emergence of religious architecture. 

Bhubaneswar has some of the earliest extant lesser known temples dated from 61
h 

century AD. These temples have never become a part of art historical discourses. The 

stylistic development and the iconographic peculiarities of the lesser known temples 

were not part of discussion by the pioneer scholars. The present study is an attempt to 

critically engage with the shortcomings in the discipline of Odisa art history. It posits 

a challenge to the preoccupation with stylistic and formalistic way of comprehending 

art history. The Wincklemannian and Hegelian way of analyzing work of art has been 

questioned with the emergence of Postmodemism and New Art History movement. 

Influenced by such brilliant interventions the study here has attempted to resolve the 

differences disseminated by early scholarship. Moreover, it is also an attempt to 

question the obsession of art historians with famous temples and their failure in 

undermining the importance of minor and unknown works of art. They are only 

restricted to the basic of documentation. As many works are confined to 

documentation alone thus the area of inquiry needs to be explained consisting not 

only the stylistic study but also other issues of inquiries like socio-economic 

conditions, the issues of patronage, artisans, religious aspects, role of ruling dynasties 

as a matter of political interventions etc. 

Needless to state that such study require an elaborate discussion and as a part 

of modest attempt in this regard, the present work is analyzed in four chapters. These 

four chapters in this work indulge in the diverse aspects of art making and its social, 

historical and political relevance. Art making is a social activity and thus a work of art 

cannot be isolated from the social, economic and political forces behind it. Culture 

itself acted as a force controlling socio-economic transformations rather asserting on 

Marxian economic determinism. Henceforth an interdisciplinary approach is deployed 

in the present study. The non-Brahmanic interventions have been a very potential tool 

in the interpretative discourses but remained marginalized as voice of the 
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marginalized. However, with the emergence of Postmodem and Subaltern scholarship 

the undocumentt'!d voice~ of the margillllli2ed und ~mb!lltern C!l!He, elml!l und 

community gets its own history. It has been successful in making inroads into the role 

of the subaltern in the making of art work. The dynastic appellations attributed by 

Brahamanic nationalist school of thought has been challenged with the intervention of 

critical findings by various scholars. Studies related to patronage, inscriptional 

evidences, archaeological excavations and textual sources have altered the 

conventional notion of art history. In order to facilitate such a profound approach the 

four chapters will deal with aforementioned aspects. The first chapter deals with the 

introductory part of the lesser known temples of Bhubaneswar and its earlier studies, 

some of the other issues like the previous scholarship on temple delineate the valuable 

contribution of previous scholars so as to understand the kind of issues that have been 

dealt so far with a critical perspective. The second section discusses the studies on 

patronage and how it forms an important area of inquiries. It discusses different 

frame-works as employed by the various scholars in the context of medieval India. 

-The· early historic period had altogether different nature of patronage and is 

exemplified in the patronage of Buddhist monuments; on the other hand, the medieval 

Odisa temple patronage and its studies have been located in the context of medieval 

conditions that were prevalent in Odisa. Similarly, ethnographical researches also 

bring out the changing nature of patronage and the involvement of communities and 

social groups in the maintenance and survival of religious shrines. Patronage to 

temple comes generally from the royal families and thus patronage in the early 

medieval temple has mostly been seen from the prism of royalty and nobility, 

however a critical review would contest such monolithic notions based on the 

historical records. The third section of this chapter deals with the concept of temple 

and its origin in past centuries. It also delineates the various meanings of the word 

temple mentioned in various Hindu canons. Special emphasis is given on the practice 

of temple building (house of gods and goddesses) in Odisa which is an ancient 

practice. The fourth section deals with the meaning of the lesser known temples which 

assert on the not acknowledged and are less famous or acclaimed temples. There 

historical relevance is scarcely mentioned. An attempt has been made here to study 

the lesser known temple in Bhubaneswar from its architectural, sculptural and 

patronage perspectives. 
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The second chapter deals with the historic factors those are responsible for the 

rise of the temple town Bhubaneswar as well as temple architecture. It is divided into 

four sections, each one of them deals with a different theme. The first section deals 

with the geographical condition including geomorphology, main rivers, distributaries, 

tributaries, the water ways and environmental issue like climatic conditions. The 

second section contains the historical geography of Bhubaneswar based on the 

available literary text as well as inscriptional evidences. Epigraphic evidences are 

discussed in details that are specifically related with Bhubaneswar and its temples to 

evaluate the conducive factors. The changing nature of historical geography and, how 

the place became the important temple town through various political rules. 

Furthermore the role of each dynasty in the promotion of art and architecture is also 

mentioned. In the fourth section, the main emphasis is given to the settlement 

patterns, their spatial distribution and emerging patterns in the early medieval period. 

Moreover, a detailed study on the Brahmanical settlements is done through the 

epigraphical records of land grants. It states the involvement of the Brahmin 

community in controlling the socio-economic circumstances of that period. These 

settlements were also the main centers of political activity at those times. 

The third chapter focuses on the issues of patronage and is titled as patronage 

and temple construction. Nationalist scholarship identified temples with various 

metaphysical manifestations. Scholars compared it with Mount Meru, Upanishadic 

and Vedic manifestations, etc. This practice acted as a stumbling block in 

understanding the role of temple as a socio-economic institution. Apart from centers 

of worship temples were the controlling centers of economics and royal power. The 

Brahmanical hegemony as a necessary condition, enforced its canons and values in 

Bhubaneswar art, which clearly indicate that hierarchy system like worship of god as 

an exclusive privilege of Brahmins and higher class were permitted to enter the 

garbhagirhas of the temple but lower caste peoples are not allowed, even in the 

premises of temple. Such restricted social practices also get incorporated in the 

architectural edifices. Such feature indeed enters in the temple building activities and 

become part of Brahmanical social code of conducts as a religious phenomenon. The 

system of hierarchy becomes reflexive when it comes to the building of temple as a 

site of political legitimacy through the ritualistic, religious manifestations on the other 
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hand there are small temples which do not become part of political interventions but 

adhere to the ritualistic religious manifestations. For instance the big temples like the 

Lingaraja or any other big temple in Bhubaneswar are direct or indirectly have grown 

with the support of political rulers. The lesser known temples being not part of the 

royalty remain secluded from the political interventions as they are part of the 

religious ritual practices of the non-royal Brahamanical society. Being important 

component of the temple activity, the way patronage shifted from the collective to 

royalty, it has been argued that not only the kings alone but the other rich class and 

Salvaiiciirya were also involved in the temple construction projects. The Salva

iiciirya, individual or cumulative persons played a more prominent role in the 

construction, installation, and maintenance of religious institutions rather than 

Brahmans. In case of big temples, all the donations to the religious shrines were not 

only exclusively for the expenditure on construction but also for maintenance 

purpose. At the same time, the temple becomes a social institution in the context of 

Brahmanical social order that benefits to Brahman community and the ruling class of 

the society. 

The first section articulates an historical outline about the patrons and temples 

in Odisa. The relation between political and cult centers is given due attention with 

the study of authority and patronage. The second section mentions the characteristic 

features of the patronage in lesser known temples. These temples are devoid of any 

cult deities and were gifts of individual donors. The Bhakti movements had its own 

impact in the emergence of these monuments. The third section pertains to sculptural 

representation of patronage. A large number of temples depict the donor figures in the 

outer wall of temples. These sculptures are representation of a royal personage or an 

individual. The fourth section is titled as temple and its role in socio-economic 

condition. It stresses on the expenditure of the monarchy, endowments to the temples, 

managerial skill in temple, role of temples in land management, role of temple as an 

employer, temples as a consumer, temples as a bank, temples and the regional 

development, and temples as centers of cultural activities. The fifth section titled as 

availability of resources for building of temples deals with the resources for temple 

building and its possible sources. It refers to the principal stones which have been 

utilized in temple making. The texture and longevity of the stones were the reasons 
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behind their selection. The sixth section on construction technique mentions the 

conventions of temple making. One of the major fallacies of the Brahmanic 

nationalistic school of thought is the assumption that texts are followed strictly in art 

making. Nationalist scholars like Coomaraswamy, Kramrisch, Sivaramamurti, et al 

consistently asserted on the prominence of text. They were also responsible for a 

metaphysical and spiritual attribution to the artist. The source of creation is thus 

misdirected towards Vedic and Puranic knowledge rather than focusing on the 

creativity and improvisation by the artist. The present work engages critically with 

this section regarding cannons of art making and its practice. It refers to various sllpa 

texts to confirm the importance of artisan or sthiipati in temple making. Textual 

tradition in Odisa provides information's on every aspect of temple making from 

laying its foundation to the most complicated processes of raising a superstructure. 

Chapter four titled as temples and their art and architecture of lesser known 

temples. It is divided into three sections. The art and architecture represents the origin 

and growth of a regional style or "Ka!Tngan School of Style" or "Kalzngarzti ". It is 

the only place in Odisa where three types of temple architecture are largely 

concentrated. All kinds of experiments, innovations, perfection as well as excellence 

of temple art and architecture were carried out in this place. These are discussion in 

the first section of this chapter. 

The second section gives special attention to general features of evolution and 

development of temple sculpture. For the colonial scholarship Indian sculptures 

provided the archetype of many armed, many headed demons. Many of the earlier 

scholarship were thus exhausted in either condemning them as malicious or as exotic. 

It is with the intervention of Indian scholars like Banetjea, Gopinatha Rao, etc. this 

misconception was changed and a systematic study was designed. Nevertheless the 

preoccupations with stylistic and formalistic analysis hampered the further 

burgeoning of the field. Nationalist scholarship was engaged in privileging Kushan, 

Gupta and Chola sculptures as the epitomes of Indian art and culture and thus 

neglected the importance of sculptures in minor temples. Moreover they followed a 

Hegelian way of comprehending the work of art as the reflection of the spirit of that 

age and failed to understand the socio-economic, political forces behind it. Sculptures 
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were separated from its location and studied in isolation to formulate a unidirectional 

chronological nationalistic history of art. The present work discusses various features 

sculptures depicted in the lesser known temples of Bhubaneswar. This section is 

further divided into three sub-sections i.e., the ethno-aesthetics modulations of the 

figural art, sacrilegious or secular theme and religious themes, and evolution and 

development of iconographic features of the sculpture. The study is divided into an 

early phase and later phase. An extensive study of iconographic features of various 

gods and goddesses have been done in the final section which comprises of 

Piirsvadevatii, Kiirtikeya, Gm:zesa, Piirvatl, Mahisiimardinl, Liikiitisa, Natariija, 

Ardhaniirzsvara, Hara- Piirvatl, Other manifestations of Siva, incarnations of Vish7Ju, 

Buddha and Jain images, semi divine figures, Digapiilas, Graha slabs and other 

deities. 

The third section focuses on the small temples. There are more than hundred 

small temples in Bhubaneswar town, out of which only twelve lesser known temples. 

A strenuous effort has been made to produce a detailed description of stylistic 

differences and development of the art and architecture of selected temples. Special 

emphasis on the peculiar stylistic and iconographic analysis has been done in this 

section. In spite of the peculiarity in the form of temple architectures, further added 

components and devices differentiated one phase to another. The last chapter deals 

with the conclusion where observations in a synoptic manner are mentioned. 
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CHAPTER-I 

Earlier Studies and Lesser 
Known Temples 



CHAPTER-I 

EARLIER STUDIES AND LESSER KNOWN 

TEMPLES 

Bhubaneswar, the capital city of Odisa has a long history of its (Map.4 &16) own, 

starting from prehistoric past dated to fifty thousand BC. This is evident by 

archaeological findings through exploration and excavation. 1 From third century BC 

onwards there are available evidences of its continuity till date. It has a long history of 

the temple building tradition. It consists of number of temples of different types and 

sizes. Some are still being worshiped and in various stages of preservation. These 

temples by reasons of their number, varieties, antiquity and numerous sculptures form 

a large corpus of data to explain and understand the various possibilities for art 

historical investigations. It's a matter of greatness that Bhubaneswar has five hundred 

temples.2 The temples are in a continuous succession spreading over a long period 

from the sixth century to the fifteenth or sixteenth century AD3 The existing temples 

in various parts of the state provides enough material for the study of the development 

of the temple-architecture. A complete history of a temple style-its growth, 

culmination and decadence has been the main stay in the earliest studies. 4 

The architectural and sculptural mystics of temples of Bhubaneswar region5 

have attracted the attention of art historians from an early date to demystify the 

history behind those temples. Their style, decorative motifs, and plans had been 

profusely studied by numerous art historians, archaeologists and other scho Iars, but 

the works of those scholars are restricted to several huge and famous temples 

structures that are still intact. There are numerous small and medium size of temples 

which are equally architectural symbols of the past and can be regarded as pioneering 

efforts of temple architecture on which later designs of big temples stands, now 

ruined, dilapidated and abandoned needs equal attentions. There are only few studies 

(only restricted to documentations) have done on this lesser known temples. 6 The 

present work deals with the study of some of those lesser known temples of 

Bhubaneswar region built in the period from Sailodbhavas to Gailgas bearing the time 
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between 6th to 13th centuries AD This work largely tries to focus on the topics like 

factors responsible for development of temple building, patronage for the temple and 

general features of architecture, sculptures and iconography based on the available 

evidences like inscriptions, temple observation, existing literature and epigraphy. In 

the subsequent section an attempt has been made to understand how the studies grow 

from documentations to systematic studies on development of architectural style, 

patronage, the concept of temple as brief prelude to the discussion on lesser known 

temples and a brief introduction note to the lesser known temples. 

1.1. Previous Scholarship on Temple 

The archaeological discovery of Odisa antiquity by colonial scholar-administrators 

began in the early years of the nineteenth century. As it is well known, the beginning 

of the studies on art and architecture began with documentation in the colonial rule, 

the idea was more rooted in the exotic relics of past. Andrew Stirling, in 1825 for the 

first time referred to the antiquities of Odisa with emphasis on Puri, Bhubaneswar, 

Konarak and Jajpur. The text that he has produced has enrichable exoticism while 

writing on the Odisa temple. 7 The great profusion of buildings in Bhubaneswar 

around the Liilgaraja temple gave Stirling an impression of a ruined city as "the great 

Pagoda of the Lmgaraja lifts its singular form, eminently conspicuous, both for size, 

loftiness and the superior style of its architecture."8 The figural decoration of the 

Liilgaraja temple, it became the pivotal point of his analysis of Odisa temple style9
. 

According to Stirling, "The forms and character of all the principal temples at 

Bhubaneswar, and indeed throughout the province, being exactly similar, a more 

particular account of the plan and distribution of the great Pagoda will answer the 

purpose of a general description ... About the centre, the ... tower ... or sanctuary ... rises 

majestically to a height of one hundred and eighty feet... (the summit of which is) 

shaped somewhat like a turban, which forms so distinguishing a feature in the temple 

architecture of Odisa ... " 10 The use of local names for some architectural members 

suggests that he was aware of the existence of an indigenous nomenclature developed 

by the Odia architects, but his excessive dependence on the legendary accounts of 

Odisa past led him to a faulty conclusion. Stirling's account ofOdisa archaeology has 

based on three significant aspects (a) his emphasis on concentration of religious 
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antiquities around four places of pilgrimage, such as Hara-K$etr, the Vishnu or 

Purushottama ]4etr, the Arka or Padma K$efr and the Vijayi or ParvatT K$etr, (b) an 

illustration of an inscription at Udayagiri and (c) an account of civil construction such 

as bridges, forts and stone revetments". 11 

The next earliest valuable systematic overview of the temples of Odisa is in 

James Fergusson's Picturesque Illustrations of Ancient Architecture in Hindostan 12 in 

1848 and History of Indian and Eastern Architecture in 187613
. In both the works he 

has referred to the temples of Odisa. The second one devotes a chapter for the Odisa 

temples. A few temples of Bhubaneswar, the Sun temple of Konark, the Jagannath 

temple of Puri and some antiquities of Cuttack and Jajpur are described with in this 

chapter. The descriptions of the monuments are proceeded by a sketchy history of 

Odisa based on the materials taken from the accounts of Stirling and Hunter. He has 

produced the sketches of the temples from the photographs, their plans, and a table 

showing their internal and external measurements. 14 But in spite ofthese his study of 

Odisa temple-architecture is unclear and inadequate. He himself admits that it is 

somewhat an insufficient account of one of the complete and interesting styles of 

Indian architecture. 15 The dates of different temples as determined by him are totally 

illogical. For example, he assigns all the temples except the Jagannath temple of Puri 

and including that of Konark to the rule of the Kesarl or Somavamsls dynasty. 16 

According to him the date ofthe Parasuramesvara 17 is AD 500 and that ofLiilgaraja is 

AD 637. 18 In spite of such errors the works of Fergusson made substantial 

contributions to, the then existing knowledge about Odisa temples. At the end of the 

second chapter, Fergusson suggests a tentative chronology about thirty major 

temples19
, which is based upon Sterling's account of the history of Odisa that 

appeared in Asiatic Researches in 1825. Fergusson is at fault for accepting it. 

Fergusson characterizes the Odisa temple as a pure and homogeneous expression of 

the "Indo-Aryan" (now usually referred to as the Northern or Nagara style )20
, and 

states that from the earliest to the latest examples. 21 

At certain points, however, he seems to realize that there are exceptions to this 

generalization. While discussing, for example the Parasuramesvara temple, he states 

that its style is certainly different from the other early temples here, and more like 
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what find in other places outside the province. 22 He specifically points at the temples 

of Aihole and Badami. Fergusson also makes the contradictory assertion that there are 

two styles of Odisa architecture, one represented by the Parasuramesvara and 

Muktesvara, the other by the Litigaraja, which he felt to be totally indigenous. In his 

view the two groups constitute "sister styles", which seem to have "at least partially 

different origins".23 He states that these two styles "ran side by side during the whole 

course" of development,24 perhaps to rationalize his highly tentative chronology. 

Despite lack of refinement in Fergusson's chronology it marks as a pioneering 

attempt, and it must be said that his sense of sequence was fairly accurate. A more 

important issue is Fergusson's insistence on the 'purity' of the Odisa style, for this 

seems to have caused subsequent scholars to ignore or gloss over the many obvious 

affinities between Odisa architecture and other regional expressions of the Nagara 

style. 

A monograph concerned solely with Odisa architecture was attempted by R. 

L. Mitra in his two-volume work Antiquities of Orissa (1875-80 AD), undertaken by 

order of the Government of India.25 He made an attempt to survey the temples of 

Odisa along with her other antiquities. 26 He has described the temples of the major 

centres of the state like, Bhubaneswar, Puri, Konark and Cuttack. He took the 

photographs, and preparing the sketches and ground plans of the temples. But his 

work was not a scientific study of the temple architecture and sculptures. In his 

survey, he attached more importance "to particulars of the places where the temples 

stood, the legends, festivals and the rituals associated with the temples than to their 

architectural and sculptural studies. He utilized the orthodox Sanskrit texts27 for 

identifying as well as describing the importance of shrines in Odisa. The 

chronological positions of the temples as suggested by him, was not based on any 

scientific analysis oftheir features. In spite of several shortcomings Mitra's work was 

the first major study or the temples ofOdisa. 

Art historically, Mitra's discussion of Odisa architecture is far too generalized 

and makes no attempt at any understanding of origin and stylistic development as well 

as chronological seque'nce. The order of discussion is determined, rather, by the 

pilgrim's itinerary found in the Ekiimra Ca1Jf/rikii, a late Sanskrit text (sixteenth 
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century AD) ofOdisa origin. Mitra gives more attention to temple's settings, physical 

conditions and to reports connected with them, rather than to a treatment of 

architecture and sculpture. Mitra cites passages from several other late Odisa Sanskrit 

texts which relate to the legendary origins of the temples of Bhubaneswar. He 

apparently did not attempt to locate local craftsmen well versed in the terminology of 

the Odisa Sllpasiistras, resulting in the lack of clarity in his analysis of temples. 

On the other hand, M. M. Ganguly started working when he r~alized the 

lacuna in Mitra's work and therefore, he by consulting local craftsmen, assembled a 

fairly useful set of terms, which he rightly felt would help him describe various parts 

of the temple. 28 His terminology was derived from anthropological informants rather 

than from texts29
, however it lacks accuracy. His general discussion of the Odisa 

temple, in his work Orissa and Her Remains (1912), Ganguly gives a much clearer 

idea of its salient characteristics by using Indian terminology than using the Greek 

terms which was done by Mitra. 

In his use of religious texts, Ganguly brings into discussion only those which 

were of particular relevance. In his study of the Agni PiiriilJa, for example, Ganguly 

found that its iconographical sections, such as the one dealing with the placement and 

iconography of the digapiilas, bore significant correspondence to the placement of 

images on the temples themselves. 30 By citing further textual references to various 

other images typically found on Odisa temples, such as niigas and niiginis, the 

navagrahas and the female figures, Ganguly took the first step toward detailed and 

fully explored iconographical studies. In dealing with the development of the temple 

architectures in Odisa as a historical phenomenon, his descriptions of individual 

temples tend to get lost in florid prose, which often goes into philosophical and 

aesthetic rambling. This lack of historical sensibility is seen very clearly in the 

following statement: "Both Muktesvara and Parasuramesvara are obvious departures 

from the established type, of which the great Lmgaraja is a typical example."31 As a 

result of such an approach, Ganguly's subsequent attempt at dating the temples 
. 32 appears very unsystematic. 
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Another major treatment of Odisa temples is a chapter on "Medieval 

Architecture" in R. D. Banerji's two-volume History of Orissa (1931).33 Banerji, 

makes only a few new contributions to the scholarship of Odisa temple architecture. 

In spite of bringing together some new archaeological material, he does not give 

analytical assessment of the monuments that leads to any conclusions significantly 

more advanced than those of his predecessors. Banerji's major contribution was his 

documentation of the temples at Baudh and Gandharadi.34 In dealing with chronology, 

Banerji alters a few dates, but not the basic sequence as proposed by Ganguly. 

Banerji arranges the temples into three groups, based on single criterion ofthe 

sikharas type. 35 The first group includes the Parasuramesvara, the 'twin. temples' at 

Gandharadi, and the Muktesvara. These four temples are grouped together solely on 

the grounds of the similarity of their Sikharas. He further observes the similarity with 

the Dashavatara temple at Deogadh'. 36 The second group, comprising the three Siva 

temples at Baudh, the temples of Khiching, 37 and 'certain temples at Bhubaneswar', is 

based on not having the mwu;lapas or frontal hall. No particular date bracket is 

assigned to this group of temple. The third group, dated to the tenth century, includes 

the Lingaraja, Ananta-Vasudeva and Brahmesvara temples, and the connecting factor 

here being their tall sikharas, which 'curve suddenly toward the end, near the 

iimalaka, and their pyramidal-roofed mar:u;lapas ". 38 

Such a limited criterion for chronology is obviously inadequate. In spite of the 

many pages filled with physical description of temples, Banerji brings no other 

evidence, such as- wall articulation, decorative motifs or the character of base 

mouldings, as a part of assigning chronology. There is complete disregard in his 

analysis for the historical contexts of the temple, their political affiliations etc. 

Appearing shortly after Banerji's History was N. K. Bose's Canons of Orissan 

Architecture in 1932.39 This work constitutes an extensive analysis of the 

Bhiibanapradlpa, a late medieval Sllpasiistras. Bose does not give a translation ofthe 

entire text, nor even a complete critical edition (which could have been done, since 

there were several manuscripts at his disposal). Instead, he has arranged the material 

according to specific topics, such as classifications of soils (upon which the temple is 
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to be built), auspicious ceremonies, and the classification of temple types and their 

constituent parts, at the same time; he doesn't follow the precise order as presented in 

the text itself Bose's work sets forth what was to become for art historians the 

standardized set of terms for the various parts of the Odisa temple. It also presents the 

text's analysis of the systems of proportions for various temple types, which can be 

applied to the study of individual monuments. 

The works discussed to above now (except for Bose's study a~d the parts of 

Ganguly's book which deal with iconography) have considered the Odisa temple from 

the point of view such as ground plan, architectural construction technique and use of 

materials. A totally different approach was taken by Stella Kramrisch in two articles 

published in the Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental Art, one in 1934 and the 

other in 1947,40 focusing primarily on the visual properties of the temples. In her 

analysis Kramrisch minutely describes the various parts of selected monuments, how 

they work together to produce a cohesive artistic statement, and discusses the nature 

ofthe Odisa temple's stylistic development through several centuries. 

Kramrisch being formalist combined the formalistic and metaphysics in her 

analysis of temples. Kramrisch does not confine with the specific problem of 

chronology. Rather than using her various observations as criteria for a chronological 

sequence, she simply accepts and works within the sequence put forth by previous 

authors.41 Further, Kramrisch does not analyze a large body ofOdisa monuments, but 

only selected temples, precluding even further a detailed study of stylistic 

development. She also discusses rather too briefly the problem of the influence of 

monuments from other regions and the origins of the decorative elements like scroll 

work and the gaviik$a motif 42 While these statements could have been developed 

further, they do, however, at least begin to consider a broader stylistic perspective 

than had been taken in any previous study. 

The major contribution of Kramrisch's article that invokes both the visual 

dynamism and metaphysical profundity of the temples. However, no previous 

description of Odisa temples architecture had been so fully concerned with its visual 

concepts. Stalla Kramrisch's Indian Sculpture (1933) was an important land mark in 
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studying the stylistic development of Indian sculpture. 43 She formulated three periods 

of art these are-ancient, classical, and medieval. According to her opinion, the Odisa 

temple sculptures are the outcome of 'the school of Kalinga (Bhubaneswar, Puri, 

Konarka and Baudh, etc.,)'44 as a continuation classical phase to the emergence of 

medieval sculpture.45 The period in her writings was more influenced by 

Wincklemans period of periodisation in European art. 46 Her explanation on the 

stylistic aspects of Indian sculpture had an affinity with the Hegelian idea of art; 

according to which art express the innermost spirit of the people. 47 Nevertheless the 

lesser known temples does not became part of her writing as her focus was on major 

developments to explain in the smallest possible units. 

Percy Brown's Indian Architecture: Buddhist and Hindu (1942) was the first 

comprehensive study of Indian architecture based on stylistic variations. Its main 

focus is on those aspects ofthe history of the Hindu temple that neglected by pioneer 

scholars, that is chronology, stylistic development and interregional influences. 48 The 

chapter on Odisa is a concise survey of the major monuments, yet it is substantial 

enough to convey a clear impression of the broad stylistic development of the 

temples. 

One of Brown's the most important suggestions is that certain outside 

influences played a role in the development of the Odisa temple. He points 

specifically to the early Chalukyan monuments at Aihole, which is an impact upon the 

earliest phases of temple architecture in Odisa.49 Brown's chronology, while 
--

improving upon earlier ones, lacks, however, conceptual clarit/0
. The temples are 

grouped into three different periods: early (750-900 AD), middle (900-11 00 AD), and 

later (11 00-1250 AD). These groupings, however, fail to reflect accurately the 

conceptual phases within the development of the Odisa temple. For example, the 

Muktesvara (ca. 975 AD) is grouped together with the Lingaraja (ca. 1000 AD), the 

Brahmesvara (1075 AD), and the Jagannatha temple, Puri (ca. 1100 AD). Brown 

includes within the later period the Rajaranl, and the Ananta-Vasudeva temple and 

assigned them to 1100-1200 AD Brown thus group's temples together, quite 

arbitrarily. Further, he does not take into account several important monuments which 

could have conveyed more clearly the idea of a 'middle period', such as the temples at 
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Baudh and Gandharadi, documented by Banerji, and the Gauri temple at 

Bhubaneswar. 

Another survey of the temples of Odisa, by S. K. Sarasvati, appeared in 

1953.51 The article elucidates Brown's essay. It gives more thorough description of 

the general form of the Odisa temple and its various parts, and is more clear and 

iiiuminating than any such description preceding it. The survey, however, is very 

selective, and like Brown's, neglects several temples that would shed more light on 
' 

the development of the mature Odisa temple form. In its general disconcert with 

chronology, Sarasvati's essay is less historical than Brown's. Neither scholar presents 

information on the cultural background against which the temples were not produced, 

nor are they concerned with symbolic meaning or iconography. 

Sarasvati's views differ from Brown's on the important question of the role of 

external influence. Sarasvati is of the opinion that the Odisa temple is indeed a pure 

reflection of the 'original archetype' of the Nagara or Northern style. He theorizes that 

the prominent sikhara-clusters of the Rajarani are not a product of Central Indian 

influence, but rather, originated in Odisa, developing logically from the rounding of 

the kan:za and bhadrii projections, seen in an early stage on the Muktesvara temple.52 

Sarasvati, however, does not attempt to prove his ideas by presenting a detailed 

argument. 

The first comprehensive study of Odisa architecture was published by K. C. 

Panigrahi in 1961, Archaeological Remains at Bhubaneswar. 53 This study surpasses 

all previous writings on Odisa architecture. It is not merely a descriptive inventory 

account, but attempts to place the monuments within their historical context. For the 

first time a carefully considered chronology for the temples of Bhubaneswar is 

proposed. In addition to the detailed discussions on the temples, it also provides many 

factual information's concerning iconography, religious and political history. While 

often not relevant to the argument at hand, this information cannot be found 

elsewhere, and so Panigrahi's work has become an indispensable study on Odisa art. 54 
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The sources upon which Panigrahi depends most heavily in formulating his 

chronology are the inscriptions found on few temples. He also gives attention to 

various historical sources, which help to associate particular temples with specific 

dynasties and their rulers. Panigrahi's emphasis on paleographic sources was 

instrumental in clarifying several misconceptions about the entire chronological 

development of Odisa architecture. Panigrahi's account of the Brahmesvara temple's 

dedicatory inscription, which contains an extensive genealogy of the Somavamsls 

dynasty, as well as based on other sources, clarified the role of this dynasty as the 

major cultural patron during the tenth and eleventh centuries. 55 It may be observed 

that Banerji had completely ignored this major aspect. Panigrahi concludes his 

arguments on chronology by placing the temples into several cognate groups, formed 

on the basis of epigraphic evidence, focused around the Parasuramesvara, Vaital 

Deula, Brahmesvara, and Ananta-Vasudeva. 56 Panigrahi limits his approach further by 

generally excluding temples outside of Bhubaneswar from discussion, and by 

neglecting some of the more unassuming, yet art historically important temples within 

that city. 

Debala Mitra's Bhubaneswar, 57 one of many site guides published by the 

Archaeological Survey oflndia, provides a highly condensed summary ofPanigrahi's 

fmdings, along with concise, yet thorough general descriptions of the major temples. 

It is condensed, easily readable, and carefully organized. However, Mitra's work 

serves as a useful reference book. The first part consists of general chapters on 

historical background, basic architectural characteristics, important sculptural motifs, 

and iconography. The second part contains brief descriptions of the temples, formed 

into two large groups, early and late. 

After the gap of thirty years, the study of Odisa Sllpasiistras began by N. K. 

Bose was again taken up by Alice Boner and Pandit Sadasiva Ratha Sarma, whose 

critical edition and translation of the Sllpaprakiisa was published in 1966.58 The 

Sllpaprakiisa was hailed as a landmark discovery of unparalleled importance to the 

study oflndian temple architecture.59 The text was thought to be most remarkable for 

its uniqueness, for no other known text gives such a detailed description of a specific 

type of temple. The Sllpaprakiisa is almost exclusively concerned with a detailed, 
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technical description ofthe vimanamalin'itemple type, in which almost every aspect is 

identical with the Varahi temple at Chaurasi. In addition, it contains iconographical 

descriptions of prominent images and motifs on Odisa temples, for example Siva 

dancing (here called Natambara, 'clothed in dance'), gums with disciples, female 

figures (here called alasa kanyas, 'indolent-maidens'), and the sukaiiasa, CmJt;/rasala 

(here called vajra-mastaka). 

Boner was highly praised by critics for her scholarly presentation of the text. 

From the accuracy of the translation, to the insightful introduction, through notes, 

detailed glossary and correlation of photographs of actual monuments with relevant 

textual passages, her work was cited as an exemplary piece of scholarship. Alice 

Boner, again in collaboration with S. R. Sarma, brought out another elaborate 

publication based on the study of newly discovered palm-leaf manuscripts, New Light 

on the Sun Temple of Konarka. 60 It has been established by K. S. Behera that the 

manuscripts used in this study date to the twentieth century, not to the seventeenth, as 

stated in their colophons. 

There are, however, serious questions regarding the authenticity of the 

Sllpaprakasa. According to D.R. Das, the language seems to be very late, mainly in 

regard to the Odia elements, which are not thought to have been developed by the 

twelfth century. It was further pointed by Kramrisch in a book review that the 

drawing of human figures and architectural elements and elevations in one of the 

palm-leafmanuscript, 'seem to presuppose exposes to Western drawing.' 61 

Vidya Dehejia's Early Stone Temples of Orissa (1979) is a history of Odisa 

architecture from the period ca. 600-1000, and discusses the earliest known examples 

through those in the early mature style, the latter exemplified by the Muktesvara. 62 A 

brief introduction to the historical and religious background of the period is followed 

by a general presentation of the basic components of the typical Odisa temple, and a 

survey of the various types of sculptural imagery found on its walls. The following 

chapters group the temples into three broad categories or phases: i) Formative (with 

two sub-divisions), ii) Transitional, and iii) Culminative. The final chapter puts forth 

speculations on the origins of the Hindu temple in Orissa, and assigns dates to the 
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three formulated periods; 650-750 AD, 700-850 AD and 830-950 AD respectively. 63 

Dehejia's discussion of many issues-such as iconography and historical and 

religious background is simply too brief to add significantly to the present body of 

knowledge. Even in her discussion of the three chronological phases, mainly repeated 

in the Panigrahi's64 work. The proposed three periods that are given dates and 

monuments within the groups are not arranged in specific sequence. For instance the 

Varahi temple at Chaurasi, is the first temple discussed in chapter six in transitional 

phase, yet is described as advance transitional. Thus, in terms of the problems of 

chronology and stylistic sequence, Dehejia only repeats the findings of previous 

scholars. 

An extremely ambitious study ofOdisa's architecture was realized in 1985-87 

with the publication of Thomas Donaldson's Hindu Temple Art of Orissa. 65 This 

massive three-volume work, with over 4,500 illustrations, is virtually the only one of 

its kind in the field of Indian art a detailed, encyclopedic catalogue of almost every 

surviving Odisa Temple and detached sculpture dating from the sixth to the fifteenth 

century AD The first two volumes are essentially a survey of Odisa temples, arranged 

in a chronological sequence largely based on the earlier work of Panigrahi. The third 

volume primarily concerns sculpture, and as such is a unique and valuable reference 

to almost every image-type and motif occurring in Odisa sculpture. 

Donaldson has also written on the symbolic aspects ofOdisa sculpture. He has 

generally concluded that the most prominent imagery on the temple-the 'vajra

mastaka ', 66 scroll work, and above all, the various erotic images primarily served a 

propitious-apotropaic function. 67 Donaldson has demonstrated through cross-cultural 

comparisons and scattered textual references certain validity to his theory, especially 

with regard to erotic imagery. His approach is located in the stylistic frame-work. His 

earlier article on the decorative programme of the rekhii temples ofOdisa appeared in 

the "Sidelights on to History and Culture of Orissa". He has also published several 

research articles on the different aspect of the Odisa temples. His Hindu Temple Art of 

Orissa is the most comprehensive and detail study of the Odisa temples in terms of 

the architectural styles and morphology of decorative motifs. It is indeed a 

microscopic study but confined to major as well as lesser known temples in Odisa but 
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these lesser known temples in Bhubaneswar do not figure in his analysis. He has 

covered the entire period from the formative stage to the disintegration a long period 

indeed. He has made certain changes in the terminology prepared by N.K. Bose. 

The trend of documentation continued further, this is evident in the works of 

Ramesh Prasad Mohapatra,68 B.K. Ratha,69 Walter Smith70 focussed on numerous 

aspects of Muktesvara temples and linked some of the pictorial representation with 

the royalty. Ashoka Natha Parida in 1999 traces the te.mple evolution till the end of 

eleventh century AD. It has been shown that Odisa temple possessed inherent strength 

to develop on its own independent of external influence. Further, previously accepted 

dates of the temples have been re-examined from different angles. In the recent time 

in painstaking work of Sadasiba Pradhan 71 and his team from Ancient Indian History, 

Culture and Archaeology Department of Utkal University in Bhubaneswar is doing 

the new method of documentation which is published in 2009, and entitled "The 

Lesser Known Monuments of Bhubaneswar". This works not only focus is on the 

temples but also covers all monuments of Bhubaneswar region right from prehistory 

to the end of twentieth century AD. He has made photographic documentation, dating 

through stylistic and architectural development of temples, plan drawing, 

measurement of location with GPRS positioning of the monument, thus used advance 

methods of documentation. It is indeed advancement on the earlier documentation. 

Thus it is evident from the above brief review of literature that no systematic 

study has been undertaken on the lesser known temples of Bhubaneswa~ .. As many 

works are confined to documentation alone thus the area of inquiry needs to be 

explained consisting not only the stylistic study but also other issues of inquiries like 

socio-economic conditions, the issues of patronage, artisans, religious aspects, role of 

ruling dynasties as a matter of political interventions etc., The construction of big 

temples was patronized by kings or royals but emergence oflesser known temple was 

totally patronized by local people and rich class of the society. Thus these 'lesser 

known temples' have tremendous scope to study the extrinsic and intrinsic factors in 

its formulations. 

1.2. Review of Studies on Patronage 
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Religious patronages in the early medieval period as a subject of research continue to 

be dominated by scholars working on state formation, and their arguments are derived 

from epigraphic and inscriptional records. Based on the data provided by inscriptions, 

it is generally argued that the royalty was responsible for the construction of temples. 

R.S. Sharma 72
, the leading scholar of the 'feudalism' debate described the 

post-Gupta period as an era of social crisis (Kali age) and decline of urban centers, 

trade and metallic currency. The argument of Sharma that Guptas' rule is called as 

'Gupta empire' is not acceptable because Guptas' ruled over a limited area mainly the 

Northern India and Central India. It may be observed that the political dynasties like 

the Mauryas were much more powerful and had much larger territory under ruled 

their country. It was much larger than the Guptas and is a fit case to be termed as an 

'Empire'. So the statement of Sharma is totaling arbitrary. Guptas are supporter of the 

Brahminism and they extended support to Brahmins in every field such as land 

donation and prestigious place in society. The Gupta hegemony was not restricted to 

their limited territory but this system spread all over feudatory's state also. This 

period was also marked by larger scale land donation to Brahmans, religious 

institutions and secular donors. The land was donated with various immunities 

(partikarii). According to R.S. Sharma this resulted in the fragmentation and 

disintegration of the central authority in one hand, and creation of landed intermediary 

in the other. This initiated local state formation in both old and newly settled areas. 

The newly created ruling class patronized the Brahmins and religious institutions in 

order to legitimize their rule and these also provided the much needed ideological 

support to the newly created states.73 Furthermore, Sharma has presented a 

materialistic view of religious transformation of the period under review. He argued 

that cult of Bhakti was a reflection of the complete dependence of the tenants or semi

serfs on the land lords. 74 This in turn manifested itself in the parichyadiitii shrine (i.e., 

main shrine is surrounded by four subsidiaries shrines in four cardinal directions) 

indicating general social differentiation in which landed magnates were graded in a 

system of sub-infeudation. 75 Besides, religious construction and production of idols 

were possible only because of surpluses agricultural production. 76 
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D. N. Jha77 is another exponent of the feudal model. While supporting the 

concept oflndian 'feudalism', he disagrees with the notion of decline of foreign trade 

as a factor of feudal development. Jha emphasized, on the concept of the Kaliyuga, 

indicating sharp class antagonisms in ancient Indian society. Devangana Desai 78
, 

while agreeing with the feudal dimension of early medieval patronage, also talks 

about its changing nature from early historic to medieval period. According to Desai, 

the ancient religious art of Bharhut, Sanchi, Karle, Kanheri, Junar, Amaravati and 

Nagarujankonda etc., were patronized mainly by the merchant and commercial class, 

artisans, and craft guilds as well as group of families. But with the multiplication of 

feudal chiefs and crystallization of feudalism, the nature of patronage also changed. 

The art of the period from C. AD 650 to 1300 was supported mainly by kings of 

different territory ruled by princes, feudatories, military chiefs, etc., who alone could 

own and donate land to religious institutions. While she agrees that religious merit 

accrued from temple building activity, nevertheless she also views it as satisfying the 

exaggerated ego; and appetite for fame and glory of the aristocratic and royal families 

of the period who competed with each other in building large and magnificent 

temples. 

Diametrically opposed to the 'Feudal' model is the frame work of 'Integrative' 

process of state formation. The profounder of this frame work has highlighted the 

integrative role of Brahmins and religious institution. H. Kulke in his monumental 

work on the political structure of early medieval and medieval Odisa, in general and 

on the cult of Jagannath, in particular, put forward the theory of the 'integrative' 

model. 79 He also holds the view that the post-Gupta period was an era of intensive 

state formation. This has mainly taken place in those areas of ancient state formation. 

But unlike the 'feudal' model, he argued that the overwhelming majority of the early 

medieval states emerged from a process of continuous agrarian expansion and 

political integration. 80 

The land donation to Brahmins and religious institutions played a seminal role 

in the shift from chiefdom to imperial kingdom. The Brahmins were instrumental in 

the vertical as well as the horizontal legitimation ofthe king's authority. Kulke argued 

that Brahmins, because of their ritual specialization and monopoly over Siistra text, 
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knowledge of state, administration and political economy bestowed royalty upon the 

king. This was done through the creation of genealogy (vamsa) and by vesting Hindu 

paraphernalia on the ruler. Similarly, their knowledge based about agriculture, 

seasons, iron technology, etc., led to the expansion of agriculture and spread of 

Brahmanic culture in the peripheral zones. In the peripheral zone the Brahmins played 

a crucial role in the acculturation of tribal people through cult appropriation or the 

inclusion of the autochthonous tribal or local deity in to the Brahmanical pantheon 

and through the construction of hitherto unknown temple architecture. 81 Kulke asserts 

that "the Brahmans of the court circle together with those Brahmins who had been 

settled in the outer areas had tremendous influence upon the 'inner colonization' of 

nuclear areas and maintenance of (Hindu) law and (royal) order. Furthermore, it was 

mainly due to their influence that these areas were gradually integrated in to all Indian 

spheres of Sanskritic learning and hitherto unknown temple architecture both 

indispensable paraphernalia of future Hindu kingship."82 

Kulke also emphasized royal patronage to religious institutions, which he 

called 'The Royal Temple Policy', as an instrument of legitimization of the king's 

authority. The construction of new imperial temples within the core region of the 

kingdom was one of the ritual measures undertaken by king to counter balance the 

centrifugal forces of the regional kingdom. He pointed out that the king constructed 

new monumental temples, which exceeded in height, which was never achieved 

again. Though the constructions of these temples were Anantavarman Chodaganga 

Dev, the Raja tried to create a new and centralized ritual structure focused on the new 

state, its temples and its royal cult. 83 

A. Eschman84 in her study on the cult of Jagannath reiterates the position taken 

by Kulke. According to her, in the incorporation of tribal and folk religion into 

Hinduism was a gradual process widely prevalent in the post Buddhist time and such 

practices became frequent and intense in the medieval times because of two reasons. 

Firstly, the development of the bhakti cult, and secondly, the emergence of new 

institutions like temple, which became an agent of Hindustan. Royal patronage to 

such institutions became vital. 
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Similarly, Upinder Singh's85 study on Odisa also suggests an integrative role 

of Brahmins and religious institutions, she points out that large scale land donation to 

Brahmins was the prime factor which made possible the transition to statehood and 

political integration of the kingdom. The period of the formation and proliferation of 

kingdom all over Odisa was period of royal grants to Brahmins and religious 

institutions, a phenomenon that seems to have had more than casual connection. 

Between the fourth and the p1id twelfth century, Brahmins, Brahmins settlements and 

to a lesser extent royally endowed temple establishments had an important integrative 

function, political as well as cultural. 86 

But after a thorough analysis ofOdisa inscriptions date between c. 300 to 1147 

AD she advocates an altogether different argument regarding the nature of religious 

endowments. Taking the small number of royal grants in favor of temples, she 

suggests that intensive temple building activities that occurred in Odisa from the sixth 

century onwards and the patronage of these temples was not a royal preserve, but 

perhaps the result of the activities ofthe elite group such as merchants, military chiefs 

and nobles. 87 The organization of temple worship and liturgy became elaborate and 

impressive enough for kings to seek to enhance their status by identifYing themselves 

closely with temple establishment. Further, the timing of royal temple building and 

patronage was also influenced by competition with political rivals as indicated by the 

fact that the building of the Purusottama Jagannatha temple by Anangavarman 

Chodagailga in the mid-twelfth century seems to have been king's challenge to the 

monumental Brhadesvara temple at Tanjore built by Cola rivals.88 

Vidya Dehejia89 has also presented a similar argument. In her study the early 

stone of Odisa, she suggest that royal patronage was not the reason for the evolutions 

of the Odisa temple, which displays a continuous development of a strong 

architectural tradition apparently not affected by politics fluctuations. She further 

advocates that patronage was no doubt crucial to the building and maintenance of the 

temple, but this patronage may have come for the most part not from the king but the 

nobility and wealthy classes. 
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B.D. Chattopadhyaya90 also adheres to the view of the integrative nature of 

land donation to Brahmins and religious institutions. He points out that state 

formation among the Rajput and in general, was invariably linked with the practice of 

grants efland ofBrahmins, temples, Buddhist monasteries (vihiiras) and Brahmanical 

monasteries (mathas). Such grants, which is reinforced the nexus between the royal 

power and scared authority; were undoubtedly on the increase in the early medieval 

period. Royal power, usually having obscure origin required legitimacy, which it 

procured by extending worldly patronage to the higher caste Brahmins varana. The 

priestly caste monopolized scared knowledge and scared centers, and in turn, assigned 

respectable ancestry to the new kings. He also talks about different sub-groups like 

Kayastha, Merchants, and goldsmiths etc. as important patrons of temples. 

Michale D. Wills91 studied on early medieval religious patronage in north 

India also suggested a similar view. He argued that temple was a complex institution 

consisting of one or more gods and number of social groups who managed the 

temples property and controlled worship. Making a gift to a temple or more correctly 

to god in temple was seen as a meritorious act in which all could participate according 

to their means. Gifts were made by all sorts of people but most commonly by the 

ruling nobility. 

Cynthia Talbot92 in her study of the Kaktlya, albeit based on inscriptional data, 

argued for alternative motive of religious gifting. She pointed out that temple 

endowment was a replacement of other types of religious observance for the dead 

such as the sriidha funerary ceremony. According to her, love and reverence for a 

deceased relative was a compelling motivation for religious gifting. Anxiety over the 

welfare of a loved one and fear of what lay beyond this worldly existence were hence 

among the greatest impetus for temple patronage.93 She asserted that temple patronage 

was means of acquiring religious merit and social prestige and influence. This 

possibly led to greater control over economic resources including labor. It could 

provide an entry into the social circle outside one's kinship or occupational networks, 

access to property, and labor beyond one's immediate command. Economic rights and 

privileges already possessed might have been granted through endowment. 94 
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In recent years some attempt has also been made to ascertain the nature of 

religious transformation and patronage from a different source. Vijaya Nath's95 work 

is un attempt in this direction. In her research, she has used Pural)ic texts and 

anthropological data to trace the process of acculturation. She pointed out that the 

PuriilJS were special category of sacred literature written in a well thought out plan by 

the Brahmanical ideology to research out and acculturate the aboriginal groups to 

acquired land and to avert a social crisis that emerged from Brahmanical 

encroachment in the tribal world as well as due to the proselytizing activities of the 

Jaina and Buddhist religious orders. Regarding the modes of acculturation she talked 

about the decline of market economy, pressure on land, local state formation, large 

scale land donation, migration of Brahmins from the core to peripheral regions etc., 

which is similar to other writings on the early medieval period. 

Besides the above discussed early medieval centric research, patronage has 

also been studied from a larger historical perspective of a wider time span. Barbara 

Stoler Miller's96 edited book The Power of Art, Patronage in Indian Culture is a 

useful contribution in this regard. This book is a collection of articles covering a time 

span from ancient to colonial period. The essays in this volume are grouped in to four 

broad divisions corresponding to dominant modes of patronage. These are Buddhist 

and Brahmanical modes of patronage, Islamic patronage under Mughal rule, and 

modern transformation of the patronage style under the influence of British rule. In 

the introductory note Miller and Eaton have rightly pointed out literary and historical 

evidence of individual royal patronage in India is sufficiently prominent but that is 

other modes of patronage where there are vital markers of changing social patrons. 

Examples of nobles, merchants and village patrons flourish throughout Indian history 

as powerful means through which individual families, guilds, or whole village, bind 

are to religious, ideological and dynastic purpose.97 Romila Thapar98 and Dehejia 's99 

contribution towards understanding the patronage in early historical period is very 

significant. 

However, in the same book patronage in the Gupta and post-Gupta period are 

perceived from a different perspective. Miller and Eaton 100 point out that collective 

patronage by groups of lay people remained prominent during the period of Kiisana 
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rule. In contrast, in the Gupta period Hindu kings and their courtiers emerged as the 

most notable patrons of art and literature. Since these kings were ritually and 

ideologically dependent on Brahmin priests, the pattern of courtly patronage during 

this period may be called Brahminic. This view is also reflected in the writings of 

Devangana Desai 101 who holds the view that patronage arose from the need of 

upwardly mobile social groups to legitimize their acquisition of social or political 

power. She has specially cited the example of the ChaiJ9ella dynasty's patrpnage to 

the shrines at Khajuraho. 

The use of ethnological data is another important aspect of the study of 

patronage. The lack of historical sources and creations of new research design 

prompted scho Iars to visualize the notion of patronage from different historical 

perspective. A project titled, "Continuities of Community Patronage and Pilgrimage 

Temples in Western India" is undertaken by a group of scholars to ascertain the 

construction, maintenance and continuation of religious shrines and the nature of 

patronage through documentation of living traditions. This project finally took the 

shape of a monograph titled, Ethnology and personhood, Notes from the field. 

Meister102 in his paper clearly mentions that art historians too often speak of the 

temple as if built by the king, but they are all built for communities as ritual 

instruments, the use of which changes. One important function of the temples is to 

web individuals and communities into a complicated and inconsistent social fabric 

through time. They survive because communities make use of them in reciprocal 

relationship of self preservation, quite removed from the agenda of historical 

conservation. He further argues that "a temple is not simply a structure of one period 

or even one community. It moves through time, collecting social lighting and 

recourses. It must be repositioned constantly to survive. If it serves one king it may 

die with that king let each tell its long story: both temples and communities they serve 

continually redefine their pasts and renegotiate the present". 

John E. Cort 103 in his study on four important temples of western India also 

holds similar views. He argues that the study of the medieval Indian temple has been 

largely the study of structures created, endowed, and sustained through royal 

patronage as a sign of royal prestige, political aspiration and its evolution. But the 
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study of four temples exhibits an importantly different pattern. According by Cort 

"the nature of their original construction and endowment, they have survived for a 

thousand years not due to exclusively royal support, but largely due to the support and 

devotion of specific connection between castes and the deities enthroned in these 

temples, which could explain both the continuing importance of these temples and 

even their very survival." 1 04 

After a detailed analysis of each and every aspect of the four temples he 

suggests, "Temple can be studied as site of contestation over financial assets, spiritual 

assets, and cultural assets. To the one time visitor, a temple will usually appear to be a 

fixed entity with a clearly defined identity. But when viewed over a time, the 

identities of the temple and deity enthroned in the temple are tied to the identities of 
--· 

any arrangement of people who are connected to the temple as patrons, builders, 

renovators, owners, trustees, ritual specialists, and devotees, descendants, neighboring 

inhabitants, government representative and pilgrims. The relationship among these 

people, the temple, and the deity will fluctuate, as different people advanced various 

claims to proprietary in relation to the temple and or the deity. The one time visitor 

comes away with the impression that the temple is a solid, continuing presence. To an 

architectural historian the temple appears to be far more fluid, as the physical 

structure is renovated, rebuilt and reconfigured repeatedly over the centuries. In a 

similar manner, to a social historian, the temple also appears to be far more fluid over 

time, as it is one node in an ever shifting array of social groupings and identities". 105 

James Preston's106 case study on the Cai}Qi temple at Cuttack (Odisa) suggests 

a similar view. According to him the patronage of the shrines was not only changing 

but also ever increasing in nature. Earlier it was a small neighborhood temple made of 

clay but over a short span of time period, it changed in to a well built permanent ritual 

structure. 107 Similarly during this period there are three contestant parties who claim 

their legitimate rights to the control and management of the temple, and accordingly 

they have designed the temple legends to serve their interests108 in the issue of 

patronage, while he agreed with its association with royalty in the past, its decline 

over the period of time did not affect the worship of mother goddess. Instead the 

worship continued to flourish, but with new patrons and different form. The new 
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patrons are those segments of Indian society mostly rich merchants and the educated 

elite, who have inherited power and influence in the vacuum left by the fall of the 

feudal princes. 109 

The above historiography discussion on patronage has revealed the multi

faceted and multi-dimensional nature of the subject. There is no unanimity among 

scholars and no theory has a universal application. Empirical research on different 

time span has brought out diverse trends in the nature of patronage. Scholars working 

on Buddhist patronage highlight the role played by trader, guilds, lay worshippers and 

the community. For this they use different sources like seals, sealing's, votive stupas, 

donatives inscription tablets and normative literatures. Similarly, ethnographical 

researches also bring out the changing nature of patronage and the involvement of 

communities and social groups in the maintenance and survival of religious shrines. 

But patronage in the early medieval temple has mostly been seen from the prism of 

royalty and nobility. The undimensional approach arose due to ideological leanings, 

use of conventional methods and over emphasis on inscriptional sources. In the third 

chapter following two sections about patronage has been discussed from a critical use 

of inscriptional data, and the extant temple remains at Bhubaneswar. 

1.3. Concept of Temple 

The concept of temples may have been originated past centuries with the idea of god 

in a human form. Such a form required acceptable habitation, a shelter and thus 

resulted in structural edifices. In very early period such a shrine might have been 

made of wood, thatch, or bamboo, but it soon became a sanctum of stone. The stone 

sanctum was known as the garbhagriha literally womb house, and it was a small 

room often square, with completely plain walls and single narrow doorway in front. 

The outer walls of sanctum were often decorated with figural sculptures relating to the 

god within. According to Stella Kramrisch "Vi man, is name of the main temple 

building as synonymous with Prasad. These two are the most significant words for 

temple. 110 The temple is the seat and dwelling of god, according to the majority of the 

names. The Prasada has widest application 111
. Other words for the temple with a 

wide currency and generally employed are; Devagrham, Devagrha, (house of god); 
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Deviiyatanam, Deviilaya, Devakulam 112 meanmg seat or residence of god; 

Mandirama, Bhubanam, Sthanam 113
, Sthana meaning waiting or abiding place, 

dwelling, respectively, Kirtanam, Harmyana (from 'hr', to take) a palatial building, 

and Vihara (also from 'hr', to take asunder, vihara; to construct). A seat and house of 

god is the temple by most of its names. The names Caitya and K~eatra, however, the 

Hindu temple has inherited from the piled up sacred monument and from the sacred 

ground in the place of which it was to arise". 114 In the Vastu-Sastra, the synonyms are 

listed and throw some light on the multiple origins of the Hindu temple 115
. The 

SamarailgasUtradhara116 also gives synonymous for the names to the place for god. 

In the beginning in popular religion Hindu temple evolved from the remotest 

antiquity was just a platform open to sky with some kind of aniconic representation or 

symbol of the deity which could more accurately be named a 'shrine' .117 There were 

two kinds of worship: one through mantra, were such the other a simple popular form 

of offering flowers, water, sweets, perfume and lighting of lamp. 118 There were such 

shrines to the Earth Goddess PrithivT DevT or MahTmata or Mata DevT119 to the Yak~a, 

Naga120 and Vrik~a Devatas. The earliest platforms (thana, chaurii) were dedicated to 

Yak~as. 121 However, the Yak~a shrines were preceded by Naga shrines or platforms, 

the platform shrine was a very ancient tradition. The evolution was reached when 

railing were provided round the platform, first of bamboo and wood, and later of 

stone. Earlier these were of moderate size, but later on in monumental form like the 

railings at Nagari and at Barhut, Sanchi, Mathura and Amarvati. 

The practices of building houses for gods and goddess is very old in Odisa. 

According to the HatTgumpha inscription Mahameghavahana Aira Kharavela repaired 

savadeviiyatana122 (sava-deviiyatana-sansakara-karako) that is means all devayatana 

or 'repairer of all shrines of gods'. This postulates the existence of several 

Brahmanical shrines long before Kharavela 's accession to the throne in the 151 century 

AD, thus those shrines required renovation. Goddess Pral)adevati referred to in the 

Bhadraka inscription 123 of 3rd century AD must have been properly enshrined and 

worshipped. A shrine was built for the image ofNataraja by Maharaja Satrubhailja of 

the Asanapata inscription 124 in the 4'h century AD Hsuan Tsang who visited Odisa in 

AD 639 came across several Deva temples in different parts of the state. It is likely 
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that temples were constructed in Odisa during the Gupta period. The temples seen by 

the Chinese pilgrim in the ih century AD might have been constructed in the 51
h-6th 

century AD The early Ganga rulers of Kalmga were devoted to Gokall)esvara Siva on 

the Mahel)\ira Mountain. In the Ponnutiiru copper plates inscription of the Ganga ruler 

Maharaja Samal)tavarma, find the earliest reference prior to the date of the issued of 

the Ponnutiiru plate's125 itself This presupposes the existence of the temple of 

Gokafl)esvara prior to the date of the Ponnuturii plates AD 560. The architectural and 

sculptural fragments found ·at Bhubaneswar (Sikharacal)\11 temple at Patia 126
) and in 

Jajpur district were once formed parts of the temples which are no longer in existence. 

Very likely those temples belonged to the earlier period. 127 K.C. Panigrahi has tried to 

prove that the original shrine of Viraja at Jajpur, located at short distance from the 

present temple, belongs to the Gupta period. 128 

1.4. Meaning of the Lesser Known Temples 

Meanings of the lesser known temple such as these are valuable but these are not 

acknowledged and these are not famous or acclaimed. These remain are unknown or 

lesser known, some in ruins, others rebuilt beyond recognition, many more scattered 

up and down the Bhubaneswar area (Plan Drawing. 6 & 7). They attracted neither any 

archaeologist or art historian nor even any common traveler. These temples are 

prosperous in the architectural scheme and are profusely decorated with good imagery 

but never became part of any discourses. Those scholars who are working in the 

temple architecture of Odisa, have only paid at most attention to the better conserved 

big temples like Parsuramesvara, Vaitala, Muktesvara, Liilgaraja, Rajarani, 

Brahmesvara and Meghesvara. All these temples are under the protection of 

Archaeological Survey of India and Odisa State Archaeology. However in the present 

work, the focus shall be the lesser known small temples and not the big temples that 

are mentioned in the discussion. The lesser known temples of Bhubaneswar city are 

not only in bad state of preservations but also do not become part of the temple 

architectures studies. An attempt has been made here to study the lesser known 

temples from its architectural, sculptural and patronage perspectives. The emergence 

of lesser known temple in Bhubaneswar has the social importance and become a 

necessity in a specific locality. They are well associated with major temple like 
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Lingaraja for social, ritual and practices. The other likely reason for their emergence 

is for ritualistic proposes of the common people. They are easy to access and these are 

building by some local rich and merchant class people for the religious proposes as a 

part of sastric tradition. Thus it becomes important to study various background 

factors for the emergence of lesser known temples, which will be discussed in the 

next chapter. 
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CHAPTER-II 

BACKGROUND 

The second chapter deals with the background of this study. For a comprehensive 

analysis this chapter has divided into four sections, each one of them deals with a 

different theme. The frrst section deals with the geographical condition including 

geomorphology, main rivers, distributaries, tributaries, the water ways and 

environmental issue like climatic conditions. The second section contains the 

historical geography which will be discussed totally through available literary text as 

well as inscriptional evidences. The dynastic history of Bhubaneswar region which 

starts from Asoka Maurya to Ganga and Gajapati dynasty will be discussed in the 

third section. In fourth section, the main emphasis is given to settlement patterns, their 

spatial distribution and emerging patterns in the early medieval period. 

2.1. Physical Geography 

The monuments and the archaeological sites are spread in a vast area in the various 

localities and mauzas of modem Bhubaneswar city. "Bhuvane.Svara" is one of the 

epithets of the Linga now called Lingariija enshrined in the biggest temple of the 

place. 1 The name Bhubaneswar is also referred in the old revenue records of the 

locality.2 Thus the place derived its name from the presiding deity of the area. As a 

revenue mauza Bhubaneswar covers almost the whole area known as Old Town. 3 In 

the revenue map it is bounded by the villages, namely: Rampur and Bargarh on the 

north, Mahabhoisasan and Nuagaon on the east, Kakuraghai, Haripurpatna, 

Kapileswar and Kapilprasad on the south; Kapilprasad, Bhimpur and Siripur on the 

west. But the ancient Bhubaneswar extended in a much wider area as witnessed by the 

location ofBrahmesvara temple. 4 

An inscription originally attached to this temple speaks about the locality of 

the temple which is Ekiimra, the other name of Bhubaneswar5
. The development of 

modem city as a new State-capital was enacted in 1948. The urban local body of 

Bhubaneswar first constituted as a notified area committee on 1st February 1948 

under 'Bihar and Orissa Municipal Act 1922'.6 Thereafter it becomes 'Notified Area 
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Council on 1st October 1952' under the 'Orissa Municipal Act 1950'.7 It covers 28 

villages or rather mauzas which are revenue units. These mauzas are Purba Bargada, 

Pachhim Bargada, Bhubaneswar, Kapileswar, Haripurpatna, Lakshmisagar, 

Lakshmisagarpatna, Bhimpur, Rampur, Bomikhal, Govindprasad, Kalraput, 

Sunderpada, Kapilprasad, Pokhriput, Barna, Nayapalli, Barmunda, Jagamara, 

Jharpada, Charbatia, Nuagaon, Garhgopinathprasad, Pandara, Garkan, 

Chandrasekharpur and Damna. 8 Later it was constituted into a Municipality on 14th 

April 1979 by Govt. Notification No. SPL. Com. 10/78-11360 dated 29th March 1979 

under the same Act. The whole area is now organized and distributed in 42 units with 

a proper layout. The mauza Bhubaneswar, which has been known as such for many 

centuries, has given the name to the modern township. 9 

The above area of Bhubaneswar covers almost all the ancient sites and 

settlements to be dealt with in this work. But, a few most important sites lay beyond 

the limits of Municipal area. These ancient sites are located at Basuaghai, Sisupala, 

Mahabhoisasan, and Dhauli which are contiguous Mauzas to the Municipal area. 10 In 

the rapid growth and expansion of the city these Mauzas no more lay outside of 

Bhubaneswar urban area and notionally those are accepted as part and partial of 

Bhubaneswar. 11 

On the other hand traditional extent of Bhubaneswar, as quoted in Pural}as 

and other orthodox Sanskrit literature, ~as more certain boundary marks. According to 

Brahmapural}a the sacred land of Ekamra extended up to two and half yojana on each 

cardinal direction from the temple of Svaymbhu-Krlttivasas. 12 The measurement of 

yojana is seldom used in mythical expressions; however, in established Sanskrit 

Lexicons like Sabdakalpadruma, yojana is referred to as equal to four kosa. 13 One 

kosa is equal to two miles. Thus Ekamra extended up to twenty miles from each 

cardinal direction from Lmgaraja temple. The SvarJJddri Mahodaya, 14 an orthodox 

text of late medieval period, speaks of the extent of Bhubaneswar as three yojana on 

each cardinal direction from the deity Lmgaraja. 15 The text further intimates the area 

of sacred and meritorious land and five kosa and mentions the landmarks determining 

the limits on each cardinal direction; 16 thus, the extent of Bhubaneswar is fixed in the 

area lying between Khandchala (Udayagiri- Khandagiri hill) on the west and 
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Kul).<;lalesvara temple (at village Tankapani) on the east; and goddess Varhim (Bhalha) 

on the north and Vahirailgesvara temple (at Dhauli hill) on the south, Ekiimra 

Cha(l(irikii also confirms this. 17 

The doubt of the old expressions of distance measurements is obvious from 

the above varying statements; yet the landmarks referred to permanent nature and 

provide a certain defined boundary ofthe traditional extent ofBhubaneswar. 18 

2.1.1 Geomorphology 

Geomorphologically, the whole area of Bhubaneswar is located in two distinct 

landforms; viz. (i) Laterite tract and (ii) Alluvial plains. Besides, there are isolated 

hill-spurs ofUdayagiri-Khandagiri on the west and ofDhauli on the south (Map.15 & 

16). 

(i) The Laterite Tract 

It is higher on the west and slopes towards the east. Gangua, 19 a local streamlet 

demarcates it from the alluvial plains. It is eroded at many places and has an 

undulated surface. The local water courses draining the rain-water of vast Laterite 

stretches towards alluvial plains ultimately reach to river Daya.20 The age long water

flow cut deep the land surface and resulted in the formation of large lakes. Due to 

simultaneous silting and human activities these lakes (water courses) either turned 

into marshes or paddy fields or leveled for roads and buildings. Out of three 

watercourses two are shown as proposed lakes in the map of Bhubaneswar published 

in Puri District Gazetteer, 21 though in the subsequent town planning map, these are 

marked as green belts. For reference call these water courses as Lake-1, Lake-2 and 

Lake-322 (Map.16). 

Lake-1: This is the most important water-course which lay on the southern part of 

modern Bhubaneswar and flows in the modern Bhubaneswar area in most of its 

length. Beginning near the modern Ganganagar locality in the west, this lake in its 

original form extended up to the area lying on the north of Liilgaraja temple and 

further flowing towards north-east in the shape of a narrow streamlet. 23 It is known as 
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Gangua, in its later part as another longer stream is also called Gangua, therefore refer 

to the former as the Shorter Gangua. 24 A careful study and observation of the original 

contours and course of this lake reveals that the present Bindusagar lake was 

originally a part of this lake which was separated from this by creating a bandh 

(embankment).25 This separation would have taken place before 61
h or ih century AD 

as witnessed by the temple of Uttaresvara which stands on the bank of this lake; the 

temple is datable to circa 71
h-8th century AD26 That also notice that the area clinging to 

Liilgaraja temple is a raised one, and steeply sloping in all directions (only in western 

portion it is less sloping), but the inner courtyard is in lower level. These contours 

witness that an extensive earthen ramp was created during the construction of 

Liilgaraja temple. 27 

A half buried temple, having akasaliflga in its pinnacle, in front of the new 

market building in Old town and another half-buried temple standing near opposite to 

the main gate of Liilgaraja temple; and the existence of Sahasralinga tank in front of 

Liilgaraja temple (hidden behind a series of shops mostly in market complex) 

confirms that the original ground level was much lower than that of the set one. 28 

Therefore, it is probable that once the water of Lake-! was touching the 

Svayambhulinga the presiding deity. 29 Since, for references that Ekamralinga or 

Svayambhulinga was located on the banks of river Ga1Jdhavat1 or GaJJdhasiJJdhu; and 

the flow of Lake-1 after Kedara-Gauri area is also called Gangua a corruption of 

GaJJdhavatl, therefore, it can be said that Lake- I was the so called GaJJdhavatl or 

GaJJdhasiJJdhu of the Pura7Jas and inscriptions which served a major water source for 

the religious settlement of Ekamra-Bhubaneswar and is also liable for many perennial 

springs. 30 It is interesting to note that we get the reference of further channelization of 

Ga1Jdhasi~1dhu by Chodaganga.31 It appears that subsequent to the rise of ground level 

due to the reasons mentioned earlier water of Lake-1 started spreading towards the 

east where already existed several temples; namely: Kotitirthesvara, Svarl)ajalesvara 

and Talesvara etc.32 This water, creating swamps and floods during rainy seasons, 

would have disturbed those temples. Therefore, a channel was dug to guide the water 

flow properly which also made available vast stretches of dry land for the 

construction of other temples. 
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At present Lake- I starts from Ganganagar and runs towards east with mild 

southward bend along the area lying on the northern periphery of airport arid reaches 

the railway line where it takes southward turn and widens, then reaches the 

Bar;iadaJJr;/a road, here it is turned into almost shallow swamps and called Asurakiari 

(the field of demons )33 (Map.16) As, during the Cart-festival (ratha-yatra) of Lord 

Lingaraja the wheels of the vehicles used to plunge in the swamps (due to settling 

down ofthe earthen road built upon it); and such incidents were taken as the mischief 

of demons, therefore, this area was believed as the field of demons (the demons are 

pacified when the car reaches in this area by offerings).34 

After this point the lake runs for a short distance touching a little piece of land 

on the road which bifurcates from Bindusagar (Bindusagar is linked with this lake by 

a culvert), the it flows in zigzag way for a little distance passing through the areas 

lying behind Ananta Vasudeva temple and running towards the east; again it creates 

vast swaps behind O.R.T. Garage (this area is now full of modem constructions). 35 

The lake further takes the shape of a stream and enters the alluvial plains after 

crossing the Puri road. Here, it flow about 4 kilometers parallel to major Gangua 

stream and ultimately unites with the latter (Map.l6). 

Lake-2: It takes its origin near Nuapalli village and runs in eastward direction via 

Satyanagar where it is called as 'Lake'. After some distance the water of the lake 

becomes invisible36 (Map.16). 

Lake-3: This Lake lies on the northernmost fringe of Bhubaneswar. It is though 

longest but narrow water course in west-east direction which originates in far west 

near Jokalandi mauza passing via Vanivihar area and terminates behind Capital Water 

Works 37 (Map.l6). 

The soil profile of laterite area is very thin and is totally nil at some places, 

therefore the land is unfit for crop-cultivation. However, heavy rainfall throughout the 

year and high humidity in atmosphere help lush forest growth in this area38
. The 

porosity of the laterite bed causes the water percolation in greater quantity which 

raises the subsoil water-level. The raised water-level is also conducive for the growth 

ofjicus as well as scrub-plants in laterite area. This underground water gives rise to 
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many perennial springs; the famous one is called Kedara-Gauri.39 The hard and high 

laterite areas usually lay barren and locally called 'tangi '. 40 These lands served as 

good quarries of laterite slabs for building purposes. As a building material, laterite is 

used since very early period. It is used as main building material in civil and religious 

edifices of ancient times at Bhubaneswar, e.g. at Sisupalgarh-fortification and in 

temples and tanks. 

(ii) The Alluvial Plains 

The alluvial plains of the east are formed by local drainage as well as by major rivers; 

namely: Kuakhai, Kushbhadra, Daya and Bhargavi. 41 This is a fertile agricultural belt 

and would have served as an important source of food-supply to the human

settlements in the past which flourished in the neighboring areas. This alluvial land 

forms the part of well-known long strip of coastal plains of0disa.42 

(iii) The Hill Spurs 

The hill-spurs of Udayagiri-Khandagiri lay on the western zone of Bhubaneswar. 

These are the sedimentary formations of Upper Gondwana phase.43 The highest 

contour is 210 feet at peak called 'devasabha' located in the western side hill i.e. 

Khandagiri. 44 These hills served as shelter for Jaina monks and were honeycombed 

with beautiful rock-excavations under the patronage of king Kharavela. 45 The coarse

grained sand stone of these hills was used in the temples of Bhubaneswar. On the 

other hand the Dhauli hills, lying extreme south of Bhubaneswar on the western bank 

of river Daya, are volcanic formations of Archian's Age. 46 These are composed ofup 

heaved breccias with quartos rock intermixed.47 The rock is now termed as 

Khondalite. The hill bears most significant relics of the past i.e. a set of fourteen-rock

edicts of Asoka.48 

(iv) Main Rivers, Distributaries and Tributaries49 

The principal rivers which flow in the neighborhood of Bhubaneswar are the Kuakhai, 

the Bhargavi, the Kushbhadra and the Daya. These rivers also served as the main 

waterways for inland trade and public transport50 (Map.3). 
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The Kuakhai51
: The River Kuakhai is an offshoot of the river Kathazori and it takes 

off near a point located opposite to Cuttack. After flowing in south-south-easterly 

direction for 19.2 km. it throws off Kushbhadra then travels nearly due south (along 

the eastern periphery of greater Bhubaneswar area) about 11.2 km. until it reaches 

village Sardeipur where it divides into two big branches, the Daya to the west and the 

Bhargavi to the east.52 

The Kushabhadra: This River leaves the river Kuakhai at Balianta and flows in 

south-easterly direction for some 64 km. till it enters the Bay of Bengal near the 

shrine of Ramachandi (9 km. from Konark). 53 Near the mouth of this river traces of a 

port town of medieval period are discovered in a recent excavation54
. 

The Daya55
: This river as already stated, takes off from the Kuakhai, runs to the south 

for about 12.8 km. then makes a sharp tum towards west, after that it continues its 

course southward for the rest of its length emptying itself into the north-eastern comer 

of the Chilika lake some 60 km. from its off take from river Kuakhai. 56 

The Bhargavi: This River is 91 km. in its total length. After takeoff from river 

Kuakhai it follows a circuitous course and empties itself into the outfall of the river 

Daya breaking into numerous branches. 57 

The Gangua58
: This is a local stream which has two main sources; and both are called 

Gangua, i.e., (1) major Gangua and (2) shorter Gangua. The shorter Gangua has 

already been discussed while describing the Lake-1.59 The major Gangua has its 

source in the hilly tract to the west of Mancheswar, some 9.6 km. north of 

Sisupalgarh. From Sisupalgarh it flows further 11.2 km. in south-south-west-south 

direction and joins the river Daya. The shorter Gangua stream which initially flows in 

the east-south orientation near Kedara-Gauri becomes fully south oriented after 

covering a distance of one kilometer or more, tum almost in right angle towards west 

and runs the same distance in that direction. 60 Here, it encircles the localities of 

Bhuasuni and Kapilesvar, then again turns southwards where it meets the major 

Gangua, here both the courses run almost parallel. 61 It is a noteworthy point that 

whereas the shorter Gangua inspired the rise of Ekamra-Bhubaneswar, the major 
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Gangua was exploited by the occupants of the fortified settlement of Sisupalgarh 

mauza. 62 

(v) Rivers as Waterways63 

For a major part of the year, the Kushbhadra, the Bhargavi and the Daya serve the 

purpose· of navigation. The Kushbhadra dries up in its upper reaches but in its lower 

part country-boats are to be seen throughout the year. 64 The Daya and the Bhargavi 

are navigable up to the month of January. These two rivers get merged in Chilika lake 

(actually it is a part of the sea), in their respective mouths. Up to a distance of l 0 

miles (16 km.) stream they are navigable even in hot dry weather. Traders from the 

Ganjam district with their heavy load of bamboos and other commodities come by 

way of the Ganjam canal to Chilika and then catch these rivers. 65 

These waterways would have served as the means of trade traffic in the 

ancient days also. The existence ofport town in the mouth of river Kushbhadra in the 

medieval period suggests that inland trade centers and cities were linked with 

maritime settlements by this river. 66 It may be possible that in ancient times the river 

had a good level of water in its whole length. Similarly, the Bhargavi and the Daya 

would have linked some ports on Chilika. 67 Some recent archaeological excavations at 

the village Manikpatna, located on the banks of Lake Chilika, revealed the trade links 

of this erstwhile port town with the West-Asia. 68 The much earlier excavations at 

Sisupalgarh near Bhubaneswar also yielded similar evidences of maritime trade with 

the West-Asia.69 Therefore, it is guessed that the port-town of Manikpatna was 

connected with the fort-city of Sisupalgarh by the way of river Daya and Bhargavi 

which are the offshoots of river Kathjori flowing near Sisupalgarh70 (Map.3). 

(vi) Climatic Conditions 

Bhubaneswar is situated at an altitude of 45 meters above the mean sea level. It has a 

bracing climate with maximum and minimum temperature of 31.0°C and 16.0°C 

during winter and 42.0°C and 30.0°C during summer respectively. 71 The average 

rainfall in a year is 152.4 cm72
• Apart from the usual rains of monsoon season, 

Bhubaneswar also receives heavy downpours from pre and post-monsoon cyclones. 73 
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From April to August the prevailing wind is from south and south-west and from 

September to March it is from North and North-West. The velocity of the wind is 

maximum in summer. 74 The nearness to sea maintains a high percentage of humidity 

in the air. The plentiful availability of water and lush-green vegetation are important 

features of natural environment of Bhubaneswar. 75 

The climate of Bhubaneswar is pleasing due to sea breezes coming across the 

verdant delta from south; on the other hand the forest-cladded hilly surrounding 

towards extreme north and a beautiful and charming panorama to the city. 76 Here, 

about 15 km. from Bhubaneswar, an extensive landscape has been developed in the 

zoological park and the botanical gardens. This place, now known as Nandanakana, 

had been the natural abode of various wild animals since remote past. 77 There are big 

natural lakes at Nandanakanana and Sarangagarh (there is a fort belonging to the 

period of the rulers of the Ganga dynasty). A nearby forest known as Chhandaka is 

the natural habitat of wild elephants; the State Government of Odisa has developed a 

sanctuary for elephants here. 78 Besides, ruins of a fort of the Ganga period have been 

also noticed here amidst the forest-clad hills. Unlike the Nandankanana area this 

forest is dry and devoid of any natural water-reservoir. The scrub-forest and bamboo

bushes in this area are highly susceptible for wild heat during summers due to 

particular topography and the climate of the area. 79 

The original topography of Bhubaneswar area is rapidly changing due to fast 

urbanization, growth in population, various kinds of land use in industrial 

development and other allied factors. 80 However, there has been little change in the 

climatic conditions of this locality during the last two thousand years 81
. 

2.2. Historical Geography 

In early medieval period, Bhubaneswar emerged as the major centre for Saivaism and 

was known through various names, such as Ekamra, Ekamra Kanana, Ekiimra 

~etra, Svamakuta, Svamachala, etc. The earliest epigraphic evidence about Ekamra 

is to be found in the Gupta year 280 (AD 600).82 The inscription belonging to the 

Vigraha dynasty mentions a matha of MmJinagesvarabhattarka of Ekambaka, which 

evidently represents Ekamraka or Ekamra. This seems to suggest that Ekamra, as the 
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ancient name of Bhubaneswar, was already known by that name during the 61h and ih 

century AD. 83 There is inscriptional evidence that a ruler named Santikardeva 

presumably a feudatory Bhaumakar, came to Ekiimra on pilgrimage and at the bank of 

Bindusagara donated land to a Brahmana in his own territory of Yamagartta 

Mandala84 which proves that Bhubaneswar also came to attract attention as a centre of 

pilgrimage. 

,. 

The temple inscription of Brahamesvara at Bhubaneswar belonging to 11th 

century mentions the erection of Brahmesvara temple at Ekarnra-Siddhartha.85 In the 

131
h century Ekiimra was the well known name of the temple town. A commemorative 

inscription of Ananta Vasudeva temple records that the said temple was built by 

Candrikadevi, sister of Narasimha-1 of the Eastern Ganga dynasty in the Saka year 

1200 (AD 1278).86 According to the inscription, the temple was built on the bank of 

Bindusagra at Ekamra. The inscription mentions that the presiding deity ofthe ~etra 

was called Krttlvasa and the temple is said to have been located near the 

Gm:/(;lhasiru;lhu, which represents, a variant of GalJfihavati, identical with the small 

river called Gangua. In early medieval inscriptions, the presiding deity of the Ekiimra 

K$efra is called Krtt"iviisa or K"irttiviisa. 87 Hence, the place was also called K"irttiviisa 

Kataka, as mentioned in the inscriptions of Suryvamsls Gajapati king 

Purusottamadeva.88 It is not known clearly, when the name Bhubaneswar was given to 

this holy city. An inscription of Lingaraja temple of the time of Virocoda (lih 

century) mentions the presiding deity as Tribhuvanadhisvara.89 

It appears that subsequently the name Bhubaneswar became more popular than 

Klrttiviisa. In the Odia inscription ofthe time ofPurusottamadeva, the presiding deity 

is mentioned as Bhubanesvaradeva or Bhubanesvara or Bhubanesvara Linga.90 Sudra 

Muni Sarala Das (151
h century AD), the composer of Odia Mahabharta, mentions 

Bhubaneswar tlrtha in the Vana Parava in the context of killing of two demons Klrtti 

and Vasa at Ekii1nbaravana (Ekiimravana). 91 It seems that in the course of centuries 

the city, named after deity Bhubaneswar, came to be known as Bhubaneswar. 

Bhubaneswar the name of the sacred city had already become popular by the 1 th 
century AD. This JS suggested by 1 i 11 century Sanskrit text, called 

Satpancasaddesavibhaga, 92 which forms a part of the Saktisa11gama Tantra. The 
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work, among others, mentions the name of Bhubaneswar as a territory adjoining Ailga 

and Gauda. Bhubaneswar thus had become popular although Ekiimra K~etra as the 

name of the temple town was not altogether replaced.93 Bhubaneswar, at least the 

temple town, evokes the glory of the Ekiimra K~etra, which was not completely to be 

rediscovered, but remains a living heritage displayed through its temples and other 

antiquarian remains. 94 

Many Sanskrit texts provide evidence about the sanctity of the Ekarnra 

Ksetra. The Ma~tya Purm;a95 refers to Ekiimra and its chief goddess Krrtimati. She 

could be goddess Paravatl, who is described in the Ekiimra Pura7Ja as Krrttirupa.96 

The Brahma Pura7Ja, 97 however, provides an interesting detail about its territorial 

extent, temples, garden, houses, streets and beautiful women.98 The area of Ekiimra 

K~etra comprises of two-and-half yojanas. The K~etra is said to have evolved from a 

single mango tree. Its presiding deity is mentioned as Krrttivasa. 99 The Pura7Ja 

mentions the sacred tank Bindusagar, kapila t'irtha, and the Sivalinga called 

Bhaskaresvara. This excellent Ke~tra, containing one croer Sivalinga, is considered as 

sacred as Varanasi. The devotee, who sees the presiding Sivalinga of K~etra, Devi 

Parvati, Ganacanda, Kartikeya, GaQesa, Vrishabha and Kalpadruma, attains 

Siva/aka. 100 

. 101 . 
The Siva Pura7Ja, which refers to numerous Sivalinga of India, mentions 

Kirttivasesvara, Kedaresa and Bhubanesa. Klrttivasesvara, evidently, belongs to 

Varanasi, but Bhubanesa is no other than the presiding Sivalinga of Ekarnra K~etra. 

The Siva PuraQa102 specifically mentions Bhubaneswar in the land of Purusottama as 

the bestowers of Siddhi. The Siva Purana103 (Uttara kha7J(ia), which consists of forty

five chapters, devotes nearly five chapters to describe the greatness of Ekarnra ~etra 

and Lingaraja-Tribhubanesvara. 104 In course of time the Ekarnra K~etra became a 

major centre of Saivaism and attracted many pilgrims. Several Sthala Miihatmyas 

were written to describe its sanctity. 105 Among such works Ekiimra Pura7Ja, 106 

Ekiimra Ca1J(Irika 107 and Sviir7Jadri Mahodaya 108 deserve special mention. These texts 

describe in detail the temples, the legends around them, sacred tanks and the notable 

festivals taking place in Bhubaneswar. 109 These orthodox texts mention several 

shrines inside the Lingaraja and many temples compound. These texts cannot be 
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precisely dated, but they contain good deal of traditional accounts of much earlier 

period than their actual date of composition. 110 The textual analysis of these above 

mentioned three texts, suggests the Ekiimra Pura1Ja is possibly the earliest and it was 

followed by Sviir1Jadr1 Mahodaya and Ekiimra Ca1Jt}rika is apparently later than the 

Siva Pura7Ja (Uttara Kha1Jt}a). R.C. Hazra111 believed that the Ekiimra Pura7Ja was 

composed between AD 950 and AD 1150. But K.C. Panigrahi112 on the basis of 

reference to Ananta Vasudeva Temple (AD 1278) places the text in the 13th century 

AD.m 

The Ekiimra Pura7Ja 114 mentions the Mahatmya of Kapilesvara, the 

construction of which is attributed to Suryavamsis king Kapilendradeva (AD 1435-

1467). This would suggest that the Ekiimra Pura1Ja, or at least the chapter on 

Kapilesvara Miihatmya, belonged to the 15th century. The text refers to Kapila 

Smnhitii suggesting further a later date than accepted by R.C. Hazra and K.C. 

Panigrahi. 115 The Sviir1Jadr1 Mahodaya quotes identical verses from the Ekiimra 

Pura1Ja, while there are identical verses in the Sviirl)adr'f Mahodaya and Ekiimra 

Ca1Jt}r'fkii. These Sthala Miihatmyas collectively throw a good deal of light on the 

religious and cultural milieu of the Ekiimra K$etra and its numerous temples. 116 These 

works may be dated between the 13th and 15th century. The Kapila Samhitii117 is 

another important Sanskrit text, which describes the four important religious centers 

of Odisa dedicated to Krisna, Arka, Parvati and Hara. These centres are Puri, for the 

worship of Krisna-Jagannatha; Konarak for the worship of Surya; Viraja (Jajpur) for 

the worship of Devi and Ekamra (Bhubaneswar) for worship of Siva. 118 The section 

devoted to Ekiimra Ksetra throw light on the notable temples and festivals of 

Bhubaneswar. 

The text provides evidence that in the 15th -16th centuries, Bhubaneswar was 

vibrant centre ofpilgrimage. The Tlrtha Cintamani119 ofVacaspti Misra (15th century 

AD) includes Ekiimra Ksetra as an important centre of pilgrimage and quotes verses 

from the Braham Pural)a to prove its sanctity. 120 The Odia Mahabhiirta 121 of Sarala 

Das (Sudra Kabi/Muni) (15th century AD) refers to the legends about Kirtti and Vasa 

and mentions several temples, such as Ekambaranatha, Kedaresvara, Muktdvara, 
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Sukhmesvara, Yamesvara and others. 122 Sarala Das mentions that Ekiimravana had 

fifty-two crores ofSivalingas and most excellent of them was the Lmgaraja. 

Apart from being an important Saiva centre, Bhubaneswar was also a notable 

Siikta Pitha. 123 Several tantric texts, such as Jnanarnava Tantra, Brhannila Tantra, 

etc. mentioned that Ekiimra was a leading Siikta Pitha. 124 The chief goddess of 

Ekiimra is called KlrtTmati according to the Pranatosani Tantra 125
, Mastya PurmJa126 

and Devf Bhiigabata Pura~w 127 while Tantrasara mentions Bhagavaha as the chief 

goddess of Ekamra K$etra. The Siva Purana 128 (Uttaraa Khanda) mentions four 

P1thas in the K~etra, such as Bhava P1tha, dedicated to Kedara and Gauri; 

Mahasmasana P1tha with Uttaresvara and Uttaresvari; Siva Pftha inside the Lingaraja 

temple, before Gopalini and under the Kalpavrk~a; and Brhat Pftha were Vaidyanatha 
. 129 
IS present. 

The orthodox texts on the Ekiimra K$etra, such as Ekiimra Pura1Ja, Ekiimra 

Ca1Jdr1kii and Sviir1Jadr1 Mahodayii help us to recognize Bhubaneswar from the point 

of view of the tradition. 130 The sacred geography of the K$efra along with its temples 

is very clear on the basis of these texts. Ekiimra K$efra is considered to be circular 131 

(Mandalakara) and one Kosa in area. Another concept associated with the K$efra is its 

division in to eight iiyatanas, 132 (Plan Drawing. 5) possibly following the astamurtti 

or the eight forms of Siva-Tribhuvanesvara. 133 The term iiyatana denotes a place, 

abode, a sanctuary, etc. 134 In describing the iiyatanas, the Sivalingas are mentioned 

long with their distance from each other and their direction. The concept of iiyatanas 

is found in all the above mentioned three texts. In some temples, as in the Sviir1}adr1 

Mahodayii, there is apparent confusion and overlapping of the names ofLingas. In the 

narration ofthe eight iiyatanas, the Ekiimra Ca1Jt;/r1kii has been followed as it is later 

than Sviir1}adr1 Mahodayii. 135 The first iiyatana of Ekiimra K$etra included 

Bindusagra, Ananta Vasudeva, Devipadahara, Trithesvara and Tribhuvanesvara. 136 

The second iiyatana contains Mitrdvara, Varul)esvara, Isanesvara, Yamesvars, 

and tfrthas, such as Papanasana kul)<;la. 137 The third iiyatana included Ganga-Yamuna 

t1rthas and Sivalinga called Gangesvara. 138 The fourth iiyatana contains several 

Sivaliilgas, such as Kotisvara, Svarl)ajalesvara, Supamajaladvara, Siddhesvara, 

Muktesvara, Kedresvara, Rudralinga, Marutdvara, Daityesvara and Indre5vara. 139 
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The tlrthas associated with the Sivaliilgas are Kotifirtha, Siddhakm).\fa and 

Gauriku1).\fa140
. The fifth iiyatana contains the shrines of Brahamesvara, 

Gokafl).esvara, Utpalesvara, Amrtakesvara, Madyamesvara and Jatilesvara, besides 

the Brahmaku1).\fa. 141 The sixth iiyatana contains Lingas, such as Meghesvara along 

with Meghakul).\fa, Bhaskaresvara and its associated Kul).\fas and kapalamoccana 

Siva. 142 The seventh iiyatana has Sivalingas, such as Alabukesvara with Alabu tlrtha, 

Uttaresvara and Bhimesvara. 143 The eighth iiyatana Ekamra K~etra contains 

Ramesvara along with Rama KuiJ.\fa, Sitesvara, Hanumadisvara, Lavanesvara, 

Bhartaesvara, Lak~manesvara, Satrughnesvara, Gosahasresvara and Paradaresvara. 144 

In the Ekiimra Ksetra, there are eight tlrthas. 145 These are Bh:z(iu tlrtha, 

Piipanasinl kw:z(ia, Ganga-Yamuna tlrtha, Koti tlrtha, Brahama kw:z(ia, Megha tlrtha 

and Rama kw:z(ia. Of these eight tirthas Bindusara is the most excellent. 146 Taking 

bath in the BiJJ(iu tlrtha, a devotee should visit Purusottama (Anata Vasudeva), 

Devipadahiira, and Tribhubanesvara. The orthodox texts elaborately mention the 

legends and the sanctity of Bb:z(iu tlrtha. Taking bath in Piipanasinl ku1J(ia, the 

devotees visit Mitresvar and Varul).esvara. 147 The twin tlrthas of Ganga and Yamuna 

are associated with Gailgesvara. The kotl tlrtha is assiociated with Kotisvara; Brahma 

ku1Jda with Brahmesvara; Megh tlrtha with Meghesvara; and Rama ku1Jda (now 

called Asokajhara) with Ramesvara. 148 The Siva Pura7Ja (Uttara Kha1J(ia) while 

mentioning the eight tlrthas actually names seven tlrthas and omits Alabutirtha, 149 

which is mentioned in the Ekiimra CaJJdrlkii. The Alabu-tlrtha is in the vicinity of 

Alabukesvara. The orthodox texts locate eight Cm:z(iis in the Ksetra. The Sviir1Jadrl 

Mahodayii 150 and Ekiimra Ca7J(irika151 refer to these eight CaJJ(iis; they are 

Ramayanai, Kapalini, Mohini, Vindhyaga or Vindhyavasini, Arhbika, Dvaravasini, 

Uttaresvari and Gauri. CaJJdikas are placed on the four sides of the Bindusagara 

(Bindusara). On the western side Arhbika, in the east Davaravasini; on the southern 

bank are Mohini and Vindhyaga; while on the northern side Uttaresvari and Gauri. 152 

The textual evidence about the sanctity of Ekiimra Ksetra and its numerous 

temples are amply corroborated by archaeological evidence at Bhubaneswar. Dr. K.C. 

Panigrahi first made an exhaustive study of the archaeological remains at 

Bhubaneswar. 153 His study was based on the available sources, such as the extant 
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temples, detached sculptures, architectural fragments, inscriptions, Sanskrit texts on 

Bhubaneswar and the Madalii Piinjf. 154 His study on the basis of epigraphic records 

and typological study of temples assigned the temples of Bhubaneswar to different 

periods. The dynastic division of temples in the context of political history of Odisa, 

though convenient, is not always conclusive. The temples, on the basis of the 

development of their architectural and decorative programmed may be assigned 

approximately to two different centuries. Starting with Satrughnesvara in the 6'h 

century, the temple building tradition reached its climax with the construction of the 

Lingaraja temple in the 11th century and it continued as late as the 151h century, when 

the Kapilesvara temple was built. Many of the temples still retain the traditional 

names mentioned in the Sanskrit texts, such as Ekiimra Pura1Ja, Ekamra Ca1J(ir1ka, 

etc. which were in the nature of pilgrims guides. For the followers of Saivaism, 

Ekiimra K$elra is not a mere piece of land studded with numerous Sivalingas, but city 

of homage to Siva. 155 

The tradition of religious tolerance is attested by vestiges of diverse sects at 

Bhubaneswar. As early as 1 51 century AD Kharavela, a devout Jina, in the Hatigumpha 

inscription has specially mentioned that he privileged all religious sects and repaired 

the shrines of all the deities. 156 Jainaism flourished at Bhubaneswar in the Khandagiri 

and Udayagiri areas. 157 On the basis of the Hatigumpha inscription, it is claimed that 

Mahavira preached his religion in this centre. The caves at Khandagiri and Udayagiri 

belong 151 century AD, while the image of Trithankaras was carved there in the 11th 

century AD, when Bhubaneswar had already become a major centre of Saivaism. In 

the Muktesvara and Nagesvara temple (IO'h century AD), small figures of 

Trithankaras are found on its low enclosure wall. 158 Though, pioneer scholars believe 

that Buddhist influence came to Kalmga after the conquest by Asoka in 261 BC. But 

the prominent textual references cannot be ignored regarding the emergence of 

Buddhism in Odisa. Buddhism existed in Kalinga or Utkala before Asoka. The early 

Vinaya Pitaka, the Nikayas and the Jatakas refer about two merchants, 159 Tapassu 

and Bhallika, who received the first sermons of Buddha at Gaya and these merchants, 

have been refered as the inhabitants of Utkala. 160 After receiving the sermons from 

the Buddha, the merchants offered some rice cake and honey to the Buddha. 161 

Therefore, Buddha also gave them some Nakha (Nails) and Kesha (Hair) as the 
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evidence of disciple and the relationship of that incident. 162 Two on the 

commemoration that incident they built two Stupas known as Keshastupa and 

Nakhastupa in the region of Utkala. 163 But unfortunately these two Stupas are not 

existing. Its where about is difficult to make out in Odisa. 164 It is likely that those 

were instrumental to propagate Buddhism in Odisa. 

The other evidence is associated with Dantapura and tooth relics of Buddha in 

Odisa. 165 This is the time of Mahiiparinirviina, one of the teeth of Buddha was 

brought by Khsema (Thera) and presented to Kaliilga king Brahmadatta for build a 

Stupa. 166 The Danta-Stupa was installed at the place which is known as 

"Dantapura ". 167 That Dantapura place is now very controversial; it is generally 

identified with Puri and the tooth relics of Buddha is fixed in the wooden made god 

Jagannatha form of "Brahma" 168 at the time of Navakalevala or embodiment of god 

(every last twelve years). 169 The place like Puri is associated with the Buddhist 

religion like Sanana Prunima (Full Moon Day in month of June for Bathing of 

Jagannatha) and car festival or Ratha Yatra are originated from the Buddhist 

practice. 170 The earliest reference of Jagannatha as the manifestation of the Buddha is 

found in the Jnanasiddhi 171 of Indrabhuti, the founder of the Vajrayana system of 

Buddhism, 172 who begins his work after offering his obeisance to Jagannatha 

Buddha. 173 The images of Buddha in temples of Bhubaneswar are generic and are 

depicted as ninth incarnation of the Vislu;m in sculptural panel. 174 As has been 

mentioned above in the controversial Dantapura is identified sometimes as Puri and 

sometime as Paloura175 of Ganjam district near the Mahendragiri Mountain, but it's 

also getting identified with Paloura in Srikakulam district of Andhra Pradesh. That 

place is famous as Dantvarapukota (fort or big place for put the Danta or teeth), and 

is also mentioned in Dantabakragarha176 of the Mahabharat. Though some remains 

are found but they are unidentified. Moreover, it appears that Dantapura corresponds 

more to Puri which is fifty km away from Bhubaneswar. 

The rock cut elephant at Dhauli shows to be associated with Buddhism as this 

noble animal is symbolic ofthe birth of Buddha. Several detached railings, associated 

with Buddhism, have been discovered from Badagada, Bhaskaresvar temple area, 

Kapilaprasada, Panchagaona, 177 Lavangirimundia178 (ruined Buddhist Stupa and 
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Stupa 's structure, railings), Kurikimundia, 179 Aragarh. 180 Evidence about the 

continuance of Buddhism at Bhubaneswar is provided by images of Tara, Lokanatha, 

Halahala Lokesvara, etc. which may be assigned to the 11th -1 th centuries AD 181 

Even though Bhubaneswar was a centre of Saivaism, evidence about the existence of 

Vaisnavism is known from detached sculptures of Ananta Vasudeva (ih century AD) 

fixed on the eastern side of the Bindusara, the representation of Varaha in the 

Parasuramesvra temple (ih century AD) and avatara sculptures m the 

MaQibhadresvara temple (lOth century AD). The only major Visnu termple in Ekiimra 

~etra is Ananta Vasudeva temple. In course of time, Lirigaraja came to represent 

Hari-Hara and even the Kapila Samhita refers to Ekiimra as Harihariitmaka Ksetra. 182 

Thus, over the centuries, Bhubaneswar gives the impression of a city with 

diverse religious sects and traditions. Bhubaneswar in the late 61
h and early i 11 

century witnessed the growing influence of Saivaism. The early Saiva temples of 

Bhubaneswar carry representations of UikiilTsa. This seems to suggest that temple 

building activities at Bhubaneswar in the 6th century were connected with the Lakulisa 

Pasupata sect of Saivaism and Saivaism became to be the dominant religion of the 

place, although the earlier religions continued in the area and existed side by side with 

Saivaism. 

2.3. Political History 

Bhubaneswar better known for its outstanding temples gained its name from the city's 

presiding god, Lord Siva, called 'Tribhuvaneswara', which means "the Lord of the 

Three Worlds". 183 In the popular abbreviated form, the deity is called 'Bhubaneswar' 

and after the deity, the place is called Bhubaneswar. 184 As an important religious 

centre, the temple town was famous as Ekarama ~etra. 185 Legends trace the sanctity 

of the place, when there was a single mango tree with Sivaliti.ga below it. This is the 

religious centre of Saivaism and although changes over the centuries, Bhubaneswar 

continues as a living centre of pilgrimage in Odisa. The Ekiirama K$efra or Ekrama 

Kiinana was much more extensive than the present temple town. It extended from 

Khandacala (Khandagiri) on the west to KuQ<;lalesvara on the east; from Valahadevi 

on the north to Bahirati.gasvara at the top of the Dhauligiri on the south. The area is 

believed to be circular in shape. 186 
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The early history of Bhubaneswar, prior to the emergence of Ekarama K:jetra, 

is known from the available archaeological remains. The edicts of Asoka at Dhuli 

about 8 km south of Bhubaneswar, suggest that the area was a part of the empire of 

the famous Mauryan emperor Asoka. The rock-cut elephant carved at Dhauli dates 

back to the time of Asoka. It is known from his 13th Rock Edict, which is not 

engraved at Dhauli but at Sahabajigad (Pakistan), that Asoka had conquered a place 

called Kaliil.ga, eight years after his coronation that is about 261 BC. After conquest, 

Tosali became the headquarters of newly conquered province. This seems to be 

identical either with Dhauli or the fortified city of Sisupalagarha. Excavations of 

Sisupalagarha187 have provided evidence that the area was in occupation from the 3rd 

century BC to middle of the 4th century AD. Sisupalgarha, as an early historical city, 

was distinguished by its systematic layout with rampart, gateways, residential 

buildings and watch towers. The antiquities recovered from the site indicate the level 

of the city life and its trade contacts. The discovery of roulated ware, roman bullae, 

imitation Kushana coins and an inscribed gold medallion, throw light on its unique 

character as a city. 188 

The Hatigumpha Inscription189 on the Udyagiri hill, about 8 km from the 

Lingaraja temple contains the detail about the activities of Kharvela, the Chedi ruler 

of the Mahameghavahana family Kharavela is believed to have ruled during the 1st 

century AD 190 It appears that after the decline of Maurya dynasty, the Chedi kings 

ruled over Kalinga and established the independent kingdom of Kalinga. 191 During 

Kharavela, military campaigns were against the rulers of different parts of India. 192 

The Kalingan army marched towards west without caring for King Satakami of 

Satavahana dynasty. Even the Rastrika 193 and Bhojaka194 chieftains were defeated in 

the west. In the south the Tamil confederacy was defeated. In the north, the Kalinga 

army stormed Gorthagiri and caused panic to the people of Rajagriha. 195 The army 

marched as far as the Uttarapatha (north-west) and on the way back to Kalinga 

defeated Brihaspatimitra, the ruler of Anga and Magadha. 196 Kharavela was a 

follower of Jainism as is evident from the excavation of caves for Jaina the ascetic in 

the vicinity ofBhubaneswar. 
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The post-Kharavela period, is associated with the rule of Andhra and Murunda 

on the basis of numismatics findings 197 but as coins change hands during 

commercials transactions, one has to be cautious in using coins for reconstructing 

political history. 198 After Kharvela, the history of Bhubaneswar is quite obscure. The 

colossal figures of Nag a 199 and Yaksa200 indicate the popularity of these folk cults in 

Bhubaneswar. The discovery of large bell capitatl01 near the Ashoka Jhara tank and 

lion sculpture202 near Bhaskaresvara temple led scholars to believe that, there was an 

Asokan pillar in Bhubaneswar of which the pillar inside the Bhaskaresvara temple 

formed a part. The difference of style and the quality of stone used seem to suggest 

that pillar may have belonged to a period later than Asoka's. Similarly, the discovery 

of a lion capital near Bibhisanesvara temple seems to suggest the existence of more 

than one pillar imitating Asokan pillar. 

The discovery of number of railing pieces in Badagada Bhaskaresvara temple 

area indicate the existence of Stupa enclosed by railings203
; but its religious 

association with Buddhism or Jainism cannot be precisely determined. It is not known 

precisely the nature of Gupta political influence over Odisa, but it seems that in the 

post-Gupta period formalistic elements of soft sculptural body with integrated drapery 

continue to dominate to aesthetic sensibility. This is suggested by several sculptures, 

such as Parvati, Karttikeya found in the premises of the Lingaraja temple and a 

chatur-mukha li11ga recovered from the sacred tank ofBhubaneswar in honor of Siva. 

Epigraphically records found from village Patiakilla204 on the suburbs of 

Bhubaneswar indicate that it was a part ofthe territorial division ofDaksina Tosali 205 

during the rule of Maharaja Sambhu-Yasas of the Mana dynasty, who was a 

worshipper ofMahesvara. 

During the 6111 -7111 centuries AD, Bhubaneswar seems to have formed a part of 

the Sailodbhava territory which comprised the areas of present Khurda, Puri and 

Ganjam districts. 206 It was probably during this period that several early temples were 

constructed at Bhubaneswar. The Bhaumakaras ruled over coastal Odisa extending 

from Midnapur to Ganjam district in the 8111 -9111 centuries AD207 Their association 

with Bhubaneswar is suggested by the Dhauli cave inscription and the Gm:tesa 

gmhpha inscription at Udayagiri. 208 The Bhaumakara capital Guhasiva Pataka was 
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located in the vicinity of Viraja, identical with Jajpur in Jajpur district. 209 Viraja and 

Ekarnra as centres of pilgrimage are mentioned in the copper-plate grant of 

Santikaradeva, who seems to have been a feudatory king of the Bhaumakara 

dynasty. 210 

The SomavamsTs, who started their rule in Odisa with Suvan;mpura (Sonepur) 

as their capital, under Janmejaya-I Mahasivagupta (AD 880-920), gradually extended 

their sway and controlled coastal Odisa including Bhubaneswar during the time of 

Yayati-I Mahasivagupta by uniting Kosala and Utkala. 211 A commemorative 

inscription in the Brahmesvara temple indicates that it was built by Kolavatidevi, the 

mother ofUddyota Kesari (Uddyota Kesari-IV Mahasivagupta, AD 1040-1065).212 In 

the popular traditions, the Somavamsis are known as the Kesari kings. The Miidala 

Piinji213 attributes the construction of the Lingaraja temple to Lalatel)QU Kesari or 

Lalata Kesari. Epigraphic records engraved in a cave at Khandagiri hill mention that a 

Jaina teacher, Acarya Subhacandra, a disciple of Kulacandra, visited Jaina centre of 

Khandagiri during the time of King Uddoyata Kesari. The age of the Somavamsis at 

Bhubaneswar witnessed the construction of several beautiful temples, such as 

Muktesvara, Rajarani, Brahmesvara, and the Lingaraja. 

Bhubaneswar came under the control of the Eastern Gangas of Kalmga about 

the beginning of the l21
h century AD. The Lingaraja temple bears an inscription of 

Anantavarman Codagangadeva214 (AD 1078-1147). The inscriptions of the Ganga 

rulers are to be found at Bhubaneswar in-several temples, such as the jagamohana of 

the Lingaraja, Kedaresvara, Meghesvara and Ananta Vasudeva. The Ganga rule was 

followed by the rule of the Suryavamsis Gajapati kings. According to traditions ofthe 

Miidalii Piinji, Kapilendradeva (AD 1435-1467) had his coronation at Krttivasa

Kataka, i.e., Bhubaneswar.215 Inscriptions of Kapilendradeva216 and his successor 

Purusottamadeva217 (AD 1467-1497) are found on the jagamohana of the Lingaraja 

temple. The Odia inscription of Purusottamadeva refers to Krttivasa-Kataka, 218 which 

probably suggests the existence of a royal camp or residence at Bhubaneswar. 

According to local tradition, a mound on the southwest of the Lingaraja temple 

represents the remains of a royal palace. Bhubaneswar seems to have continued as an 

important religious and cultural centre during the SuryavamsTs rule. During the reign 
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of Prataparudradeva (AD 1497 -1540), Sri Caitanya came to Puri. He spent nearly 

eighteen years of his life and also died at Puri. On his way to Puri he is said to have 

worshipped Liilgaraja after taking bath in the Bindusagara as he believed in the Hari

Hara cult.219 The major biographies of Sri Caitanya, such as Caitanya Caritamrta, 

refer to his visit to Liilgaraja temple, but later works believe that he also possibly 

visited the Ananta Vasudeva temple. Odisa lost its independence in AD 1568 and 

passed into the hands of the Afghan rulers of Bengal. Subsequently, Mansingh 

annexed Odisa to the Mughal Empire in AD 1592. In AD 1751 the Marathas 

controlled coastal Odisa and ruled it till AD 1803. 

2.4. Settlement Pattern of Bhubaneswar 

The word settlement stands for the places of human dwellings and human activities. 

Thus in archaeological context a settlement remain may be a house, a cattle pen, 

stable, posthole, fortification, moat, tanks, embankments to rivers, lakes, roads and 

lanes, gateways, monastery, temple furnace and workshop etc. The building materials 

such as timber, clay, mud-bricks and kiln-burnt bricks, dressed stone slabs and laterite 

blocks as well as stone rubbles, lime and other remains of mortars also are the 

important settlement remains. The human settlements developed variously; at some 

places people lived in very backward conditions while at other places people lived in 

highly advanced and prosperous stage. A settlement may expand in a very large area 

or it may be of very small shape and size. Various particular characteristics of 

dwellings, economy, and way of life decide the particular nature, of a settlement. On 

the basis of some basic traits the human dwellings have been classified in settlement

units like village, town or city and country etc. 

In the present day census-operations various settlement units are categorized 

as hamlet, village, town, market-town, industrial-town, and city. Thus we come across 

the-terms like janapada, mahiijanapada, riishtra, vishaya or vijit, griima, ghoshii, 

nagara and samviih. In the canonical writings which are called Szlpasiistra or 

Viistugrantha and are various in number, the settlement units of different type are 

elaborately discussed and defined on the basis of layout-planning, population and 

profession of inhabitants and other several considerations of theoretical and empirical 

nature. Thus, the terms for town as: nagara, piira, riijdhiinl, pattanii, diirga, khetii, 
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khiirvata, slvlra, seniimiikha, cherlkii, sthiinlya, dro!Jamiikha, nlgam, matha or vihiira; 

and for the villages: maw;liika, prastiirii, bahiiiillkii, parakii, chatiirmiikha, 

piirvamukha, mafzgal, visvakarmiika, devariita, visvesa, kalliisa and nityamafzgala and 

others. 

Bhubaneswar is full of enduring archaeological remains, majestic monuments 

and narrative art panels, ruins and antiquarian remains of civil and religious nature 

bespeaking about the human life and their settlements. Besides, the surviving cultural 

trends with very less degree of adulteration also provide a picture of human activities 

and settlements developed by the man The richness of the material and variety of 

monuments specially the temples had already attracted the great scholars of India and 

abroad and the rich yield of research works from many pioneer scholars. The general 

information about Bhubaneswar common people were only aware of the awesome 

Kalingan war fought by Asoka, the ruling dynasties of the Sailodbhavas, 

Bhaumakaras, Somavasmsis or Kesharis, Gangas and Gajpatis and their 

manifestations but they were also capable of narrating the stories of the decline of 

Hindu kingdom by Afgan rulers of Bengal. Thus the political history had become a 

part of folk lore which was a mighty symbol of the preserving the past in the simplest 

form that may perpetuate through generations. The people depending upon the 

agrarian economy and small scale domestic horticulture, local trade and commerce 

but the temples and shrines were the greater hub of the activities of the people, and 

they were associating with those temples and shrines for different kinds of services. 

Thus a common social set-up and the way of life were vivid to this work and 

all these casual observations provide an insight to peep into the past of the people 

through the present. For this work frequent visits to Sisupalgarh, Chudailgagarh, 

Gaiigaswaragarha, Rathipurgarha. Nijigarh,Tapanga, Buallgarha, Garhakujailga, and 

Khurdagarh the early historical fortified cities and Buddhist sites viz. Ratnagiri, 

Lalitagiri and Udayagiri, Langudi, Kuruma, Dhauli, Achylitrajpur, Aragarh, Banpur 

the rock-cut caves of Khandagiri-Udayagiri and the Old-Town area of Bhubaneswar 

again rethought to visualize the development of these settlements of varied nature. 

The village settlements of Puri, Khurda, Ganjam and Cuttack districts were far 

different and it is observed that some villages in the district of Puri and Khurda were 
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having close resemblance to the prescribed layout of the architectural canons till date. 

Thus, they have one long and broad road and the houses were constructed in rows on 

the either side of the road. Each house had a large raised platform meant for storage of 

the paddy underneath. It was though peculiar but a traditional storage system. The 

whole village was obviously visible at a glance, and the temple was located at the 

entering end. Such examples oriented this study towards the history of human 

settlements of the past and its patterns of development. Bhubaneswar, the present 

capital town of Odisa has exhibited the major potential by yielding the material 

remains and continuous human settlements in this area for more than 3000 years. The 

whole region provides a chronological sequence in a virtual horizontal section for the 

human activities in the above period. 

The ramparts of Sisupalgarh bespeak of the early historical planned urban 

settlement and honeycombed rock-cut-caves provides the glimpses of ascetic's abodes 

and the Old-Town settled around the great Liilgaraja temple representing a 

crystallized society with unbreakable moorings to the Svayambhii Liilgam or Lord 

Liilgaraja, the presiding deity of the place and a host of temples and pious tanks 

making a tzrtha or religious settlement. The classifications available in the Indian 

Viistu text have provided the very concept of human settlements and have been used 

as touch stone while identifying the ancient human settlements in Odisa and 

particularly at Bhubaneswar. The natural resources, geomorphology, availability of 

food and water and safe-dwellings are some of the basic requirements for any place to 

become the habitat of human beings; and Bhubaneswar provided those basic 

necessities. Thus, the studies in this work oriented to an inquiry in the archaeological 

remains and monuments; the natural settings and the role of human hand behind those 

manifestations, and the very reasons and circumstances for the emergence and 

development of the settlements in the region and their social set-ups. The settlement 

pattern of this work contains discussion in detail the geomorphology, climate, 

habitation-sites and nature of settlements, identification and corroboration of the 

settlements with other evidences. The political and religious background of the region 

is given in support of evolution of settlements and their decay. The feeding economy 

of different settlements, the evolution of society and its crystallization in particular 

forms and other aspects have been dealt with an analytical method. 
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Bhubaneswar (Lat. 28°15'N, Long. 85°15'E), being the capital city ofthe state 

of Odisa, is well known in the political map of India. It is a situated on Howrah -

Madras main railway line as well as on the National Highway-5.220 There are other 

State Highways and district roads connecting the city with the district headquarter 

Puri and other cities of Odisa and neighboring states. Besides, Bhubaneswar is also 

connected with the national capital New Delhi and other important cities, namely: 

Calcutta, Madras, Bombay and Hyderabad by airways and railways. 221 There is no 

doubt that Bhubaneswar is one ofthe most beautiful modern cities oflndia with well

planned habitation, market-complexes, office-buildings, educational institutions and 

industries. 

However, it is better known for its historical past which is survived by 

splendid monuments and settlement remains scattered in a vast area. The place has a 

long-cherished history of human occupation and settlements. It has been an 

established Saivat'irtha of far fame as is mentioned in some early purii1Jas and the 

epics.222 The traditional sanctity is well attested by a series of majestic temples and 

sacred lakes and tanks which had been built in various phases and periods. There also 

existed the leading centers of Jainism and Buddhism in the early historical Period. 

The political importance of this area is established by the Asokan rock-edicts, the 

fortified remains and the inscription of king Kharavela. 223 Further, the traditions, the 

eulogies and dedicatory inscriptions relate to the king Sasanka, the rulers of various 

dynasties, viz. the Sailodbhava, the Bhaumakara, Somavarhsls, the Ganga, the 

Suryavarhsls and others with this place.224 

The settlement-remains apart from the living monuments and localities at 

Bhubaneswar are scattered in a far and wide area; and are varied in nature. 225 While at 

one habitation site and settlement appears of a citadel type at the other site it is of 

monastic nature. 226 The distribution of numerous temples and tanks in vast laterite 

tract, portray a vivid picture of the greater religious sanctity and thus we notice the 

existence of a holy city i.e. a (irtha or lcyetra (sacred place), the glory of which is sung 

in orthodox literature as well as in inscriptions. 227 The rural settlements, that may be 

the villages of peasants or Brahmanas or hamlets of crafts-professionals or out-castes, 
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also existed in this area; some of these are referred to in the inscriptions while some 

are known to us by their physical presence. 228 

In the human habitation human beings are bound together for self maintenance 

and self keeping and sharing their own institution and culture. 229 This human behavior 

is very part of human life which makes him social. Thus, a society is an integral part 

of all the human settlements. Therefore, in this dissertation an attempt is also made to 

reconstruct the picture of contemporary society from the available sources. 230 

2.4.1. Brahminical Settlement 

From the inscriptions which constitute the main sources of information, it is possible 

to get a fairly adequate idea of the distribution of the Brahminical settlements in the 

period of present study.231 The focus of-course is on Bhubaneswar's Brahminical 

settlements. The ruling families gave land donations to Brahmans, but as the areas 

under their control are quite often uncertain, and it is often difficult to establish their 

identifications. 232 Again, the number of land grants to the Brahman donees is so 

numerous that all the places mentioned in the charters have not yet been satisfactorily 

identified. 233 Generally, the Brahmans were given land grants within not more than 

100 miles of their original home. 234 A Brahman settlement known as an 'Agrhara' is 

often mentioned in the inscription. The Brahmans who were brought from outside 

were given land grants both in backward areas and settled areas. Land grants were 

made in forest areas and settled areas under the Bhanja, the Somavamsis and the 

Gangas. Yashobhanja Deva of Khinjili Mat:t<;lal granted a tax free village called 

Patikmyana to a Brahman with trees, creepers, thickest and forests, along with the 

right to fishing and catching tortoise. 235 The village in question was obviously 

surrounded by forests. A Somavamsis charter of Mahabhava Gupta- IV, who ruled 

over western Odisa and south Kosala in the beginning ofthe 101
h century AD, granted 

two villages, which were given along with the right of killing snakes and elephants. 236 

Probably the areas abound in elephants, for the district in which the two villages were 

situated was called AiravatamaQ<;lala.237 

The locality was inhabited by the Savaras or Saros, noted for their knowledge 

of elephant and huge snakes living in holes and caves of the hills. 238 In one of the 
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grant of the Ganga king Ananta Varman, donated a village that was described as 

practically surrounded by jungles, trees and rocks, 239 which show that it was situated 

in a forest area. The significance of land grants in backward areas to Brahmans is not 

difficult to appreciate. Brahmans, who settled in these backward areas, must have 

brought new lands under cultivation. 240 The settlements of Brahmans in these areas 

led to the introduction and spread of Brahmnical culture during the medieval Odisa. 

Also, they must have uncalculated in the aborigines a sense of loyalty to the 

established order and towards their ruler-patrons. 241 

A remarkable features of the charters recording donation of settled areas is the 

fact that the donors transferred villages not only with various kinds of dues but also 

with Tantuvaya (weavers), Saundhika (brewers), Gokuta (cowherds) and Parkritfkah 

(other subjects), as the Dhenkanala plates ofTribhuvana Mahadevi indicates.242 This 

practice was not only followed by the Bhaumakara rulers but also by their feudatories, 

the Bhanjas243 and Tungas244 during this period. The assignment ofland with weavers, 

brewers, cowherds, etc., suggests that these were land grants of settled areas. From 

the Nagari copper plate learn that king Anangabhima Deva-ll! (1121-38 AD) granted 

a township to a Brahmana named Sankara Chandra Sarmana, along with a number of 

merchants such as Gandhika (perfumer), Sankhika (dealer in conch shells), Patakaras 

(splitter of wood), Swarl)akara (goldsmith), Kansika (brazier), Gudika (dealer in 

sugar), etc. It shows that the Brahmans were given lands not only in backward areas 

and villages but also townships as well. 245 

The Brahmanical settlements were known as agrahara or sasana. Even today 

there are numerous villages having the Siisana suffix in different parts of Odisa. 

These villages were not always inhabited by Brahmana population alone. 246 An 

example of this type of settlement is provided by the Kendupatana plates247 of 

Narasirnhadeva-II, dated 1295 AD, which record grant of two plots of land to 

Bhimadevasarman, which was given the name of Bhimanarayanapura and a number 

of rent-paying subjects were attached to the Siisana. 248 They were: Kumbara-Sadhu 

who was the grandson ofthe goldsmith Narayana Sadhu ofthe Jayapura hatta (market 

complex); Gopia who was a milkman ofthe Sidranaga hatta; Kalo-sresthin who was 

the grandson ofDradai-sresthin, an oilman of the Vadatala danda; and Devai-sresthin 
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who was the grandson of the potter Jayadeva-sresthin of the Sathgrama nava-hatta 

(new market).249 From the evidence so far cited regarding boundaries of donated lands 

and about the brahmanical settlements in particular several conclusions emerge. 

The Brahminical settlements were distributed mostly in the coastal plains - in 

Ganjam, Puri, Cuttack, Khurda and Balasore districts. 250 These areas were also the 

main foci of political activity of the Gangas and Gajapatis. The Brahminical 

settlements were not divided from the rural settlements, but they seem to have been 

distributed among them. The practice of attaching various groups of people to siisana 

led to economic dependence in these settlements. 251 Thus, the economic organization 

of an siisana settlement may have differed from that of other settlements surrounding 

it. The Brahman dominated area in the Bhubaneswar till now existed that settlement is 

near Liilgaraja te-mple vicinity that siisana such as Gariibadu sohi, Badu sohi, 

Uttarabadu sohi, PaJJcfi1 sohi, and Thidi siihi. These settlements are installed at the 

last phase of SomavamsTs Kings, and during the Ganga and Gajapati period. These 

Brahman communities are patronized by them. In the outskirt of the Bhubaneswar 

area another Brahman siisana such as Brahmesvara Patal)a (Near Brahmesvara 

temple), Laxmisagar Patal)a, ChmtamaQisvara Sasana, Uttarasasana, Jhintisasana, 

Bhingarpursasana, Kalarahailgasasana, and Pubasasana are established during the 

time Bhaumakara and SomavamsTs reign. Some of the Brahman settlements have 

been shown in the chart given at the 'Appendices- C' end of the chapters. The next 

chapter contains discussion about the temple patronage. 
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CHAPTER III 

PATRONAGE AND TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION 

Patronage1 to religious institutions and Brahmans has been the main stay of the 

"religious process" of early medieval period. This chapter studies the issue of 

patronage and its role in the construction and maintenance of religious organizations 

in Bhubaneswar region. The discussion consists of four sections; the first section, 

describes writings on patronage so as to suggest an alternative perspective on the 

issue, second section deals with sculptural representation of patronage, third section 

broadly discusses the role of the temple in socio-economic condition and fourth 

section deals with availability of resources for building of temples and their 

construction technique. 

One way it deals with a review of the existing studies on patronage. 2 A critical 

examination of inscriptional data related to patronage is the theme of the chapter. In 

one way the Patronage has always been misunderstood as donation of land or money 

by the royal authority for the construction and maintenance of religious institutions 

and for legitimizing their own rule. On the other hand a systematic analysis of the 

epigraphic records of Bhubaneswar region suggests that patronage was more diverse 

in nature. It was not only the prerogative of the royal authority, but other social 

groups and individuals were also involved in it. The location of major temple sites 

and epigraphic data pertaining to royal participation in the temple building activities 

clearly show the separation of the political domain and religious practices. Early 

medieval patronage is a very complex issue and to understand the mechanism of 

patronage, one has to understand the role of the local community in temple building 

activities and their maintenance. Though these communities did not always donate 

land or huge sum of money, their participation in daily worship and their offering of 

ritual objects like flowers, dfpa (lamp), dhiipa (incense), naivedya (food grains) 

played a major role in the maintenance ofthe temple. Also, nritya (dance) and vadita 

(instrumental music) were two important aspects of temple worship, which were 

probably offered by the local communities. The long survival of the religious shrines 

depended on periodical repairs, restoration and proper maintenance. This need was 

also fulfilled by the local communities. So daily worship and maintenance of the 
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temple is as important as its construction and this was largely depended on the local 

communities who lived in and around the temple rather than on the royal patron. 

Subsequent discussion on patronage is to reconstruct the historical conditions and to 

understand pattern of patronage from a historical perspective. However, the analysis 

is mainly confined to the known examples and based on available evidences. It may 

be noted that the lesser known temples hardly bear any inscriptions mentioning their 

patrons, there for it doesn't become cardinal focus of discussion, instead a general 

conditionality is analyzed to understand the historicity and deep connection between 

the makers and the artisans. Despite involvement of principal agency i.e., patron, 

reconstruction of situation where religious authorities and artisans are involved which 

need to be studies more meaningfully. The lesser known temples are also from the 

part of this process. 

3.1. Patrons and Temples: A Historical Outline 

Earlier studies of art historians on the temple either dealt with correlation of 

Sllpasiitric terminologies with architectural features or sequential placement of 

religious buildings. Its morphological characteristics and decorative programmers of 

visual narrative basically in an evolutionary trend of chronological frame work. 

In the present study, focus is not on chronological studies ofthe monument but 

to study the religious conditions and it's inter-linkages with the other social 

dimensions. This is placed within a structural-functional network, which had earlier 

received only a brief examination. Thus, it will be suitable to approach the subject 

from the meaning it spells, the nature it projects and issues it raises. The extant of the 

temples, referred in inscriptions and inscriptions in temple. It may not openly reflect 

the networks involved in its construction, as the temple is the cumulative product of 

efforts of patron, artists and priests. Besides propitious motive, other vital factors are 

the finance and dedication of the patron, the techno-typological quickness of the artist 

and the astrological details. The priestly supervision of Brahmal)as in iconographical 

placements of the cult deities are from the selection of site to the dedication. 

All the lesser known temples about which the studies has done are manifested 

in the Niigara style. It maintained a distinct Kallngan features and included few 
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modifications in their long history. Because of its typical geographical position, Odisa 

served as a cultural bridge and blending zone of various traditions and practices out of 

which its own style. It was formulated with originality and uniqueness. Although 

there are sub-regional peculiarities, there is a universal uniformity in the art treatment. 

The sub-regions are north, central, coastal and southern Odisa, which may be labeled 

as Kallngarzti. Though the earliest extant temples in Odisa dated to 6th century AD, 

but an antecedent phase oftemple building prior to 600 AD is evident on the basis of 

variety of sources, like sculptures of 3rd century B.C., epigraphical records of I st 

century AB, numismatic evidence from 2nd century AD etc. The morphological 

identification and functional interpretation of the detached sculptures and structural 

member are valuable for working out the beginning of the temple. The distribution 

pattern of the temples in diverse topography is presented here. The references are the 

ecological imperatives to its structures, utilization and collection of resources. 

The authority and patronage is studied here based on the distribution of 

inscription and royal charters to temples and deities. The relations between political 

and cult centres, and between increasing elaboration of architecture. The contributions 

of the Brahmal) in legitimating of the royal authority and their role played in the 

development of various temple structures in Bhubaneswar. Other issues that will be 

emphasized the typo-technological activities of craftsmen, their religious affiliation, 

relation with the patron and priests and relation between communal and individual 

works. The temples of to 13th century AD basically centered on BrahmaQical deities 

ofVaisQava, Sakta, and Saiva faiths. 

The lesser known temples are devoid of cult deities, aesthetically exuberant 

but form an important edifice of religious affiliations. Some temples are obliterated in 

dilapidated ruins. In the antecedent phase prior to 6th century AD, a parallel 

development of structural phase is evident from Buddhist and Jaina monuments. In 

the post 61
h century AD, temples increased in elaboration, size and magnificence with 

the multiplication of vertical planes and horizontal divides. Some Buddhist and Jaina 

monuments with similar characteristic are included here with relation to the 

Brahmal)ical pantheons. That understands their mutual adoption of the same 

architectural norms. 
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3.2. Temple and Patronage 

The characteristic features of emerging of lesser known temples at Bhubaneswar are 

(a) the patron is generally unknown, except some inscriptions which mentions a little 

amount of donation for maintenance of temple as well as some other specific purposes 

(b) there is some dynastic and individual or cumulative cooperation to tie-up the 

emergence of the lesser known temples (c) some of the temples are ascribed to built 

by the gods or god's representative. 

In other parts of India, there is evidence of patronage of art by monarch like 

Rajendra Chola, Yasovarmana of Chandella, etc., who constructed monuments 

temples for frame and religious merit. Dynastic designation to architectural specificity 

found in Chandela art, Pallava art, Chalukya art, Hoyasala art etc., but in 

Bhubaneswar region, only few cases temples have such inscriptions whereas others 

are attributed to the divine origin according to the Ekiimra Puriina,3 either silence is 

maintained or the temple is said to be constructed by divine being. The Ekiimra 

Purana4 ascribes Brahmesvar temple to Brahma, Bhaskaresvar to Sun, Yamesvara to 

Yama, Ananta Vasudeva to Vishl)u, Rajrani or Indresvar to Inc;lra and lesser known 

temple like Markanc;lesvara Siva temple built by sage Markanc;ley and the sub-name of 

Siva and his family to Siva, Kartikeya and Devi. But it is known from inscriptions 

that Brahmesvar was built by Kolavati, mother ofUdyotake5ari and Ananta Vasudeva 

by Chat)drika, sister of Ganga King Narasimha, Nadiyal)I was built or maintenance by 

Atavala (unkown king/individual in Odisa history). 

The nature of patronage to the temple has been discussed on the basis of 

location of the temple, extent of the kingdom, sectarian affiliation ofkings, location of 

the capital, inscriptional references to temple building and donation to deities. The 

earliest stone sculpture of Odisa in general and particular in Bhubaneswar dated to 

Asokan period are Dhauli elephant sculpted just above the Asokan rock edict, 

Bhaskaresvar Linga, being a part of the Asokan pillar, bell capital and remnants of 

lion. These sculptures do not provide any direct evidence about the type and nature of 

patronage initiated in period. The sculptures are not made of Chunar sandstone but 

local material and lacks typical Mauryan polish but their in modeling and appearance 

confrrm to Mauryan art. Though, in typology these examples are grouped with 
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Mauryan art, in form, material and style, they represent indigenous tradition worked 

out by local artist. 

In the 1st century AD at Khandagiri and Udayagiri, numbers of caves were 

excavated for Jaina ascetics. Though the donatives natures of data available in caves 

are not extensive still the donors can be divided into two broad categories. 5 The first 

category includes those belonging to the ruling class Kharavela, his chief queen, king 

Kudepaslri, Prince Vadukha, a town judge, Bhutti and Nakiya, the wife ofMahamada. 

The second category comprises humble individual donors, lay devotees and monks, 

Kusuma a servant, monks of Dohada.6 Each cave was probably a gift of separate 

individual. Thus caves were the outcome of patronage of royal authority and private 

individuals. It is referred to in the inscription that Kharavela excavated caves, repaired 

Gopuram, built victory palace, built aqueduct, and repaired all shrines god. It refers to 

extensive royal patronage in building activities both in religious and secular sphere. 

When Savadevayatana is mentioned, it indicates that many shrines were built, but 

none of the temples found architecturally of the period. In the inscription7
, the 

adoption of exalted royal titles- Chakradhar, Kal1ngadhTpat1, Maharaja etc., and 

adoption of Sanskrit terms like Nagara, Rajasri, Agamah1sl, Bharatavarsa, Yuvaraja, 

imparting Sastric education in the form of Lekha, Rupa, Ga1Ja1Ja, Vyavahara, Vidhl, 

suggest a developed K~hatriya kingship with Brahma:Qic ideology, with an extensive 

territory. But, the spatial location of the capital (Kaliilganagari is identified with 

Sisupalagarh) and ritual centre (Khaildagiri-Udyagiri caves), shows that both were 

separately located. This was probably conditioned by two factors. Firstly, the 

availability of the hill and secondly, as Kumari Parvata was famous as a Jaina 

K$hetra. But, the building of structural apsidal temple on the summit of Udyagiri, 

refers to deliberate selection of the place. 

Bhadrak inscription of Maharaja Gana8 refers that a person named Mulajapa 

installed three images in Devayatana, on eighth regnal year of king Surasarma. The 

inscription is found on the lintel of ruined temple it seems that probably, Mulajapa 

consecrated the images as well as built the temple. When this inscription is again 

edited by K.C. Panigrahi9
, he adds that a lady named Ranghaii donated three pieces of 

garments, one autochthonous deity, patronized or donated by a layman. It is 
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mentioned in the pedda-diigam copper plates 10 of Satriidamal).a (Damal).a of 

Eraildapalla) that he was the lord of Girikaliilga with capital at Siffihapura, was a 

devout worshipper ofDamanesvara Siva, probably he built a temple of Siva, ofwhich 

location and architecture is yet to be traced. But, this refers to frrst sectarian of a king 

to Hindu deity in Odisa. 

Asanpat inscription 11 dated to fourth century AD of Mahadija Satriibhailja of 

Naga family, found below a Natraja image, records that he built a temple, probably 

for Siva. This is the frrst reference to the building of a temple by the king himself 

Though he was the lord at Viildhyatavi, the location of his temple is yet to be found. 

Further in the inscription, he is mentioned as Devapiitra indicating how the royalties 

legitimize the divine status. He patronized pilgrimage by making gifts of lakhs of 

cows at holy places at Patalipiitra, Gaya, Krimilla, Dalavardhana, Piiildavardhana, 

Gokkhati, Khadrailga, Tamralipti and also in both Tosali. 12 It refers that many places 

in both the Tosali were already famed as pilgrim centres. He made gift of gold coins 

and made grants at various Mathas, Samakhakara Matha at Ahichhatra, and 

Manlbhadra Matha at Yak~hesvara. He built houses and monasteries for monks, of 

different communities like Brahmacharit;ls, Parivrajakas, Bhikiis and Nirgrailthas, 

gave alms to ascetics. 13 He studied Bharata, Piira1Ja, lt'ihiisa, Vyakara1Ja, Samllcyha, 

Afilnansa, Chhanda, Sriiti, Samlcyhya and Buddhist scripture. 14 It refers to an 

established notion of kingship with the ruler patronizing the temple. But in the 

absence of strong kingdom and ill defined territorial expanse, this inscription remains 

conventional rather than a reflection of reality. 

The Matharas15
, Pitrbhaktas 16 and Vasistas 17

, were ofK~hatriya clan as evident 

from their suffix Varman to their name, ruled from Kaliilga region with capital at 

Sirnhapura. As referred from their charters, they adopted epithets like Naraya1Jaswam1 

Padabhakta, Parama Da'ivata, Parama Bhagavata etc, referring to Vaisnavite 

affiliations. But it was Anailtasaktivarman, in Sripuram plates, 18 who adopted the title 

of Paramamahesvara, changing his loyalty to Siva. Mathara king Umavarman made a 

large number of grants in the region called Mahendra Bhoga Visaya, and worshipped 

a God on the summit ofMahendra known as Swaymhbhii. 
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After fall of Mathara, the Kalinga passed to the Eastern Gangas who ruled 

from Kalinganagara or Mukhalmgam from 498 AD All its rulers were Saivite with 

Paramamiihdvara title except Hastivarman 19
, who was devoted both to Gokall).esvara 

Siva and Lord Narayana. The Gailgas noticed Swayambhu ofMatharas on the summit 

of Mahendra and renamed it as Gokall).esvara, and accepted as tutelary deity. In the 

Ponnuffiru copper plates20 Samailtavarman worshipped Gokall).esvara as 

Sasiinkasekhara, Sachariicharagiirii, creator, preserver of destroyer of all Universes. 

Probably an earlier temple there was renovated and brought to its present form with 

showing allegiance to gods. Eastern Gangas also donated to other Gods. The 

Narasirhhapali charters21 of Hastivarman in 577 AD, was made at the request of 

Bhogiva Bhudhamanci and states that deity NarayaQa was beneficiary. In the 

Santabomvali plates22 of Indravarman in 585 AD, God Ramesvara was donated at the 

request of Tiilavariidevabhogika. In the Indian museum plates23 of Svetaka Ganga 

king Indravarman, the beneficiaries were deities Bhattaraka Swayambhusekhara and 

Sriloka Madhava. --

The Visakhapattnam plates24 of Devendravaman refers deity Dharmeswara 

being beneficiary, in 752 AD None of their temples have so far been found at 

Kalinganagara and the nature of patronage to temple building is unclear. 

Contemporary with the Matharas, Nalas ruled over Mahakantara Kosala region 

(Bastar, Koraput, Raipur) in 5th century AD, having their capital at Puskari, identified 

with Purika in Koraput. From their charters, it is known that they adopted Saivite faith 

by worshipping both Mahesvara and Mahasena, but none of their grants refer to the 

Siva temple instead, two temples were found to be erected for VishQu. The Podagarh 

stone inscription25 of Skandavarman in 6th century AD refers to the installation of the 

footprint ofVisnu for worship and a temple. 

The VIgrahas were ruling from South Tosali but called their territory as 

Kalingarastra. They adopted epithet Paramadazvata which refers their VaisQavite 

affiliation. But the KaQas copper plate26 dated to be Gupta year (samvat) 280 the fifth 

day of the month of Phalgun, when Lokavigraha-Bhattaraka registers the donation of 

Urdhasranga village by royal officers of Utida Visaya, to provide the Ball, Charii, 

Sattra at the Matha of MaQinagdvara Bhattaraka of Ekambaka and maintenance of 
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Brahmins of different Gotras with disciples at the Matha. The Datta ruler, Bhaniidatta 

in his Olasing plate,27 donated land to deity Mal).inagesvara Bhattaraka of Ekambaka 

and Brahmal).as residing there. He was a feudatory of Sasanka and donated to the 

increase of religious merit ofhis overlord. 

In the ih century AD, Sailodbhavas were ruling over the territory around the 

Chilika Lake, in the coastal region at South Tosall, and North of Kalinga, known as 

Kangoda Mandala the present Ganjam, Puri, Khurda, and Cuttack area. From the 

distribution of charters, this dynasty flourished between the river Daya and a in the 

coastal Odisa with Mahendragiri being the southern limit and Bhubaneswar being 

northern one. 28 The capital was known as Kangoda and according to Sallma plate of 

Madhavaraja, 29 was located on the bank of Sa lima which has been identified with the 

Salia River and Hiuentsang30 places it near the bay. S. Tripathi 1 locates the town at 

Banapur on the bank of Salia near Chilika and others locate it at Bankadagarh. Their 

glorious title like Paramamahesvara indicates as a worshipper of Siva. The Biigiida 

plates32 of Madhavavarman refers to the story of their origin that in Kalinga, 

Pulindasena worshipped lord Swayambhii and a prince was born out of Slla or stone. 

Hence they were known as Sailodbhavas. Probably, they worshipped lord 

Swayambhii at Mahendra Mountain, which was a Kulagiri where Eastern Gangas 

worshipped Lord Gokafl).esvara as Kiiladevata. 33 

Though Saivism was favoured by Sailodbhavas, uniting Piilinda tribe with 

K~hatriya and accepting Mahendra as Kiilaglri, there were traces of Vaisnavism 

gleaned from their charters, where Vaisnavite names like Madhava and Srlnlvasa, 34 

Madhiisudana and Narayal).a,35 Hari36 etc. are found. Not a single inscription of 

Sailodbhavas refers to a temple or its construction, though in this period, Sasanka 

erected lord Trlbhiibanesvara temple at Bhubaneswar. K.C. Panigrahi37 places the 

following temple in Sailodbhava period; Satrughnesvara, Bhartesvara, Laxmanesvara, 

Parsiiramesvara, Swarl).ajalesvara, etc. At a time when Bhubaneswar witnessed 

increase in number of temples, they associated with reviving Brahmin ism. 38 In the 

Ganjam plate of Madhavavarman, he is claimed to be Parama Briihmm:zya. The 

Piiriisottam39 ofMadhavaraja-II refers that he performed Asvamedha sacrifice and his 

son Madhyamaraja-1 performed both Viijapeya and Asvamedha sacrifices in Parlkuda 
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plates.40 The Purl plates41 of Dharmaraja-II refers that he also performed Asvamedha 

and Viijapeya sacrifices. The Sallodbhava adopted Mahendra as KUlagiri which was 

already famed by Matharas and Eastern Gangas. The temples were erected at 

Bhubaneswar, as it already emerged as a cult centre, where TrThhUbanesvara temple 

was standing. It may be observed that none of the temple of this period is located in 

their capital either at Bankada or Banapur. 

The Bhaumakaras were ruling from 736 A.D in Tosala, their territory roughly 

included Midnapore district of West Bengal to Ganjam district of Odisa. Some of 

ruling dynasties also owed allegiance to them like Eastern Gangas, Sulkls, Nandas of 

Jayapur, Tungas, two branches of Bhanjas from Khljlilgakotta and VanjUlvaka.42 The 

capital of the Bhaumakaras was Guhadevapataka of Guheswarapataka, is identified 

with Jajpur district. The first four kings of the dynasty adopted Buddhist titles like 

Khsemenkaradeva as Paramopasakasaiigata,43 Sivakaradeva as Paramatathagata,44 

Subhakaradeva-I as Paramasaiigata,45 Sivakaradeva-II as Saiigatasraya. 46 Though 

they had Buddhist affiliation, the first king ascribed to Varnasrama Dharma in the 

Neulpur charter. The wife of Subhakaradeva-I, Mahadevi Madhavidevi, was devoted 

to Siva, probably built a temple for god Madhaveswara and appointed the Salvacharya 

for the daily worship of the deity. 47 She also excavated a Vapf (well) and established 

Hatta (market complex) near the temple. K. C.Panigrahi, 48 places Vaitala and 

Sisiresvara temple at Bhubaneswar in this period. Bhaumkara being Buddhist, their 

choice is also exemplified by the images of Buddha in Sisirdvara temple like 

Dharmachakra Pravartana Mudra, Amoghasfdddhf, LakUIIsa images are similar with 

Dharmachakra Pravartana Mudra of Buddha image in Vaitala Deula which is a 

Sakata temple indicating the nature of preference by the royalty and non preference 

for the Vaisnavism such as proves the above fact. Thus, Bhubaneswar was patronized 

as it was famed earlier as a cult centre. 

The Somavamsls period is mainly significant for their patronage towards to 

the emergence of temples in Bhubaneswar. The five Somavamsis kings are 

Mahabhabagupta-1 Janamejaya, Mahaslvagupta-1 Yayati, Mahabhabagupta-II 

Bhimaratha, Mahasivagupta-II Dharmaratha, and Mahabhabagupta-IV Uddyotakesari 

of the Somavamsls dynasty were devotees of Siva and had the epithet of 
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Paramamahesavar. Opening verses of Banpur grant of the king Indraratha offers 

prayer to Siva with crescent moon on his matted lock, third eye resembling the flame 

of frre on his from known as Nllakantha. Mahesvara referred to in the Brahamesvara 

temple inscription of the time of the king Mahas1vagupta Uddyotakesari is one of the 

participants in churning of the ocean by the gods and demons. Balijhara1 and 

Sailkhemeri charters of the same king refer to the head of S1va as the home of the 

streams of nectar and residing place of moon. 

This inscription gives us the devotion activities and the patronage for Sa1va 

temple by the Somavams1s king for religious uplifment. As the mentioned in 

Brahamesvra temple inscription, Kolavati, queen of Somavamsis king Yayati-II 

mother of Uddayta Kesari constructed a temple of Brahamesvara along with four 

miniature shrines at Siddhartha at Ekamra. The temple was adorned with the golden 

pinnacle and some beautiful maids decorated with ornaments were also given as 

Darika to the temple. 49 Yayiiti-1 who built th~ temple ofMuktesvara at Bhubaneswar 

in 966 AD and Yayati-II and his son and successor Uddyota Kesari who built the great 

temple of Bhubaneswar i.e., Lingaraja. The Gaur! and Rajaran1 temple construction 

was patronized by Indraratha or lndresvar. Although, the official faith of the 

Somavam.sts was Saivism, they were undoubtedly tolerant of all sects. The kings of 

this dynasty were energetic in raising the greatest Saiva temple at Bhubaneswar 

besides a number of smaller ones. It is probably the members of this dynasty who 

erected the Gauri temple in the Kedaresvara compound. The Jaina images were 

carved in the Lalatendu Kesari and the Navamun1 caves of the Khandagiri hill. The 

Somavams1s are also credited by tradition with the performance of several 

Brahmal)ical sacrifices and land donations. Janamejaya is credited with the 

performance of an Ashamedha sacrifice at Kataka which has been identified by Pandit 

B. Misra50 with Chaudwar near modern Cuttack. Yayati Kesari is credited with the 

performance of a great sacrifice to which he is said to have invited ten-thousand 

Brahmal)s from Kanyakubja. Most ofthe Brahmal)s in Odisa still trace their origin to 

these ten-thousand Brahmal)s. 

These evidences of patronage by royal family and king are indicating that the 

Somavams1S were typical followers of Brahmal)ical religion, adhering to a family 
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deity of their own. They worshipped all other deities and extending toleration and 

patronage to all other sects. 51 The sculptures of the temples, built during this period at 

Bhubaneswar, provide no definite clues to any special cult favored by the 

Somavamsls on the patronage point of view. 52 The VishQu images are also rarely 

found in this group, but Krishna for the first time found in sculptural representation 

during this period. The sculpture of the child Sri-Krushl)a and his parents Nanda and 

Yasoda appear in the Lingadija, Brahmesvara and Amunha temples. 

The patronage of the Ganga rulers in Bhubaneswar temple and monument is 

charismatic. The direct connection of the Gangas with Utkala or 09ra or Odisa began 

with its conquest by Anantavarmana Chodagangadeva in AD 1118.53 There is an 

inscription in the Lingaraja temple which records the gift of a perpetual lamp during 

the reign of Chodagangadeva in the AD 1114. So his connection with Odisa and 

Bhubaneswar had begun earlier than AD 1114. The date of the Kedaresvara temple is 

AD 1142. Chodagangadeva's younger brother Raja Pramadideva endowed some 

villages in same year donated a perpetual lamp to the deity of that temple. These 

inscriptions definitely prove his connection with Bhubaneswar and patronage to the 

temples of this region. Besides, certain places and monuments in and around 

Bhubaneswar are still associated with his name is another proof of patronage of the 

Gangas. A huge pond (like lake) near Dhauli bears the name Kausalya Ganga 54 which 

is attributed by the Miidalii Piinji to Gangesvaradeva who is no other than 

Chodagailgadeva. A village near Dhauli is also known as Gangesvarapur. A local 

tradition current in Bhubaneswar credits Lak~midevi represented as the wife of 

Chodagangadeva, with the excavation of a large tank that still exists under the name 

Laksmi-sagar at Laxmisagar village55 in the Bhubaneswar. 

In Bhubaneswar, there were three such commemorative inscriptions about 

patronage in the temples of Brahmesvara, Meghesvara and Ananta Vasudeva. The 

absence of commemorative inscriptions in the temples built by the kings cannot be 

regarded as accidental. The most likely it indicates that such temples were considered 

as state property rather than the property of the kings during whose reigns they were 

built. ChaQdrika Devi, the daughter of Ganga king Angabhima-III, built the temple of 

Ananta Vasudeva and Ganga officer built the temple ofMeghesvara at Bhubaneswar. 
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Several inscriptions exist in the inner walls of the Lingaraja temple. Many of these 

inscriptions refer to the reigns of the Ganga kings, but none credits them with the 

building of a temple. They record, in most cases, the endowment of perpetual lamps 

in the shrine of Krittivasa or Lingaraja and give dates in the Saka era 1200 (1278 

AD). 

These inscriptions do not help us in understanding the type of religious culture 

that was introduced into the Saiva shrine. T~erefore, to understand the cultural history 

of the period, it is necessary to look for the literary and other archaeological 

evidences. By the time the Gangas established their rule in Bhubaneswar, the ideas 

about the size of religious structures had become greatly changed. The two illustrious 

members of the preceding dynasty had built a gigantic temple structure like the great 

Lingaraja (addition of Nata and Bhoga mal)<;lapa) and Ananta-Vasudeva temple. The 

ideas about the worship and the status of the presiding deities had also greatly 

changed. The Ganga kings provided patronage to dancing girls, musical groups, silk 

clothes, gold ornaments, elephants, horses, cows, palanquins and, above all, big 

estates to settle large expenditure on his daily worship and offerings in the name of 

god. Perhaps, it is in the Ganga period that the custom of presenting dancing girls to 

the presiding deities was largely spread in Odisa. 

The Ganga period is especially memorable for a great religious movement for 

a synthesis of different cults and sects. It is really surprising how the different cults, 

so different in conception and origin and sometimes even opposed to each other. It 

could be welded together into a cosmopolitan form of religion that became the order 

of the day. Before the commencement of the Ganga period Saivism, Saktism and 

Vaisl)avism were the three main cults which existed side by side in Bhubaneswar. 

Each preaching its own superiority, but at no time either in theory or practice, losing 

its separate entity. So the patronage also depends on the religious practice of royal 

person and his family. In the Ganga period there were attempts to merge them into 

one form of religion that contained the principles of each, but yet exclusively 

represented none. 

The pithas or shrines continued to bear distinct names in accordance with the 

cults of their origin and divided through patronage. As well as the religious art also 
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bears impact on the patronage in remodeling the Lmgaraja temple, the Ganga kings 

also introduced some VaisQ.vaite features. These are not found any Saiva shrine. In the 

southern door jambs of Niitanmm:u;lira are to be found the images of the dviirapiila, 

Jaya and Vijaya, in the place of ChalJda and PrachalJda. These images holding conch 

and disc in the upper two hands and a mace stuck to the ground lower two are close 

prototypes of the daviirapiila of the Ananta Vasudeva temple built in AD 1278. The 

further evidence that niitamalJdira was erected during the Ganga period. Another 

evidence is the lesser known temple such as Gangesvara and Yamunesvra temple 

belongs to Ganga period, where the four handed Vishnu has been installed as a 

piirsvadevtii. 

3.3. Sculptural Representation of Patronage 

A royal figure holding a sword and having female attendants by his side has been 

represented in one of the square niches in the outer face of the low compound wall of 

Muktesvara temple.56 Since the figure does not represent any deity, there can be no 

doubt about its non religious but will always remain in doubt whether it represents the 

builder of the temple or any other representative of Siva 57 in the Muktesvara temple. 

The southern facade of the Jagamohana in the Brahmesvara temple depicts a female 

figure in a panel. She is standing in the centre in the midst of the musicians and 

raising a temple structure (a Pz(iha temple) with the left hand, which can, with a fair 

measure of certainty. It could be identified with the builder of the temple, who, as we 

know from the commemorative inscription originally attached to it, was Kolavati, 

mother ofking Udyotakesari of the Somavamsis dynasty. 58 

The only incongruity in the representation is that she has been depicted as a 

youthful figure, while she must have been an old woman at the time the temple was 

built in the eighteenth year of her son's reign. 59 But it seems most probable that the 

attempt of the sculptor was not to carve the real portrait of the builder, but only to 

represent her by a conventional female figure. In fact, in ancient art it had become a 

convention to depict all females, non religious or religious, as youthful figures, except 

ChamuQ.<;la and allied deities which have been represented as old women. On the 

southern side of the Jagamohana, there is also a panel which most probably depicts a 

king and his courtiers. The same royal figure appears as a warrior on the southern side 
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of the Vimana with a sword in the right hand and a shield in the left, and with two 

parasols, made of peacock's feathers, held over the head, that indicate his roya1tl0 

and the same instance in Muktesvara, Stika and Sari temple also depicted this 

sculpture.61 A royal figure also occurs on the southern facade of the main temple of 

Lingaraja and there we find him holding a sword in the right hand, of which only the 

hilt has survived, and engaged in reading a copper-plate inscription held in the left. 62 

An officer stands in front of him, perhaps awaiting orders from him, while two 

attendants hold over his head two parasols, made of peacock's feathers, which 

likewise indicate his royalty.63 Making an allowance for the different garments worn 

by them on different occasions and also wear and tear from which they have suffered, 

one can easily perceive a great deal of similarity in all the three figures, two on the 

Brahmesvara and one on the Liilgaraja. 64 

These sculptures are representation of a royal personage. It is, however, 

difficult to ascertain whether they represent real portraits, though a striking similarity 

between them may lead to such a reading. 65 An elaborate scene of a darbar held by a 

king also appears on the southern facade of the Jagamohana of the Liilgaraja, which 

is identified as the Indrasabha or the court of Indra. 66 There was an attempt at 

portraiture of the builders of the temples. It is also evident from the sculptures of the 

great Konarka temple,67 in which the portrait of a king who, in the context of the 

history known to us, should be taken as Narasimha-1, appears in several panels. 68 It 

appears in the base of the empty ratnavedi of the main temple, where it is seen as 

worshipping and receiving a garland or a piece of cloth from the high priest.69 In the 

same panel there is a depiction of do/a (vimana) by the side of Durga, Jagannatha and 

a phallic emblem (Siva Linga).70 In all these panels and in several others, that the 

portraits represent one and the same king is evident from their striking similarity and 

unmistakable features, though a sure conclusion rests on the question whether these 

portraits were real or idealized. 71 The high officers of the kings who happened to have 

built temples had also the privilege of appearing on the temples. 72 The temple of 

Papanasini situated in the close vicinity of the Lingaraja temple, contains an 

inscription which was for the first time noticed by K.C. Panigrahi. 73 It is engraved on 

the base of a panel of sculptures showing an elephant procession carved in a niche in 

the southern side of the porch of the Papanasini compound. 74 
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The inscription, which consists of only two lines and is mutilated at some 

points, is in proto-Odia characters very similar to those used in the copper-plate grant 

of Purusottamadeva (AD 1470-97).75 The frrst line records the name of Sri 

Kapilesvaradeva and the second his 17 anka and a name which is lost, and the words 

rm;iisura-mahiiseniipati towards the end of the epigraph. 76 The inscription served as 

the label ofthe panel showing the elephant procession, of which the man sitting on the 

largest elephant heading the remaining two, has two parasols, one held over his head 

by a man sitting behind him and the other held up by a footman walking ahead. 77 The 

parasols indicate the high rank of the person, seated on the elephant, who was, in all 

likelihood, the commander-in-chief ofthe army of Kapilesvaradeva, referred to in the 

inscription as raJ;iisura-mahiiseniipati. At any rate since Kapilesvara ascended the 

throne in 1435,78 his 17 anka recorded in the second line of the epigraph. When 

calculated according to the mode of counting the regnal years adopted by the 

Gajapatis ofOdisa, gives the year AD 1449, which should be taken to be the date of 

the Papanasini temple. Secular figures are rare on the religious structures and only 

kings, queens and the builders of the temples had the privilege of being featured on 

them. 79 So, it seems most likely that the temple of Papanasini was built by the 

commander-in-chief of the Gajapati Kapilesvaradeva. Kapilesvaradeva's connection 

with Bhubaneswar is further proved by another inscription edited by M. M. 

Chakravarti, 80 originally attached to the outer door of the Jagamohana of the 

Lingaraja temple, and now preserved at A.S.l. circle office Bhubaneswar branch. In 

this inscription Kapilesvara commands all the subordinate rulers of his empire to 

remain faithful to the paramount sovereign and threatens them with dire consequences 

if they act contrary to his desire. A similar elephant procession with a similar 

foremost rider appears on the southern facade of the Jagamohana of the Sari-deula; 

but there is no such evidence of its builder, it is difficult to identify the rider or royal 

patronage. 

3.4. Temple and Its Role in Socio-Economic Condition 

(i) Expenditure of the Monarchy 

The massive construction programmers of temples and maintenance of religious 

institutions during the SomavasmsiS period drained the treasury. The amount spent by 
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Somavasmi Kings on the construction of the Saiva temple was equivalent to a million 

of gold madhas and the jewellery given to the deities amounted to two lakhs and a 

half gold madhas81 at Bhubaneswar for Liilgaraja temple. Amount like one million of 

gold madhas was given by Chodagangadeva on construction of the Jagannatha 

temple. 82 The accounts of Abul Fazl testify to the fact that king Narasirnhadeva-I 

spent the revenue of twelve years on the construction of the Sun temple at 

Konark. 83The Gajapati monarchs, who succeeded the Gangas, could not undertake 

any new project of temple construction. This might be due to poor state of economy 

of the kingdom and frequent Muslim invasions. However, they lavishly spent for the 

religious undertakings. Purushottamadeva Gajapati immediately after coming to the 

throne donated costly offerings to Lord Jagannatha84 and also granted income of the 

southern victory as a sacred offering to the supreme lord. 85 An inscription states that 

the king made a gift of a number of utensils and ornaments out of devotion to the 

lotus feet of Jagannatha. 86 

(ii) Endowments to the Temples 

The inscriptions frequently refer to the endowments of lands and money to the 

temples. The endowments to the temples started from the Somavasmi period. One 

can, however, survey more evidences in the period of the imperial Gangas who 

succeeded the Somavamsis. These temple endowments were not confined to the royal 

family alone, but were made by the royal officers and rich merchants too. The purpose 

was mainly for the attainment of religious merit and to absolve the donor from 

worldly sins. 87 

(a) Land Endowments: Donation of land to the temples was made by the members 

of the royal family, ministers, merchants and officers. Sometimes king donated land 

to the temples and appointed priests as the trustee of the land. 88 The Puri plates89 of 

Narasirnhadeva-IV record the grant of one hundred vatis of land to a Brahman 

Devarathacharya who was the priest ofthe god Ugresvaradeva. Many such examples 

can be cited to show the donation of lands to the temples. Here the donee was not 

given the ownership of the land which was granted to god Ugresvaradeva for his 

maintenance. Such grants were revenue free gifts, as known from the N agari plates of 

Anangabhimadeva-lll. 90 
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(b) Endowment of Lamps: The most common and popular gift was the donation of 

lamps to the temples. The donors made provisions for oil supply to the perpetual 

lamp. They used to deposit gold and silver currency in the temples and interest earned 

from these deposits was used to purchase oil to lit lamps. The Jagannatha temple 

inscription91 of Chodagangadeva records the grant of a village for installation of 

twenty perpetual lamps and the king had deposited nine madhas to supply cow ghee 

for lamps. Similarly, another inscription92 records the grant of a perpetual lamp by a 

lady Medama Devi in favour of the god Kirtivasesvara or Lingaraja at Bhubaneswar. 

Sometimes, milk animals like sheep, cows, buffaloes and goats were also donated to 

the temples for the preparation of ghee. An inscription93 dated AD 1081, refers to the 

gift of lamp and fifty female buffaloes to god Bhimesa by Banapati, the Commander 

of king Chodagangadeva. The donors deposited money with the merchants who 

arranged the burning of the perpetual lamp. An inscription94 in the Markel)<;iesvara 

temple informs that three merchants accepted some amount of gold coins for one 

perpetual lamp to be burnt before god Markel)<;iesvara. The responsibility of the 

merchants was to supply oil for the lamp in place of the interest from the money 

deposited with them. Money was also deposited with the temple superintendent and 

village headmen for burning the perpetual lamp. An officer named Kamandi had 

deposited some money with the temple superintendent for a perpetuallamp.95 Rajan 

Pramadi, the younger brother of king Anangabhimadeva had also deposited five 

madhas with the village headman for burning a perpetual lamp. 96 

(iii) Managerial Skill in Temple 

The inscriptions as well as literature are silent about the system of temple 

management and number of officers attached to it.97 But it may be presumed that the 

temples of Odisa did not possess an elaborate machinery of officers like those of the 

South Indian temples. 98 Temples were maintained by various endowments. The 

Murupaka grant99 of Chodagangadeva, dated AD 1083, records the grant of a village 

to five persons for rendering services like worshipping, offering, dancing, singing and 

beating drums for God Narendrasvaradeva and for undertaking occasional repair 

works of the temple. The officers and individuals were also donating plots of land for 

daily maintenance ofthe temple. An inscription 100 at the Lingaraj temple records the 
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grant of five vati (measurement of land, that one vati is equal with 1.5 Acera) of land 

by a Ganga General Govinda Senapati. The land was granted for making provisions 

for sweeping the mandap thrice a day, washing its walls once a year add repairing the 

roof once in every twelve years. Out of five vatis of land, two were allotted to 

kumbhakara (potter) for repairing the roof, two to the churanakara (lime washer) for 

white washing and one to sweeper for cleaning the floor. These lands were enjoyed by 

the servants in lieu of their services to the temple. Provisions were also made for the 

daily worship of the God by individuals. The Parvatl temple inscription101 and an 

inscription at Parsuramesvara temple 102 record the arrangements made by 

Prappanacharya and Bhirnabahika for daily worship in the temple. 

(iv) Role of Temples in Land Managements 

The accumulation of donated lands by the temples might have led to the formation of 

a class ofland management like early medieval South Indian temples. 103 As the owner 

of the vast land property, a large number of agricultural laborers might have been 

employed for cultivation. The yields of the land gave temples the major share of 

income. Lands were under the supervision of temple priests. The temples might have 

taken active interest for the agricultural development of the area. But details are not 

available to establish the role of temples for extension of cultivation as could be found 

in case of the South Indian temples. 104 

(v) Role of Temple an Employer 

For the management of temples, a number of people were employed. There were 

employed accountants, treasurers, musicians, drummers, singers, lamp-holders, cooks, 

sweepers and gardeners. Devadasis (temple dancers) were also appointed in the Odisa 

temples. Chodagangadeva is credited to have introduced devadasi dancing in the 

temple of Lord Jagannatha for the first time. But the devadasi tradition was started in 

the Somavamsls periods. Somavamsls king Karnadeva or Kamakeshari105 {1100-

1110 AD), the last descendant of Dharma-Kandarpa Janmejaya, granted a rent free 

village to a dancing girl, Karpura-Sri by name, who had become his queen. 106 In the 

chatter granting the village instead of her father's and grandfather's names, generally 

it is found the names of her mother and grandmother, which proves that she belonged 
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to family of professional dancing girls. 107 It formed daily ritual of the temple. Many 

people such as milkmen, garlanders were engaged in supplies milk and flowers to the 

temple for daily worship of the deity. 

(vi) Temples as a Consumer 

The temples were the major consumers of the local products which were regularly 

purchased and used for performance of the rituals. So it might have led to the 

establishment of industry like perfumery. The potters might have engaged in 

supplying earthen pots to the temples. The temples which attracted large number of 

pilgrimages might have created a good market for the local merchants. 

(vii) Temple as a Bank 

The deposition of money with the temples and merchants for the purpose of burning 

lamps might have been utilized for rural credit institutions. The Adhikarls, Deula 

Purusha or the temple heads lent the money to the needy people and the interest 

earned, was utilized for the burning of the lamp. The Bhubaneswar inscription of 

Pramadi108 informs that the villagers receiving the money had to pay interest at the 

rate of one quarter per month, i.e., 25% (masa-padika-kala). The rate of interest of 

Odisa temples was 25% whereas the demand of the Chola temples was approximately 

not more than 121h%.109 The money deposited in the temples might have had 

contributed to the growth of rural industries by lending money. 

(viii) Temples and the Regional Development 

The temples played an important role for the regional development in medieval Odisa. 

As a land owner of the locality, it looked after the cultivation of donated lands and 

extended cultivation to non-cultivable donated areas. The temples mobilized resources 

of land, labour and money and financed rural artisans and merchants. Thus, urban 

centers developed around the temples. The construction of roads, tanks, and bridges 

were carried out by the state for temples and pilgrims. An inscription 110 of 

Svapanesvara of the time of Anangabhimadeva at Meghesvara temple (AD 1192) 

states that Svapanesvara after constructing a magnificent temple for Siva, laid out a 

garden near the temple, built a tank near it and erected a mm:u;lapa. He also excavated 
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wells; tanks constructed roads and arranged lights in the temples and cloisters for the 

study of the Vedas. Industries developed to cater to the needs of the temples and 

pilgrims. The pilgrims from other stales brought wealth to spend in religious shrines 

resulting in raising the standard of living ofthe people of the area. 

(ix) Temples as Centre of Cultural Activities 

Besides economic activities, temples were the important centers of cultural life of the 

then Odisa. Festivals were celebrated in· the temples on different occasions. An 

inscription 111 of Anangabhimadeva-III at Liilgaraja temple mentions that the mm:u;lap 

was used for performingparvotsava (festivals) and mahotsava (great festivals). 112 The 

Liilgaraja temple was noteworthy for the Sivariitri festival and the Jagannatha temple 

was famous for car festival which was celebrated each year up to the recent times. 113 

The minor temples of Bhubaneswar also celebrated all rituals associated with Siva 

temple. Dance and music were also organized in the temples. Temples had regular 

staff of dancers and musicians. The temples also acted as the seat of learning and 

studies of the various branches of the Vedic learning encouraged by the temples. The 

priests recited the Vedas and Puranas in temples as a daily routine. 114 The community 

life was guided by the temple festivals. The beginning of cultivation and harvest 

started with offerings to the ruling deity of the temples. 115 Moreover the temples of 

Odisa were the embodiment of social and cultural life of the Odia as one can trace the 

origin of its dance drama, literature, and music to the religious festivities and joy 

emanating from the medieval temples, as escape routes from the monotony of life. 116 

In spite of the various development works carried out by the temples, they as social 

institution acted as hoarders of wealth. A lion's share of the kingdom's income was 

invested for them which might have depleted the treasury of Odisa. 117 As the main 

target of attack of the foreigners which invited the recurrent Muslim invasions to 

Odisa. 

3.5. Availability of Resources for Building of Temples 

In this section, availability of resource for building of temples is the area of focus. 

The abundant natural resources and the strategic location of Bhubaneswar region 

make it one of the focal points of early historic trade and exchange. 118 Hence, trade 
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and commercial route and the location of Bhubaneswar are some of the important 

elements for the rise of the temple construction activity. 119 Stone has been chiefly 

used a building material in Odisa temples. Although the localities where the temples 

flourish do not yield a projection of building stones of good quality, still the sense of 

ensuring permanency was so deep-rooted in their minds that it led to quarry them at 

some distant hills, and to bring the huge blocks of stone from many scores of miles 

across trackless forests. 120 The principal stones that have been utilized for building 

purpose in Odisa are sandstone, laterlite, chlorite, and granitic gneiss or metamorphic 

rock. 121 According to M.M. Ganguly 122 
" Geologically Odisa consists of very distinct 

portions, one near the coastal region, where Bhubaneswar (Puri and Khurda district) 

is existed, is a belt of nearly flat alluvial formations varying from 15 to 40 miles in 

breadth, and the other, is an undulating area studded with numerous hills, it is mainly 

composed of the crystalline or metamorphic series consisting of rocks of very ancient 

date which completely altered a crystallized by metamorphic action, now all that 

traces ofthe original structure are lost." 

The stone that are not used for temple building such as Talcher sand stone, 

shale, silt and boulder bed, Damuda sandstones, shale, coal, Panchet sandstones and 

grits. But alluvium (river delta deposited, older alluvium of coast plain) and blown 

sand stone are used for building purposes. The metamorphic rocks are chiefly found 

in the Niligiri hills near Balesore. The temples of Bhubaneswar are situated in an 

undulating sedimentary in which flats of laterite and alluvium alternate with each 

other. The basement bed on which these superficial formations rest is entirely 

obscured, and whether it is composed of metamorphic rock or of later sedimentary 

series cannot be determined. The gneissose hills which crop out near Khurda probably 

indicate the floor on which the sedimentary beds of the Atagarha basin were 

deposited. 123 

In Bhubaneswar area abounding m such excellent building stones such as 

laterite and sandstone, it is natural that utmost advantage has been taken to make use 

of such materials. 124 Although the deposits of laterite are very extensive and more 

accessible, the bed of sandstone also attain great proportions, and the importance of 

the latter is comparatively reduced owing to the great ease with which blocks of 
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laterite can be excavated and shaped. 125 The explanation for the preference of sand 

stone to laterite is to be sought for in the superior resistance which a compact and 

homogenous rock like sandstone offers to great superincumbent and lateral pressure a 

factor of utmost importance where the great elevation of the temples was 

concerned. 126 

Besides, from the artist's point of view, the textures of the sandstones were far 

more adaptable in receiving the impressions of the sculptors chisel and display it to 

utmost advantage. 127 Stones were quarried in all parts of the state: matikada 

(tuffstone) for the foundations came from the region of Khurda, baulmala (coarse

grained sandstone) and bali a haladia sahana (yellowish sandstone) from the Banesvar 

Hills near the Mahanadi in the west, keriilJdimaliii (smooth whitish stone) from 

Ganjam District, regadii sahana (sandstone) from Tapailga and from Aragada near the 

Daya river, and all the muguni stones (blue, black and green chlorite) from the 

Nilagiri Hills and Pithausun'i in the North. They were all transported on raft by way of 

the rivers. 128 

The sandstone used in the building of the temples at Bhubaneswar shows 

compact texture in the marked degree. The rock is usually a very fine grained, and 

combined with this, its hardness is such that it is susceptible of fine artistic treatment 

which would have been too soft, too fragile or too hard. 129 The sandstone beds in the 

vicinity of the Khandagiri and Udayagiri hills attain great development .130 The 

quarries were situated in the vicinity of Bhubaneshwar where the availability of 

labour community was not at all a problem. 131 The beds of sandstone do not preser~e 

a uniform character over long distances. Fine grained sandstone, coarse grits and 

even conglomerate composed of large translucent pebbles of quartz, merge into one 

another. Such gradations are at times noticeable within a very small area as in parts of 

Udayagiri hill. 132 The color of the sandstone also varies, but sandstone of a grayish 

white and buff color predominates. 133 Ferruginous infiltrations due to the 

decomposition of contained iron minerals have often imparted a rich red color to 

layers of the sandstone. 134 The blocks of sandstone used in the, Muktesvar, Rajarani, 

Brahamesvara, Amunha, Gaur'i, Nagesvara, Lakhesvara, and Mohin'i temples show a 

pleasing dark trick red color which appears to be due to artificial coloring which did 
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not penetrate far in to the interior of the rock, as the original natural buff color is 

clearly visible in the portions where the stone shows a fractured face. 135 

3.6. Construction Technique 

The architectural geomorphology know very little about the preparation of models to 

scale in ancient India, but one religious text contains a casual mention of an architect 

who displayed to his patron the model136 of a temple that he had constructed in 

various places. This reference i~_plies that models of buildings were prepared prior to 

construction, and it seems possible that the practice was a more general. The main 

task of the master craftsman, the sthiipati137 of the odisa Sanskrit text Silpaprakiisa, 

must have been to layout the exact plan and elevation of the temple, as also its 

measurements, and to work out a coherent and unified decorative scheme. 138 This 

presumably must have done in consultation with the chief surveyor, the 

sutragrahin 139
, and the chief sculptor140

, the taksaka141
. His next task would have 

been to organize his various groups of craftsmen 142 accordingly, as well as to handle 

the large force of manual labour that must have been required for the erection of any 

ambitious temple. The preliminary work involved in the construction of any temple 

must have taken place at the quarry site. 143 

The Odisa temples are built mostly of sandstone, with coarse laterite 

occasionally being used for unseen portions of the temple such as the plinth or the 

inner portions of the courtyard wall. It was at the quarry that the huge blocks of stone 

were hewn to size, 144 and the surfaces then finely hammer-dressed and so prepared 

that each block rested smoothly on the other. The prepared blocks would then be 

transported from the quarry to the temple site, and there rise into position by groups of 

labourers. 145 The huge blocks of stone were laid dry, evenly and horizontally in 

courses one upon the other, and kept in position largely by their own solid weight and 

by their even balance. 146 Occasionally grooves and offsets were cut into the blocks so 

that they slotted into one another, and very occasionally, in certain vital portions of 

construction, iron dowels were utilized. 147 No cementing mortar of any kind was used. 

Such mortar was introduced in India by the Muslims and was an innovation quite 

unknown to the architects of our ancient temples. 148 Block was placed upon block, 
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and with the simple and basic principle of weight being transmitted directly 

downwards, our ancient architects were able to raise impressive temple towers. 149 

The general practice in temple building in Odisa seems to have been to frrst 

construct completely the sanctum with its tower, the unit known as the deula. Only 

when this was completely fmished together with its sculptural decoration, was the hall 

in front commenced. As the deula rose in height, the practice was to surround it with 

great mounds of earth which acted as a platform from which work could proceed 

further. An inclined plane was then made on one side and along this the large blocks 

of stone was dragged up for the construction of the upper levels of the deul. In the 

case of the famous Lingaraj temple at Bhubanesvar, this inclined plane led all the way 

from the quarry in the Khandagiri hills in the west up to the temple a distance of 

nearly 8 kilometer. Such a length of ramp would be required to get the enormous 

crowning stone up to its crowning height of 150 feet. 150 Moreover the inclinations of 

the same require constant adjustment at every stage of the increase in the height of the 

temple. So it is fair to conclude that blocks of stone were carried to building site by 

carts drawn by elephants, if the building site is at a distance from the quarry site. 

It has been pointed out that several small mounds sported today between the 

Khandagiri hill and the temples are in fact part of the inclined plane constructed 

almost a thousand years ago. We are told that at the last point of this plane a small 

laterite shrine called Chara Narayal}.a was built, the word chara in the local language 

meaning an inclined plane. In south india at Tanjore, a similar ramp several miles 

long was constructed to build the famous Rajarajesvara temple, and along this ramp 

was dragged up to its fmal resting place 200 feet from the ground, the crowning stone, 

a single cupola of granite estimated to weigh 80 tons. The Khichakesvari temple at 

Khiching in Mayurbhanja district, it is a rekha viman of Kalingana order. Originally 

the temple dated to the 101
h century AD and it was again reconstructed in 1942 by 

Maharaja Pratap Chandra Bhanjadeo. He followed the tried and tested ancient Odisa 

silipasastra method, involving the 'burying' of the deula in earth as it progressed in 

height. 151 With such a system it is apparent that a temple was not first constructed of 

rough stone blocks, which were then carved once the construction was complete. The 

work of stone masons and of sculptors had to proceed hand in hand. 
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On completion of the shrine and its tower, the mounds of earth surrounding it 

were removed and construction of the hall in front commenced in a similar fashion. In 

the Odisa temples we notice that the joint between the deula and the hall in front is 

rarely precise. 152 It appears that however accurately the designing architect might 

have planned this junction, it did not work out that precisely in practice. Such inexact 

joints may be seen on the most advanced and finest of Odisa temples where one might 

have expected an accumulation of experience to have avoided such a flaw. 153 It is 

apparent that such a discrepancy was inherent in their method of construction. It must 

be mentioned, however, that an alternative method of construction is shown on a 

sculptured slab154 that has today been set into the courtyard wall of a 15th 16th century 

AD temple, the time of Suryavasmi Gajapati king constructed the Siddha Mahavira 

temple in the Puri-Konark marine drive road. 155 The panel shows an inclined plane 

constructed apparently of wood, with one end resting on the ground and the other on 

the highest part of a temple, with three pillars supporting the plane in between. A 

rectangular block of stone is shown being carried up this ramp, tied at both ends with 

ropes on two carrying poles which, in turn, rest on the shoulders of four workers. 156 In 

certain parts of India fragments of carving have been found at the quarry indicating 

that sculptors sometimes worked at the quarry site itself In Odisa however, this does 

not seem to have been the general practice. 157 

On several temples, both at Bhubaneswar and elsewhere in the state, the 

pattern to be portrayed has been indicated on the wall of the temple, but the carving 

has not been completed. This certainly indicates that the sculpting was done at the 

temple site itself 158 After placing the stones in position outlines ofthe carvings were 

drawn. One some of the temples where carvings have not been completed the outlines 

are still discernible. Sometimes a particular sculpture covers different blocks and due 

to the carvings on the body of the structure itself After the completion of the vimana, 

the mukhasala was constructed in the same manner. 159 Often too, when examining 

closely a large carved figure, it is possible to discern the joints of the various blocks 

of stone which occasionally may happen to meet in the middle of a figure. 160 

In certain temples we notice an alternative practice in which the figures of the 

more important gods and goddesses have been carved from separate slabs of stone 
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and then inserted into the shallow niches kept ready for them. 161 Such a practice 

avoided the joints showing up within a single figure. The importance was the priestly 

supervision162 in the building of a temple. The very choice of a site was governed by 

varied complicated religious, astrological, and astronomical calculations, and of 

course, construction could be commenced only under a favorable combination of 

stars. 163 Once the site had been chosen, the entire area had to be consecrated, and in 

particular, several rites had to be performed on that small piece of ground which was 

to serve as the base on which the sanctum was to be raised. 164 

The excellence, achieved in the temple building, during this period was mainly 

due to right types of materials used by artisans and that were available. Apart from, 

architectural and sculptural remains, the Sllpasastras also refer to the materials to be 

used. 165 Verses 462 to 465 in Sllparatnakosa 166 describe the materials used in image 

making as stone, wood, metal, and clay. All the clay images are worshipped in the 

festivals. 167 Artists should make firm and permanent stone images to be placed in the 

Garbhagirha, external niche and in decorative panels also. 168 Folk images are odd

shaped and inferior. The artist should not make these in metal or clay images. He 

should carve wooden images with care which is not a Dhyanimurti but excellent for 

worship. For stone images, Pratima Lalcyhana section of the Sllparatnakosa 169
, 

devotes its verses I to 5 describing three types of stone Muguni (black granite), 

Sahana (sandstone), Kundika (Khondalite) are suitable. Two types of Muguni-black 

and bluish green are used, Sahana is best for images and easy to sculpt. It is grey, 

smooth pure and of consistent colour. Stone, which is full of sand and whitish and 

yellow (Khondalite) is not good for making images. 

One of the important aspects, of stone carving was the selection of the right 

type of the stone for specific work. The artists were experts in this aspect. The 

monuments and sculptures in Odisa, which have come down to us in their original 

shape indicate the proficiency of artisans in selecting particular stone, since they knew 

the effect of rain, wind weathering affects on stone. In an unchanged tradition the 

stone carving in Odisa continues for a long period of about 23 centuries the 3 rd 

century B.C. the forepart of elephant carved at Dhauli. 170 
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The stone used in temple and making images in the Bhubaneswar region are 

sandstone, khondalite, chlorite schist and laterite. The laterite is mostly used for 

pavement, enclosure wall, steps, kitchens, and foundation in the structures of 

secondary importance. For the outer facing of temple, architectural members, 

sculptures, mostly sandstone is used. It is commonly of grey to reddish type, compact, 

coarse grained, homogenous texture, useful for delicate carving as well as strong to 

bear the weight of the temple. 171 The khondalite is one of variety with stratified 

texture from clay substance to garnet to feldspar in it. Cholrite is commonly known as 

Muguni, used in later temple for sculpture, for doorjambs and lintel. Being fme 

grained, it gives a high degree of polish and minute carvings. 172 It is compact, though 

but easy to work upon. But the sculptures of the earlier period are rarely found in 

stone. 

To ascertain the exact nature of stone, location and transportation, it is 

necessary to survey the sculptures and architecture from the earliest period onwords in 

Odisa. In 2000, Devaraj Pradhan excavated a Buddhist stupa of Asokan period at 

Langudi, the ruins of which are covered with burnt bricks. It is surrounded by laterite 

wall and rectangular in size. 173 The rock cut Stupas and caves in hills are hewn out of 

Khondalite stone hill. 174 The relics of Asokan period at Dhauli comprising the fore 

part of an elephant carved out of Khondalite, while the Jaugada inscription is 

inscribed upon granite stone. 175 The other relics of Asokan period like bell capital, 

Lion, Bhaskareswara Lingam are made of sandstone. In the Sisupalagarah 

excavation 176
, it is found that on the gate ways, steps, flanking walls and 16 

monolithic pillars of a pillar hall, were being made of laterite stone. On the north of 

Radhanagara, on low flat hill known as Kaima, a monolithic rock cut elephant was 

found, surrounded by four monolithic khondalite pillars at the four corners. 177 

Stylistically, these are assigned to 2nd-1st century B. C. The hillock also preserved 

some rock cut caves, which are austerely plain and devoid of any sculpture. 178 

Thus in the early phase, architecture was either initiated in laterite, which is 

plentily available, easy to cut, dig and shape, or hewn out of living rock in situ like 

elephants at Dhauli and Kaima. 179 The next dated monuments are encountered at 

Khandagiri and Udayagiri, where 117 caves are dug out of existing rock of 
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sandstones. 180 This stone is coarse grained, soft and porous and easy to excavate. In 

cave architecture, availability of the hills determines the typo technology of the 

monument. 181 The location, nature and size of the caves are determined by the 

suitable selection and material of the hill. The undulations in the fringes of the hill 

were advantageously utilized by the builders. 182 Thus, Khandagiri and Udayagiri 

caves are formed on the fringes of hills, without having a systematical pattern with 

each other. But in case of structural temples, location of the site is more important 

than the availability of the materials as those can be transported. On the summit as 

Udayagiri, a structural apsidal temple is excavated, made of well dressed laterite 

blocks. 183 This chapter is complete with the discussion of the patronage and temple 

construction. The next chapter contains discussion about the architectural and 

sculptural features of the lesser known temples ofBhubaneswar. 
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CHAPTER-IV 

TEMPLES AND THEIR ART AND 

ARCHITECTURE (LESSER KNOWN TEMPLES) 

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section discusses the process of 

evolution and general features of the lesser known temples of Bhubaneswar. It 

distinguishes four major phases with a particular discussion on the four dynasties and 

their contribution towards emergence ofthose lesser known temples ofBhubaneswar. 

This chapter will cover from early sixth century AD to early thirteenth century AD 

Bhubaneswar was a major centre of art in the Kalingana area, because of large 

number of temples belonging to all types. Here one can notice temples in continuous 

succession which provide its development process. All the innovations and 

experimentations were carried out in this place. The dates of the temples have been 

determined through careful examination of their features and other evidences in the 

Bhubaneswar group of temples. 1 The large number of existing monuments and 

detached sculptures constitute an enormous archaeological material found at 

Bhubaneswar, which needs to be studied for their emergence and peculiar 

architectural format, thus the analysis is that of selection rather than accumulation. 

The earliest specimens ofBhubaneswar are not a Brahmal)ical monuments but 

the yak$a, Naga, Buddhist and Jaina monuments found in its vicinity. The 

Bhubaneswar groups of temples belong to the "Kaliilgana School of Style", is evident 

by inscriptional record. Along with other major forms of Indian temples such as 

Nagara, Dravl<;la, Bhumija, and Vesara, the Kaliilga temple form is noted in an 

inscription on a temple in Karnataka2 and in textual sources from west, east, and south 

India. 3 The twelfth-century south Indian Saivagama, the Kamika, presents a brief 

description of the forms of this temple type, but little is distinct from the corrupt 

Sanskrit text.4 It may be observed that Kalil'lga,5 as coastal Odisa was known before 

the third century BC, is consistently, identified as large costal Odisa region despite 

changing the political geography from time to time. In 1934 Stella Kramrisch 

discussed through the inscriptional evidences to Kalil'lga as a distinctive type. She 

identified it as the eastern variety of Nagara (northern) temple styles. 6 The analysis of 
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the inscriptions, texts, and reliefs of the major temple types represented by artisans on 

temples in Karnataka, M. A. Dhaky concluded that temples in Odisa most closely 

matched the Nagara form as described in the Kamikagama. 7 

To study temples general features and its respective chronology Bhubaneswar 

is an appropriate place. Sanskrit works, i.e., the Ekiimra Pura7Ja, Svar7Jadrimahodaya, 

Ekiimra-Chm:u;lrfkii and Kapfla-samhita, Bhubana Pradfpa, Sflipa Shastra, Sflpa 

Prakiisa; despite mentioning notable stylistic features, are of little use for determining 

the evolution of temple as they attribute the origin and construction of most of the 

temples to gods and supernatural beings, though they record names of the temples 

alone with their approximate location. 

The majorities of the inscriptions appearing on temples is much later in date 

than their actual construction and are silent about their builder or patrons. Copper

plate grants are also silent about the temple construction and mainly concern with 

gifts of villages or land for the maintenance of the existing temples. Epigraphic 

records are also rare on the Brahmanical sculptures which, unlike the Buddhist 

images, bear no inscriptions recor-ding the names of donors or rulers. 8 Only a handful 

of inscriptions exist which allow us to date about particular temples with precision, 

the most important being is the commemorative inscriptions on the Brahmesvara, 

Meghesvara, Anal)ta-Vasudeva and Papanasini at Bhubaneswar and on the 

Sobhaone5vara Siva at Niail, the Catesvara at Kisenpur and the Cal)<;irasekhara at 

Kapilas Hill. Inscriptions appearing on the Kedaresvara and Parvatl temples at 

Bhubaneswar, on the Gatesvara temple at Algum and on the Khllesvar a temple at 

Khilor, though not mentioning the date of construction, are helpful in establishing the 

exact time frame of the temple and shrines. Inscriptions on other temples, including 

the Lakh~manesvara, Parasuramesvara, Vaitala Deula, Pascimesvara (Amangai 

Island), Mallikesvara (Paikapada) and Somesvara (Ranipur-Jhariala) can be dated less 

precisely on the basis of paleographical comparisons. From other epigraphic records, 

with some degree of accuracy, the Surya Deiila at Konarak and the Jagannatha temple 

at Puri can be scrutinized. But the present study reveals another two temples 

inscription i.e., Mohinl and Narayal)i temple. Epigraphic evidence thus helps us at 
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least a tentative framework for working out a chronological development for the 

evolution ofthe Odisa temple. 

4.1. General Features of the Temple Architecture 

According to Bhubana Pradlpa, a treatise on temple architecture, the temples of 

Odisa have been classified into three orders that are rekha, p1t;lhii and khiikarii9 (Plan 

Drawing. 8, 9, 1 0). The temples thus evolved in Odisa consists of the sanctum and the 

porch or frontal hall- the two forming component parts of one architectural scheme. 

The sanctum (called vimana) can be divided into three type's viz. rekhii, p1t;lha and 

khiikara orders10
. Similarly the frontal hall or mukhasiila is either a flat roofed or 

rectangular hall with the roof arranged in p1t;lhas, which are tiers. So the latter is 

called p1t;lha deula. The first two are very common and are to be found in all parts of 

the Odisa. The third type or Khakara is limited to six examples in Bhubaneswar, but 

in miniatures of this type were very extensively employed as a decorative motif on the 

body of Rekha, P1t;lhas or Bhadra temples, and such, the type has wider distribution. 

N .K. Bose refers to another style of temple, which he called as Gauriya type. 11 But 

this style of temple architecture did not become popular for which this pattern of 

building was abandoned subsequently. At Bhubaneswar, however, the earliest extant 

temples already prove a mature conception and exhibit few signs of any evolutionary 

progress, aside from elaboration and increasing competence on the part of the artisans, 

thus suggesting that their origins must lay further back. 12 Majority of the sanctums of 

Odisa temple are' of rekha type and whereas the khakara type (Plann drawing. 1 0) is 

limited to a few Sakta temples only. The mukhasala of the earlier temples are flat 

roofed rectangular halls but in latter temples they are p1t;lha deula (Plann drawing. 9). 

Externally, the jagamohana or mukhasala is subordinate to the vimana (main temple) 

in height. There is a traditional belief among the craftsmen of Odisa that the main 

temple is the bridegroom and the jagamohana is the bride. 13 In course of time, to meet 

the growing needs of the rituals two more structures are the NatammJt;lapa and the 

bhogama~u;iapa, were added. Both these structures are completely separate but 

integrated to form an effective and harmonious architectural organization. Standing in 

a row in the same axial alignment, with rising and falling peaks, they give the 

impression of a mountain range and take the eye to the sikhara of the sanctum, which 
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is the highest of all. 14 The temple complex is often enclosed by walls, but there is no 

gopuram as in the case of South Indian temples. The Odisa temple is remarkable for 

its plan and elevation. In the Sllpasastras, there are specification of 55 rekha, 6 

Bhadra and 3 Khakara temples. The 55 rekha are divided into two classes according 

to the construction of their bada or wall. 15 

The rekha and plrjha form two component parts of one architectural scheme, 

the former is represented by a sanctum with its curvilinear spire and the latter by the 

frontal porch having pyramidal roof of receding tires known as plrjhas. In the earlier 

phase, there was no plrjha deula and the Jagamohan or the frontal hall had a flat roof 

In course of time to meet the growing need of the rituals two more structures were 

added namely natamandapa (dancing hall) and bhogamandapa (offering hall) during 

the Ganga period (12th century AD). All the four components are arranged in one 

axial alignment and often the temple complex is enclosed by boundary wall. The 

khakara order is noted by a semi-cylindrical vaulted that looks like an inverted boat 

(boita) or a pumpkin gourd roof The temples of this order are usually meant for Sakti 

worship. Odisa temples constituted a sub-style of the Nagara style of north Indian 

temples. The building activity of this sub-regional style continued for nearly one 

thousand years from the 61
h-7'h century to the 151

h -161
h century AD in unbroken 

continuity. Bhubaneswar, the ancient Ekamra K$hetra served as the experimental 

ground of these temple building activities without being diverted by the change of 

ruling dynasties or their cult affiliation. As a result the temples are identified with the 

land 'Kalinga' rather than the royal families such as Pallava art, Rashatrakuta art, 

Chandella art, Chalukyan art etc. 

The interior ground plan of the temple is square as a rule. However the temple 

has star shaped layout (as noticed at Boudh) or circular plan (Ranipur-Jharial & 

Hirapur) to conform to the nature of rituals. Generally speaking, the Odisa temples are 

distinguished by vertical offset projections called rathas (on plan) or pagas (on 

elevation). Depending on the number of pagas, the temples are classified into 

triratha, pancharatha, saptaratha and Navaratha. The earlier temples are 

characterized by triratha plan. Temples show interesting features on elevation. Both 

sanctum and the porch can be divided into three parts along the vertical plane that is 
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bada, gm:u;li and mastaka. From bottom to top or fmal, each part of the temple has a 

special name corresponding to that of limbs of human body standing on a pistha or 

the platform on which the temple stands (which is not a compulsory element in early 

temples and is generally found in later temples). 16 The biida or the vertical wall 

portion of the temple is divisible into piibhiiga, jmigha and baral)(ia. This type of 

three fold division of Triangabiida is found in early temples and in later temples, 

bad a has five elements namely piibhiiga (or the foot portion is composed of five 

mouldings called khiirii, kiimbha, piitta, kani and basanta), talajangha (lower thigh), 

biindhana (mouldings joining the two thigh), upara jangha (upper thigh) and baral)(ia 

(the waist portion). The baral)(ia, forming the top most part of the biida has a set of 

mouldings, starting with one moulding in the early phase progressing into seven and 

ten mouldings in the subsequent period. 

The gal)(ii (or the torso) of deula has a curvilinear super structure. In the 

temples of early phase, gal)(ii is devoid of any sculptural embellishment. Fully 

developed temples have ornamental bhiimis, chaity motifs and m1gasikhara (miniature 

shrines). The jagamohana is of pyramidal shape (designed with receding tiers in a 

sequence so as to reduce the top most tiers to the half of the lower tier). The mastaka 

(the head) consisted of the beki (neck) or recessed cylindrical portion above gal)(ii, 

amalaka (ribbed circular stone, resembling the am/a fruit), khapiiri (skull), kalasa17 

(auspicious pot) and the iiyiidha (weapon of the enshrined deity) in succession. The 

mastaka of the pl(ihii deula has the same features except for the addition of ghanta 

(bell). 

The horizontal cross-section of the biida and gal)di in both the rekha and the 

pl(ihii deula are square, while the mastaka is circular. The ground plan of khiikarii 

deula is oblong. The temples are remarkable for abundance of sculptures. The 

sculptural repertory consists of human figures, kanyiis, erotic motifs, cult icons, 

animal figures including mythical and composite figures, decorative designs like 

variety of scrolls and architectural motifs like pl(ihii mul)di, khiikarii mwJdi, vajra 

mul)di etc. 

The temple style was in full energy in the wake of vast religious and cultural 

evolution that took place when the Sailodbhavas ruled from the middle of 61
h century 
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A. D. to till the first quarter of 8th century AD The temple building activities gained 

momentum under the Bhaumakaras (736-950 AD) and the Somavamsls (950-1112 

AD) and reached the climax during the Ganga period (1112-1435 AD). The 

activities however continued even under the Suryavamsi-Gajapatis (1435-1542 AD) 

though on a very small and impoverished scale. To a keen observer, the temples of 

Odisa portray a picture of organic evolution from Parasudimesvara to Lingaraja 

through Muktesvara and Vaital, which ultimately culmiated in Purl and the gigantic 

Km;tark. The evolution can be seen through four distinctive phases of temple building; 

viz. Early Phase (6th century A. D. to the first half the gth century A. D.), Transitional 

Phase (2"d half of the gth century A. D. to the frrst quarter of the 11th century A. D.), 

Mature Phase (Middle of the 11th century A. D. to early 13th century A. D.), and Phase 

ofDecadence (Middle 13th century A. D. to 161
h century A. D.). 

In the present work only the lesser known temple at Bhubaneswar are studied. 

However a brief account of development of the four phases is mentiontained here 

inorder to understand the architectural development of lesser known temples in 

Bhubaneswar town. 

(i) Early Phase 

The period in between the 6th century AD to the first half of the gth century AD is 

considered as the formative phase that synchronized with the rule of the Sailodbhavas 

and early phase of Bhauma-karas. The representatives of lesser known temples are 

Sikhara ChaQdi, Narayal)i, Mohini, Bhimesvara, Talesvara and Gaiirishailkara in 

Bhubaneswar. The main features of early phase temples are trlratha vimana has a 

rekhii sikhara. The jagamohana is a rectangular pillared hall with a terraced roof 

sloping in two tiers. The architrave of graha has eight grahas with the absence of 

Ketu. Temples of this period are triratha on plan with a central graha offset and two 

comer projections. On elevation bada is trira~1ga, with three divisions i.e. pabhaga, 

ja~gha, and baralJda. Pabhaga or the foot portion consists of three mouldings of 

khura, kumbha and patta. Ga~1di became a gradual curveture and started from of the 

sikhara unburdened by any angasikhara. The temples are of small and moderate 

height. BaralJda is terminating in a recessed kanthi. The absence features of this phase 

are of dopicha simha in the beki, below the am/aka, absence of digapalas, and 
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absence of baby on the lap of Miitrikas. The sculptures are in low relief, flatter and 

entrusted on the surface of the stone. Beginning with disproportioned and rigid limbs 

assumed flexibility and proportion during the Bhauma-kara period. 

(ii) Transitional Phase 

The temple activities entered into a transitional period in the second half of the gth 

century that continued up to the first quarter of the 11th century under the rule of the 

later Bhauma-karas and the first half of the rule of the Somavamsis (Kesharis). The 

lesser known temples of this period are Akhadachal)di, Nagesvara, Nilakanthesvara, 

Pabanesvara, Kapali Matha, Paramaguru Siva, Patale5vara, Chakaresvara, 

Markal)desvara, Nilakantha, Kotitrithesvra, Kukutesvara, Amunha deula, Uttaresvara 

in Bhubaneswar. The notable feature of the period was the introduction of extensive 

erotic sculptures due to the influence of Tantrism. The notable features of this phase 

were the introduction of erotic sculptures. Mukhasalii or the jagamohana became an 

inseparable element with a perfect and natural joining of the vi mana with jagamohana 

without the crude overlapping of the sanctum decoration as seen in the early phase. 18 

Both the structures were conceived as a uniform complex in the original plan. 

Towards the end, the plan and elevation of the mukhasala transformed from a 

rectangular flat roof to a square hall with a pyramidal superstructure. 

Piibhiiga had four mouldings. Introduction of Niiga-Nagi pilasters and chaitya 

medallions as decorative motifs, introduction of the vyiila and jagrata motifs in the 

jangha portion, bara1Jda recess is carved with base-reliefs, kanikii is divided into five 

horizontal bhumis (storey) by bhumiamlas. Piirsvadevata images are carved of 

separate single stone unlike the earlier tradition of blocks of stones that constitute a 

part of the temple wall. Sculptural treatment of the interior part (particularly the 

celing) which is characteristics feature of the Somavamsis period is Lingaraja temple 

and not noticed in the earlier or the later temples include Miitrikas carry babies on 

their lap. Finally Ketu was added to the list of planets, which became a permanent 

feature of the graha panel in the temples of the subsequent period. 
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(iii) Mature Phase 

The building activity attended its maturity towards the middle of the 11 th century 

(Somavamsis) that continued till the 13th century (Gailgas). The temple architecture 

developed further under the Somavamsis, which can be traced through a series of 

Jesser known temples like Vishl}.ii temple in Gandhi Garabadu precinct, 

Champakesvara, Ladu Baba, Lakhaesvara, Vishl}.u temple. The building tradition was 

continued by the Gailgas who are credited with the construction of the great Jagannath 

temple at Pori, Sobhanesvara temple at Niali district Cuttack, the magnificent Kol}.ark 

temple (Dist. Pori), marks the grand climax of the Odisa style. The features are quite 

visible as given in the discussion. Biida is devided into five segments, i.e piibhiiga, 

talajangha, biindhafla, upara jangha and biira7Jda. Piibhiiga has five mouldings 

(khiirii, kiimbh, piitta, kani and basanta). Ga7J(/i is embellished wih angasikhara 

(miniature temples) of diminishing size as they rise upwards. The piigas projections 

are fully developed and prominently articulated. Am/aka silii is supported by 

deulachiirinis or seated divinities and dopicha simhas being set in the beki. Structural 

motifs like the pz(ihiimu1J(/i, khiikariimufl(/i and vajramuiJdi are introduced in the 

jangha portion. The sculptures of this period are excellent in their plasticity and 

modeling include non iconic female figures, these are more proportionate, elongated 

and in alto-relievo. 19 In the iconography of the cult deities new elements were 

introduced with profused female figures, Ketii in a serpant body and projected lion 

(udyota simha) on the riihapiiga. Pista and platform became a regular feature. 

Niitamal)(/apa and Bhogamal)(/apa were added to the Jagamohan. Subsidiary shrines 

in front of the piirsvadevatii niche were introduced. The viihanastambha is placed in 

front of the temples respective shrines was a new element introduced in theis phase. 

Appearance of the female counter parts of the dikpalas on the uparjangha was an 

addition to the ongoing tradition. 

(iv) Phase of Decadence 

After the Gailgas during the 14th to 16thcentury AD under the Suryavamsi-Gajapatis, 

the temple building activities entered into a phase of decadence. The great period of 

Odisa temple architecture came to halt with the crowning achievement at Kol}.ark. The 

Suryavamsis, who succeded the Gangas remained preoccupied with political problems 
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and could, not give much time for temple building. Of the few lesser known temples 

Gana~aesvara, Yamunesvara (last quarter of 13th century and first half of 141h 

centuries) at Bhubaneswar belonged to this period. Towards the later part of the 15th 

century AD impoverishment was noticed. Pft;lha deula became the choice for both 

vimana and the jagamohana. The building materials are mostly laterite. The walls of 

the temple are devoid of sculptural embellishment and decoration. Similarly the 

doorjambs remain plain. Thus the temple building activities that started during the 6th 

century AD reached its climax during the Ganga Period started declining during the 

Gajapati. One of most important factors for the declines of temple building activities 

is lack of royal patronage. Whatever it may be till Odisa still processes the rich temple 

heritages. These temples are most compact and homogenous architectural group in 

India. 

4.2. General Features of Evolution and Development of Temple 

Sculpture 

This section deals with the features of the sculptures which are depiction in the lesser 

known temple of Bhubaneswar. This section is sub-divided into three sub-sections; 

the frrst section is concerned with the ethno-aesthetics modulations of the figural art20
, 

because of the very distinctive visual changes that occur in the figural modulation. 

The second section is of the sacrilegious or secular theme and the last is religious 

themes. The next section deals with the evolution and development of iconographic 

features of the sculpture. These sculptural panels are divided into two phases, (i) early 

phase (6th century AD to the first half the 9th century AD), and (ii) later is belonging 

to 2nd half of the 9th century AD to the frrst quarter of the 11th century AD, and middle 

of the 11th century AD to early 131
h century AD 

The sculptural trend in Bhubaneswar approach is so great a creative power that 

it always takes first place in every analysis of Kalinga or Odisa art. The walls of 

temples also carry forward the sculptural tradition. The devotee looks at the temple 

first when he comes near the building, and then, particularly during the ritual of 

walking around it, where he not only recognizes the images, but also perceive its 

impact. The wall now comes alive with images. 21 
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According to Stella Kramrish, "the coherence of its monumental shape is 

emiched by its carvings; nowhere else in India are the walls of the temple as 

intimately connected with their sculptures. The temple here is a work of monumental 

sculpture of which the single carvings form the intricate surface". 22 The external 

surfaces of the Odisa temples have been in large quantities decorated and ornamented 

than their interiors which are severely plain. The Sllpa texts are silent as to why the 

interiors are to be left plain. The interior of the deula or sanctum is conceived as the 

garbha or womb of the cosmic Being.23 In orthodoxy with the idea of garbha the 

walls have been left plain. 24 The plainness of the walls also emphasizes the quiet and 

solemn atmosphere which is required for the performance of the rituals of the deity. 25 

The interior walls of the mukhasiiliis of the earlier temples were also left plain. The 

interiors of the mukhasiilii of a few temples are found decorated with sculptures. 26 But 

this practice could not become popular and therefore did not continue. The interiors of 

both the mukhasiilii and vimiina have been kept plain as far as possible. 27 A perfect 

agreement between the architecture and sculpture has been achieved on the Odisa 

temples. 28 After a period of unsure efforts the Odisa craftsmen succeeded in achieving 

an orderly arrangement of the sculptural motifs and cult icons on the body of the 

temple. 2? They also succeeded in assuring the balance between magnificence and 

attractiveness connecting height and elegance ofthe temple. 30 

It has been already pointed out that the sculptural art of Odisa had travelled a 

long way by the time the Satrughne5vara group of temples, the earliest extant temples, 

were erected. The temple sculptures followed the tradition established by the earlier 

sculptors.31 The sculptures on the early group of existing temples appear to be the 

work of, what Fabri observes as 'provincial artists'. 32 The 'provincialism' is 

noticeably demonstrated on the earliest sculptural art of Odisa, the forepart of an 

elephant engraved out of a rock boulder at Dhauli. 33 The Dhauli elephant can be 

considered as the ancestor of the numerous elephants found on body the Odisa 

temples. 34 Correspondingly the railing pillars and the lion capital discovered from the 

neighborhood of the Bhaskaresvara temple and the bell-shaped lotus capital found 

earlier in the surrounding area of the Ramesvara temple35 but now displayed in the 

Odisa State Museum compound exactly the right hand side of entrance gate appear to 
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be the works of the same artists. There is nothing Mauryan in them as supposed by 

K.C. Panigrahi. 36 

The few Yalcya and Naga images are discovered in the locality of 

Bhubaneswar. These figures are carven in and decorated with heavy ornaments. The 

workmanship is unfinished and primitive. 37 The Ya/cya images bear the similar 

uniqueness as those of Sanchi. 38 Similarly the two Naga images are closely associated 

to the Manibhadra Yaksa of Powaya.39 The Yaksa and Naga images of similar types 

are found carved on the temples. 40 The Yak$a on the temples also appear in the 

position of carrying weights or bharbhaka. 41 The present image of goddess 

Bhadrakali of Bhadrak district is as old as third century AD42 The Nataraja image of 

the Asanpat inscription is dated to the fourth century AD and it is the earliest Nataraja 

image of Odisa. The eight-armed Nataraja with urdhaalinga is holding a snake over 

his head with two upper hands and a v1na with the two lower hands. One of his left 

hands is in varadamudra and in the rest-of his hands he is holding trisula, damaru and 

rosary. 43 Thus, the image bears the uniqueness similar to those of the images on the 

walls of the early temples. 44 

The other significant piece of sculptural instance is the Mukhalin[Ja at 

Sitabifijhi in the Keonjhar district. 45 It can be placed in the fourth-fifth century AD It 

is a fine amalgamation of the Lin[Ja and anthropomorphic forms of Siva. Before the 

seventh century AD the theme of the sculptural art in Odisa was predominantly non

Brahmal)ical i.e., either Buddhist or Jaina. The Naga images were, as stated earlier, in 

close replication of the Yalcya figures of Pawaya. Representation of some of the 

Brahmancial gods closely similar to with the gods of the Buddhist pantheon too began 

to be carved. The image of Lakiiiisa is the best example to illustrate this point 

Lakiiiisa is usually depicted sitting in yogasana on full-blown lotus with eyes half

closed and showing dharmachakra-prauartana-mudra. As established by the fact that 

the Lakiiltsa images are directly borrowed from the iconography of the Dhayni 

Budhha with the addition ofLakuta or staff.46 

The Mukhalinga along with the tempera painting on the ceiling of a rock at 

Sitabhinji in Keonjhar district bears the uniqueness of the Gupta art. 47 The 

paleography of the inscriptions found there also strengthens the above view. The 
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inscriptions arc in the characters of the fourth century AD48 The present image of 

Viraja (two-armed Mahisarnardini) at Jajpur represents Gupta characteristics49 and 

closely resembles with the same image at Bhumara50 with the exception that the 

Bhumara image has four hands. R.P. Chanda assigns the image ofViraja to the fifth 

century AD51 Thus the influence of Gupta style on the Odisa sculptures is clearly 

visible. The sculptures on the temples erected in Odisa during the period of the Gupta 

supremacy in Northern India (From AD 319 to middle of the fifth century AD), of 

which not a single specimen is available today for the reason acknowledged, must 

have been influenced by the Gupta style to some extent. This is evident from certain 

sculptural fragments bearing Gupta characteristics discovered from different parts of 

Bhubaneswar. 52 

Odisa had an extensive institution of sculptural art by the time the earliest 

existing temples were erected at Bhubaneswar. It was because of this explanation that 

the sculptures on the early Odisa temples were not a total reproduction of the Gupta 

style.53 The Gupta features can be noticed in the lintel the doorway, the image ofthe 

river goddesses Ganga and Yamuna the wig-like hair dress of the male figures, and 

certain low-cut decorative motifs, predominantly the floral designs. 54 Vidya Dahejia's 

disagreement that the Gupta sculptural style did not influence the Odisa art 

expression 55 does not appear to be correct in view of the above discussion. She goes 

to the extent of saying. "On feature the early Odisa did not take in from the Gupta 

workshops was sculptural style."56 Therefore it can be said that the Gupta sculptural 

style had its influence on the Odisa temple art, but the influence was limited to a few 

examples. 57 

An important development in the Gupta period was the canonization of the 

iconographic norms that developed in the earlier period. They were enforced to follow 

strictly the canonical rules while executing the images of gods and goddesses. So the 

highlighting was shifted to the iconographic aspect of the images. 58 The medieval art 

is marked by an affinity towards not only the perfection of the technical skill but also 

canonization, therefore, images of gods and goddesses were fashioned in abundance, 

but they all appear mechanical. 59 



The evolution and development of the sculptural programe on the wall of 

temple has been the integral part in the various ages. The sculptures on the temples of 

the earlier phase (6th century A. D. to the first half the 9th century A. D.), are very 

poorly treated. They are carved in low relief. Dahejia observes, "Proportions are poor, 

images stocky and figures generally in rigid postures. The human body has an 

uncomfortable appearance with arms and legs seeming to be separate entities, flat and 

flabby, and attached to the body in an inorganic fashion without any depiction of 

underlying bone or muscular structure."60 The fingers and toes look very rough. 

Similarly the seated figures are also very disturbingly place. 61 However, it may be 

observed that the treatment of the Piirsvadevatiis is slightly better than the other 

figures. Therefore Dahejia says that these were the works of 'more advanced 

craftsmen'. 62 This explanation does not appear to be reasonable. The Piirsvadevatiis 

images do not form part of the temple wall as found in the early phases of temples. 

Here they were carved separately and placed in the side niches. The sculptors who 

worked on independent separate blocks of stone for Piir5vadevatiis images were more 

at ease compared to their counterparts working on the surface of the temple walls. 

Their legs and arms are inorganically fitted into the bodies. The eyes are very oddly 

treated and devoid of expressions. 63 

In the later phase (2nd half of the 9th century A. D. to the first quarter of the 

11th century A. D., and middle of the 11th century A. D. to early 131h century A. D.) of 

temples, a marked perfection is noticed so far as the handling of the sculptural volume 

is concerned. Here the sculptures have been carved in deeper relief and therefore the 

figures appear more round and sensitive and delicate. 64 The sculptors seem to have 

been successful to a certain extent in noticed in the treatment of the figures of the 

previous group of temples. The limbs are more precisely carved and joined more 

organically to the body. 65 Thus these do not appear separate entities. The treatments 

of the eyes are better and the facial expression is graceful. About the sculptures 

Debala Mitra says, "The dignified self-composed figures of the deities with the 

expression of absorption are mellowed with warmth of spiritual grace and are elegant 

and refined."66 The figures are no stockier and a tendency for slenderness is visible. 

The mithuna figures of this phase are predominantly charming. 67 But certain defects 

such as odd treatment of legs and uncomfortable positioning of the legs of the seated 
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figures, as noticed in the earlier phase, still continue m spite of the efforts at 

improvement. 68 The decorative motifs are found skillfully executed. 69 The mastery 

over skill also extends to the arrangement of sculptures within the available space. 70 

The sculptures of the temples of this phase bear certain characteristics common with 

those of the Buddhist monastic remains at Ratnagiri in Cuttack district. 71 Temples 

belonging to this phase are seen abundantly decorated with sculptures. The decorative 

motifs are treated in the most delicate manner. 72 The arrangement of sculptures on 

temples surface reaches the stage of complete perfection. The figures are slender with 

elongated limbs. 73 ~he facial exp~essions of both divine and other figures are 

charming. The most important aspect of the sculptures of these temples is the 

profusion of exquisitely engraved niiyikas or indolent damsels. 74 Thus throughout 

nonstop efforts, across over some hundred years, the temple sculptures improved 

tremendously. 75 The improvement was related to the technique of treatments as well 

as to the aesthetic character. 76 It was a long travel from the crudeness and 

ineffectiveness to refinement and maturity. 77 

4.2.1. Ethno-Aesthetics Modulations of the Figural Art 

The meaning of the ethno-aesthetics modulation of figural art such as- that stages 

which can be considered as realistic, because of the very typical visual changes that 

occur in the figural variety. 78 Those sculptures are close in depicting the ethno

cultural of the period. A distinctive visual change occurs in the handling of 

sculpture.79 It is very distinctive and likely that these are caused by political changes 

under Sailodbhavas, Bhaumakaras, Somavamsis and the Gangas.80 

The temple sculptures are not only consisting of the image of god and 

goddesses but also the representation of the social themes. These are human beings in 

domestic scene, acrobatic feats, music and revelry, iichii1ya disciple depictions, 

pilgrimage jaunts, battles, processions, household features like a lady seemingly 

waiting for her husband's return with the door kept partly open, alasakanyiis fondling 

a child or sporting with pet birds, an abhisarika, removing her anklets, wearing a 

drape, playing on musical instruments, attending to hairstyle and make-up or relaxing 

amidst flower plants and birds, animal scenes especially the method of capture of wild 

elephants through trained elephants (a frequent theme), riding a horse, with 
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attendants, carrymg flowers, lady removmg thorn from foot, lady looking at the 

mirror, marching of elephants, cavalry and infantry and even a camel brigade are all 

perseveringly portrayed. 

(i) Nayika 

The female figures (Fig.17, 41, 42) that occur on them are one of the most beautiful 

products of the Odisa sculptors. The earliest example ofthe decorative female figures 

goes back to panel from Udayagiri and Khandagiri caves. In Odisa as well as 

Bhubaneswar these decorative female figures are known as alasakanyii a term which 

may indicate women in idle mood, but in north India they are known as sura-sundaris 

or the beauties of the heaven. 81 Many of these figures represent conventional poetical 

ideas to be found in Sanskrit literature.82 The females holding babies, plucking 

flowers or fruits, writing love letters, putting on ornaments, or engaged in similar 

feminine pastimes, that we find in the Bhubaneswar temples, are not always free of 

the human sentiments, although such sentiments are of universal and ideal nature. 83 

The text of the Silpa Prakiisa is emphatic about the necessity of decorating a temple 

with figures of maidens and its author tells us that the niiribandha or panel of maidens 

is indispensable to architecture, "As a house without wife, as frolic without a woman, 

so without the figure of woman, the monument will be inferior quality and bear no 

fruit." 84 Celebrating the beauty of a woman with all ornaments, contemplated in 

various postures, she is known as alasa, and placed as decorative deivice to the 

gaviiksha, and the sikhara, the walls and other parts of the miikhasiilii.85 The Silpa 

Prakiisa refers for the sculptural identification and the installation of the Kanyiis in 

the walls of temple. 86 

As alasa or indolent maiden, she was to decorate all parts of a temple, and the 

descriptiones of sixteen types maiden's in Silpa Prakiisa87 such as Alas a is indolent, 

Torana is learning in a door way, Mugdha is innocent simple girl, Miininl is resentful 

or offended girl, Diilamiilikii is drawing down towards her branch of tree, 

Padma[Jandhii smells a lout, Darapanii is looking into mirror, Vinyiisa is thoughtful 

and meditative, Ketakibandhii is wearing ketaki blossoms, Miitrnmurti is mother with 

child, Gunthana is concealing herself with veil, Chiimarii is holding a fly-whisk, 

Nartaki is dancer with hands joined together above her head, SukasiirikaJ.s playing 
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with a parrot or maina, Nuparapadika is one leg bent and pulling on ankle bells, and 

Mardala is drummer. 

This delightful lot should be decked with various ornaments, with beautiful 

armlets, necklaces, ear-rings and bracelets. 88 They should be adorned with all 

ornaments and with all auspicious things on the body. 89 These tall and slender nayika, 

position in the carefully curved position, are found eventful in various feminine 

pastimes. In most cases they stand on pedestals formed by full-blown lotus, a feature 

noticeable by its lack in earlier phases of temples in Bhubaneswar. 90 With their well

built breast, gentle hip, narrow waist, and ineffable smile on the lips these figures 

possess a powerful sensuous appeal. 91 The sculptors, it seems, had put their best to 

formulate these nayika mainly attractive and charming of all the figures on the temple 

walls. The nayika images are found in lesser known temple like Amiinha, Vishl)ii 

temple in Gandhi garabadu courtyard, Vishl)ii temple at Bindusagar embankement, 

and Nagesvar. 

(ii) Erotic Figures 

The construction and consecration of a temple, according to the architectural portions 

of the Silpasastras,92 is very much like the shaping and consecration of an image and 

decorative moti£93 The most mystifying decorative motifs are appearing on the 

temples ofBhubaneswar. It divides such sculptures into two94 broad categories are the 

amorous couples or mithuna image and othe one is copulation of male and female 

figures engaged in sexual postion or maithuna image. Erotic sculpture (Fig.19, 38, 41, 

42, 43, 45) appears on the very earliest temples erected at Bhubaneswar. In the early 

temples the mithuna figures occur on the walls and recessed Kanthi and sometimes on 

the door-jambs.95 The Silpa texts,96 discovered so far, are not specific about the 

purpose oftheir carvings on the temples. Therefore it is a wonder how such carvings 

were allowed and given prominence on the walls of the temples. In these cults sex97 is 

considered as the means to attain the spiritual merit. 98 According to Banerjee the 

sexual scenes on the walls of the Varahi temple at Chaiirasi are the visual 

representation of some aspects of kaula-kapalika cult99 and this has been agreed to by 

Dahejia. 100 If Tantricism was responsible to the form such sculptures on the temple 

walls they would have been limited to the Sakta temples only. 101 But they are found 
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carved on the temples of other cults such as, Saiva, Vaisnava 102 and Surya. 103 The 

practice of depicting mithuna figures on the doors is very ancient in India. The 

mithuna figures were considered and auspicious symbol and therefore placed at the 

entrance to the house. 104 Perhaps it was for the same purpose that the mithuna figures 

were carved on the walls of the temples. The erotic images are found in lesser known 

temple like Amunha, Vishl)u temple in Gandhi garabadu courtyard, Vishl)u temple at 

Bindusagar embankement, Talesvara, Gangaesvar, and Nagesavar. 

(iii) Music and Dance 

Music and Dance (Fig.44) are two different and distinctive arts used as vehicles to 

express human emotions of joy celebrations.These are depicted on the temple 

sculpture. The ornate temples further used dancing in every way possible. Thus, the 

find temples like the Amunha deula, Nagesavar, Patalesvar, Narayal)i and Vishl)u 

temple in Gandhi garabadu courtyard appear as though the temples are built to expose 

dance forms. Scenes of musical performance are not confined to a particular group of 

temples. 

The examples of other ethno aesthetic sculptural scenes like battle and war

procession occur in greater number in the later temples. Included among the new 

motifs are hunting scenes, farewell scenes, and everyday activities such as silcyiidiina 

motifs, royal procession, practicing archery, swinging, riding in a palanquin, and 

domestic scenes and performing pujii. 

4.2.2. Sacrilegious or Secular Theme 

(i) Animals and Birds 

Apart from occurring in association with the gods and goddesses as their mounts the 

animals and birds have also found place on the surface of the temples as elements of 

decoration (Fig.2, 17, 22 44). They are found on all the temples of our period and 

have no chronological significance. Lions and elephants are very common in their 

occurrence. The elephants on the temples have been most realistically treated. Lion on 

elephants is a very common motif found in the temples. Lions, called udyata, are 

projected from the riihapiiga just above the Kirttimukhas on the lesser known templs 
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like Lakhasevar, Gailgaesvar, Yamunesvar, Amunha, Nagesvar, and Talesvar temple. 

The Muktesvara temple is the only example where find animal figures are found in 

plenty. 105 These include, apart from lions and elephants, crocodiles, tortoise, bull, 

deer, crab, and boar. 106 Animal studies in Odisa temple art bear the mark of a balance 

between stylization and realism. 107 They generally occupy the base of the temple or 

the bararzda and the base line course relief of the chaitya window or bho motif, or on 

the square frames ofthe shafts ofpillars. 108 

(ii) Kfrttimiikha 

Klrttimukha or the 'Face of Glory' is an important decorative motif which occurs on 

the temples during 6th to 16th centuries AD, (Fig. 16, 17, 24, 31 ). Originally it meant 

an ugly mask. It is a fierce-looking lion's head with bulging eyes and open mouth. 109 

On the religious shrines it has been used as an auspicious symbol to ward off the 

evils. 110 The upper chaitya-medallions of the Vajramastakas on the raha pagas of the 

earlier temples are formed by the draws ofpearls reproducing from the mouth of the 

Klrttimukha. 111 Here the Klrttimukha appear very outstandingly. The detailed bho 

motifs on the raha pagas of the lesser known temples like the Lakhasvara, Nagesvara, 

Amunha, Patalesvar, Subranesvara, and Markan<;iesavra are also surmounted by 

Klrttimukhas flanked by Yak,sas holding chains in their hands that inter sects the chain 

with a bell that hangs down from the mouth of the former. 112 Sometimes, the 

Klrttimukhas are flanked by ~alas with riders on their backs. Strings of pearls drip 

from the mouth of both Klrttimukha and the flanking lions. Kirttimukhas decorating 

the pilasters on the walls are also found in the temples of the later period. The only 

difference that can be marked with the Klrttimukha on the later temples is the rise of 

the hanging draw of pearls. 

(iii) Vyii/a Figures 

The figures of Vyalas or Vyala (Fig. 20, 23) have been frequently used for the 

decoration of the temple walls of Odisa. The word vyala is a deformation of vyala 

which means fantastic or grotesque. Therefore V.S. Agrawala terms it "Grotesque in 

Indian Art." 113 It is nothing but the deformed human and animal figures. M.A. Dhaky 

describes several kinds ofvyalas in his scholarly monograph, The Vyala.ftgures on the 

Medieval Temples of India. In the Vaital temple the vyalas are found flanking the 
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Klrttimiikhas on the pilasters and have riders on their back. 114 They are conspicuous 

by their absence in the temples earlier to the Vaital. In the temples of the later phase 

the occurrence of the vyiilas becomes a regular feature. 115 They are placed in the 

recesses of the pilaster in the tala-jangha portion of the biida. They are found either 

on elephant mount or trampling an elephant and belong to different type described in 

the viistu texts. 116 The vyiila figures are depicted on the lesser known temples such as 

Kapali Matha, Lakhdvara, Nagesvara, Amiinha, Subranesvara, Vishl)ii temple in 

Gandhi Garabadu courtyard and Markam;lesavra at Bhubaneswar are composed, 

dignified and seem startlingly alive, a specific Kalinga characteristic. 

(iv) Chaitya-Medallions 

The Chaitya-Medallions (Fig.l3, 16, 24, 32) are important decorative motifs 

ofthe temple's decorative vocabulary. These motifs resemble with the window on the 

facade of the rock cut chaitya-hall. In the early temple small size chaitya-medallions 

have been used for the reason of beautification. 117 Appearing on the biida and on the 

Sikhara of the temples they are found enclosing mostly cult images. The 

Vajramastakas the riihii piigas of the earlier temples are formed by two superimposed 

large-size chaitya-medallions. 118 In the centres of the medallions are depicted cult

icons and scenes from mythology. The chaity-motifs are profusely found in the lesser 

known temples like Kapali Matha, Talaesvar, Amiinha, Nagesvar, Lakhesvar, Vishl)ii 

temple in Gandhi Garabadu courtyard and Markan~esavra as well. The chaitya

medallions on the raha piigas become most ornate in the bho motifs of the later 

temples. These bho motifs are flanked by Yaksas. 

(v) Haloes 

All the cult images on the lesser known temples of the early period invariably have 

haloes behind their heads. Even the dviirapiilas have haloes. In the lesser known 

temples are belonging to earlier phase such as Mohinl, Naraya.Qi, Talesvar and 

Uttaresvara images have haloes behind their head (Fig.2, 4, 5, 11, 12, 27). Amiinha 

temple the haloes are encircled by dotted outline. It is interesting to note that the 

niiyikiis of these temples are shown some time with haloes and so also the non-divine 

figures also. But in later Jesser known temples are Gan~esvara, and Yamunesvar that 

is no haloes depicated even behind the heads of divinities. 
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(vi) Door-Frame Decoration 

The door-frames (Fig.1 0, 11, 32, 34) of the Odisa temples are elaborately 

ornamented. 119 Even the door-frames of the earliest of the temples too are not an 

exception to it. 120 One can distinguish the influence of Gupta art tradition on the door

jambs. 121 The jambs consist of either three or four bands of decorative designs which 

include various floral and creeper motifs, scrollwork, gelbai, flying figures and 

occasionally mithiina figures. In the lower portion of the door jambs we generally find 

dvarapalas 122 and dvarapalikas, respective deties in the temples sometimes above 

double vyalas. In the temples of the earlier phase the figures of Ganga and Yamuna 

with their respective mounts are shown beyond the dvarapalas. 123 But in later 

temples the figures of these river goddesses do not appear in the same places. 124 

Sometimes in later temples male and female figures are depicted within niches at the 

bottom of the jambs. The figure of Gajalak~mi normally occupies the centre of the 

lintel above the doorway, but in some temples either Gal)esa or Uikiilisa takes the 

place of Gajalak~m1. 125 The door frame of the Talesavar, Nagesvar and Amunha 

temple are very elegantly carved. 

(vii) Scroll Motif 

In the all lesser known temples ofBhubaneswar are depictions of scroll motifs. These 

are reached outbreak proportions, decorating such conventional surfaces as 

architectural members and affecting even figure sculpture. 126 The sculptural ornament 

or surface decorations is Bhubaneswar temples are decorated with scroll motif. The 

decoration is either (a) organic, where the design is based on vegetable or animal life, 

or (b) inorganic, where it consists of geometric lines and points. Of all the ornamental 

designs that have been borrowed from vegetable kingdom. But combined with other 

elements and characteristic ofthe early sculpture, may be mentioned the well-known 

flower and vase motif (piitta kumbha). But the scroll, the diili or lata of the 

craftsmen, is the Bhubaneswar ornament par excellence. An ordinary scroll is sadha

dali, but when it combines flowers as well, it is phansi-lata and with curling tips 

vakra -dali. The main spring of the usual Odisa scroll, however, is "the idea of a 

creeping plant with its tendrils, leaves and flowers." 127 Nati-lata is a scroll with a 

winding creeper and its curling tendrils; phula-lata or phula-diili, creeper throwing off 
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flowers on either side; patra-latii, a similar creeper throwing off leaves in seated, 

rather like a vertebrate band. Another creeper scroll, with insets of birds, animal or 

even human beings, known as palcyhi-latii, hamsa-latii, }iva -lata or nara-latii 

respectively, also belong to this class. When a number of leaves spring round, the 

motif is called chakri-latii. The door frames of Bhubaneswar temples are composed of 

several bands of different decorations. The jiili decoration is depicated are two kinds 

on Bhubaneswar temples, paia-jiili where the perforations are square or rectangular 

and Banka-jali where they are diamond-shaped with diagonals on the vertical. The all 

lesser known temples ofBhubaneswar are also depiction of scorll work. 

(viii) Other Decorative Designs 

In addition to the chaitya-medallions, other designs have also been used for the 

purpose of the decoration of the walls of the Odisa temples. These architectural 

designs such as, Khiikarii-mu1Jc;lis (miniature representation of Khiikarii temples) and 

plc;lhii-mu1Jc;iis (miniature representation of plc;lhii temples) decorate the subsidiary 

piigas on the lower and upper jangha respectively of both the rekhii deula and plc;lhii 

deula128 (Fig.23, 35). These are the standard decorations for the later temples. The 

niches of these designs house Piirsvadevatii, various cult images, mithunas, couples in 

sexual position, and other figures. 129 Lotus medallions and bands of lotus petals in 

triangular and wavy pattern are prominently shown in the early temples and 

comparatively absent in later temples. 130 The bottom and top portions of the pillars 

and pilasters of the early temples are carved with pur1Jaghata designs. Pot-bellied 

ya/cyas with uplifted hands and bent knees rarely occur in the early temples. Scrolls of 

different types are. found in almost all the temple. Generally the pillars and pilasters 

are decorated with scroll works, but in later temples narrow bands of scroll work also 

decorate the sikharas. The gelbai design occurs on the temples throughout mature 

period. Fabri describes these designs as "the most attractive and original specialty of 

Odisa decorative art."131 The temples belonging to earlier phase also contain some 

other decorative designs such as, jali and jharavali which are rarely found in later 

temples. Decoration with large rounded dots is very popular with the earlier temples 

like the Amunha Deula, Chakresvara, Champakesvara, Vish:Q.li Temple (in Gandhi 

Garabadu Precinct), Markan<;lesvara Kotifrthdvara, Kapali Matha, and Talesvara 
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temple. Even if the dots occur in later temples, these are not as large in size as found 

in the above mentioned temples. 

4.2.3. Evolution and Development of Iconographic Features of the 

Sculpture 

This section focuses on the icongraphical features in the lesser known temples of 

Bhubaneswar. Several temples of Bhubaneswar belonging to the different periods are 

craved with a large number of the images of one and the same deity which needs to be 

studied from easy to be comparative iconographical persepective. 132 Such a study 

reveals the existence of distinct types or forms in the image of a particular divinity 

and a comparative analysis of such types and forms coupled with other evidences, 

architectural as well as sculptural, appears to furnish defmite pointers to the 

chronological epochs in which they were produced. 133 

Thus deties like Gal).esa is repeatedly represented in Bhubaneswar templesin 

the varities i.e., absent of mouse and presence of mouse as depiction of viihana.134 

Similarly, the images of Karttikeya and Paravati are two other piirsvadevtii of a Saiva 

temple. Karttikeya is shown with only peacock in the early phase temples 

(Parshuramesvara, Uttaresvara) but in later temples he is shown with peacock and 

cock or hen (Brahmesvar and Lingaraja ). 135 The flower ketaka, shows in one of the 

hands of Paravatl in the early temples, changes to louts in the later temples. 136 The 

planet slabs also fall into two groups by the presence or otherwise of Ketii, the ninth 

planet. 137 The images of Mahisamardini, by reason of the shape of the demon, may 

also be divided into two groups. In one the demon is ofhuman shape with the head of 

a buffalo and in the other, has the figure of a buffalo head which emerges the demon 

in human shape. 138 

(i) Parsvadevata 

The special characteristics of temples are the central niches of the bad a on three sides 

putting in of Piirsvadevatii. The front side is the entrance door way to main deity. The 

Piirsvadevatii are always closely related to the presiding deity of the temple. For 

example, the Parsvadevatii in Saiva temple are Gal).esa, Karttikeya and Paravati. In a 
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Vaisnava temple the Parsvadevatii are three incarnations of VishQil, such as Variiha, 

Narasimha and Trivikrama. While in an Sakta temple they are three forms of Devf 

such as Chamw:/{Ja, Mahishiimardini and Variihi. 

(ii) Gal}esa 

GaQesa (Fig.5, 9) in the earlier temples does not have mouse as his mount but in late 

temples mouse is found with him. 139 Seated, rarely standing, and holding in the four 

hands a radish, a Japamiila, an upraised kiithiira and a bo"Y:l of sweets. Snakes are 

used as the belt and the sacred thread. The head usually does not show any 

jatiimiikiita. The second variety or sub-type is distinguished further by a jatamiikiita 

on the head, and the pedestal shows one or two jack-fruits. 140 Standing, and holding in 

the upper right hand a broken tusk, in the lower right a japamiila, in the upper left a 

bowl of sweets in which the trunk is placed and in the lower left a kiithara placed 

upside down. A snake is used as a sacred thread. The pedestal consists of a full-blown 

lotus. The mouse appears on one side of the deity or on the pedestal below the feet of 

the god. 141 The GaQesa imagres are carved in three types i.e., Sthiinka miirti 

(standing), Asana miirti (seating) and Nirtya miirti (dancing). 142 The GaQesa images 

are depicted in Amunha, Gangesvar, Nagesvara like lesser known temples in 

Bhubaneswar. 

(iii) Karttikeya 

As in images of GaQesa, those of Karttikeya (Fig.4, 27) may also be divided into two 

broad classes because of the presence of the cock or hen, the characteristic attribute of 

the god. One type is without cock or hen. The god is either seated or standing and is 

shown with two hands, one holding a vija-piiraka and the other an sakti. In the 

standing examples the peacock, the mount of the god, is shown on the pedestal. 143 The 

second type of the image is with the cock or hen. He is usually shown four armed and 

in a standing pose, though two armed seated representations, resembling the first type 

except for the figure of the cock or hen, are also found. The inference that the 

Uttaresvara sculptures might also belong to an early tradition. The natural 

presumption hence is that in the evolution of the iconography of Karttikeya there was 

a period when the peacock was not regarded as an essential feature, and the 
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Uttaresvara specimen might have actually possibly belonged to that age. The peacock 

as an essential element in the iconography of Karttikeya appears from the fourth 

century AD onwards. 

(iv) Parvati 

In the temple art of Bhubaneswar Paravatl image is recognized with three types of 

name such as Yogesvari, Mahdwri or Gaur1 and Rajeswari. 144 The division of the 

images of Paravati into two broad groups is based on the presence either of the ketaka 

flower or of the padn:a in one of the four hands of the goddess. 145 One type is with the 

ketaka flower. Upper right hand a japamala, lower right in varada with a lotus mark 

on palm, upper left a ketaka flower and lower left a vase. The lion-mount appears on 

the pedestal. 146 Another type is with the padma. The images of the frrst type occur in 

the decoration of the walls ofthe Talesvar, and Mohinl. The second type occurs in one 

of the Chakresvara, Gan~dvara, Markanc;lesvara, Nilakantha, and Uttaresvara. The 

association of the two types with the two groups of temples, early and late, is thus 

clear and explicit and chronologically the frrst type preceded the second. 

(v) Mahisamardini 

Mahisamardinl image is not always parsvadevata association with a Saiva temple. 

The images of Mahisamardinl are rather prolific in their depiction at Bhubaneswar 

temple. Mostly they represent isolated sculptures either found loose or fixed to the 

walls of the temples. A classification of these images into two broad groups is 

possible on the shape and form of the buffalo-demon. 147 In one group the demon is 

shown as a human figure with the head of a buffalo, whereas in the other he is shown 

as a human figure carving out of the decapitated body of the buffalo. 148 Second type 

images of Mahisamardinl of this type are rare in occurrence as original features of 

temple decoration. 149 The northern raha niche of Uttardvara temple has depiction of 

the six armed Mahisamardini She holds a wheel in lower left, a bow in second lower 

left and the third left hand rests over the demon Mahisasura. 150 The deity holds a 

sword in lower right, a spear in the middle and an arrow in the third right hand. Her 

left leg is resting over the hip ofthe demon. The body of the demon is a buffalo where 
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as the face is that of a human. This type of other Mahisamardini image is depicated at 

Amiinha Deula. 

(vi) Lakiifisa 

Images ofLakiillsa (Fig.30) are fairly prolific in their appearance on the Bhubaneswar 

temples and may be classified under two broad groups by the modes of their seated 

positions. 151 In one group Lakiillsa it is shown as seated cross-legged in what known 

as Vaddhiisana. The other variety shows the crossed legs against the chest crossed 

legs are tied with Yogapiida or Yogapiitta. These two modes constitute distinctive 

traits for a typological division. 152 Lakiillsa is usually shown in Dharmma-chakra

pravarttana-mudra with a lakuta held between one arms. Usually he is shown single, 

but instances are not rare where he is found in the company of disciples, two, four, six 

or eighteen. 153 Lakiillsa also appears occasionally on the lintels in the company of the 

teachers of the Pasiipata sect. 154 The Lakiillsa images are remarkable for their close 

similarity with the images of Dhyani Buddha. 

It is believed that the Pasiipata sect of Saivism found its way in to Odisa 

during the 6th-7th century AD 155 The organizer of Pasupata sect was Lakiillsa 156 who 

was considered to be the last incarnation of Siva. With the growing popularity of the 

pasupata cult the image of Lakiillsa began to be carved on the Saiva temples of 

Odisa. 157 He has been frequently depicted in the earlier temples, but in later ones he 

has been given less importance. The Uikiillsa image is depicated in the lesser known 

temples like Talesavar, Mohini, Chakresvara, Gan~esvara, Markan<;lesvara, 

Nilakantha, and Uttaresvara, Lakhdavra, Amiinha, Nagesvara and Kotitrithesvar in 

Bhubanesvara. 

(vii) Nataraja (Fig.l6, 22, 31) 

The image ofNataraja, of Siva as the lord of dance, is a commonly occurring motif in 

the temple art of Bhubaneswar. 158 It is found from the earliest phase of temple

building activity to later phase. The images of Nataraja are served as a grill in the 

facade of the Jagamohana of a temple and rahapagas over udyatasin1ha. The image 

has mostley six hands (Amiinha Deiila) but some time eight (Kapali Matha) to ten 
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(Muktesvar compound). 159 Numerous images of Nataraja that appear on the temples 

ofBhubaneswar have a snake as one of the attributes and in the majority of them it is 

held in the uppermost two hands in a manner to be found in these images. Besides the 

snake the trident and the vina (lute) to be found in three specimens are almost 

identical in form of this image. The Nataraja image is depicated in the lesser known 

temples like Amunha, Lakhesvara, Nagesvara, Ta:Iesavar, MohinT, Chakresvara, 

Gan~esvara, Markan9esvara, Nilakantha and Kotitrithesvar, but the Kapali Matha 

Nataraja image is the best specimen in Bhubaneswar. 

(viii) Hara-Paravati 

Numerous varieties may be accepted in the images of Hara-ParavatT (Fig.2) one of 

which appears to have been associated with the early group of temples. 160 In the first, 

Hara and ParavatT are seated side by side on a lotus seat below in which their 

respective mounts are shown. 161 The goddess seating near the god instead of seating 

on the lap is peculiar features and may be dated to seventh-eighth century AD on the 

basis as well as on stylistic grounds. This type of image is found at Narayal)i temple. 

(ix) Ardha-NariSvara 

Three different varieties of this deity flexible about to three epochs are to be found at 

Bhubaneswar. First variety is shown where deity stands reclining on the bull shown 

behind and has in the male hands a japiimiilii and a vija-puraka. The second variety 

occurs on the temple of Amunha. It is also four-handed, but only three of its hands 

have survived. The lower right (male) hand holds a skull (kharpara) and the upper 

two (male and female) are raised in an attempt to affect a union over the head. In the 

female part jewelled ornaments, garments and a prominent breast have been shown, 

while the male part shows a garland of skulls, reaching to the thigh, and the 

Ordhalbiga. 162 The third variety is two handed, holding in the right hand a trident and 

in the left an indistinct object. The bull and the lion occur on the pedestal on the 

respective male and female sides of the deity, a characteristic also noticed all the 

d . 163 secon vanety. 

(x) Other Manifestation of Siva 
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The large majority the images of Siva and his various manifestations are prolific in his 

appearance. In all the examples he is depicted with urdhvalitiga or phallus erect. 

Individual Siva images with usual attributes are found depicted on the temple wall 

throughout the period and these images are not indicator for the chronology of the 

temples. Nirtyamurti-Vamadeva in Amilnha Deula, Ajekapada or Ekapada-Bhairava 

(Fig. 12) depication in Talaesvara, and Harihar depication in Amilnha Deula164 are 

other manifestations of Siva, the images of which are regularly found in the temples. 

(xi) Incarnations Vishiit.I 

The Vishl).il images are revealed in standing position and the treatment of the body 

does not suggest any movement. The earliest Vishl).il image is found at the bank of 

Bindusaravaro tank at Bhubaneswar, the image is known as Sankarshm:z. 165 Except for 

several small seated images there are few Vaisl).ava motifs on Saiva temples, the 

majority of these being avatara such as Varaha, Narasbnha and Tivikrama and 

Dasavatara in the Ieser known temple like Paramaguru Siva temple and the four 

handed image of Vishl).il in Amunha Deula and Gangaesvar temple (Fig.40). A 

Beginning in the images ofVishl).il and his incarnation were occasionally inserted into 

niches as avarana-devata, 166 generally on the Jagamohana of the temple. The 

depiction of the Krishl).a image is showing Krishl).a (Fig.26) standing before his 

mother Y asoda who is engaged in churning the curd are found in one of the comer 

shrines of the Amunha temple. 

(xii) Buddha Image (Fig.6, 29) 

The sculptors were under no obligation to depict Buddhist and Jaina themes on the 

Brahmal).ical temples. 167 Buddhist art flourished in Odisa during the period of 

Bhaumakara rule. 168 The Buddhist image is depicated in Amiinha deula entrance of 

the right hand side outer wall in a separate stone block it seems to be a votive Stupa 

depicted of Dhayani Buddha image in the compound of Uttaresavar temple in 

Bhubaneswar. The Jaina images (Fig.l8) are carved out on the base levele of the 

Nagesvara temple and it may be noted that the similar images is also found in the base 

level of temple like Muktesvara. 
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(xiii) Semi-Divine Figures (Fig.9, 17) 

Along with the semi-divine figures, flying Vidyiidharas, Yak$aS, Yak$inis and 

SupiinJiis (bird with human head) are profusely carved. They have been irregularly 

depicted on the walls of the temples and bear no chronological importance. In the 

later temples the Yak$aS are represented with their hands uplifted as if raising heavy 

structures. The knees are bent with the weight of the raised structures. 169 In the 

present study of some lesser known temples, these types of semidivine figures on the 

wall are carved. But Niiga and Niigini figures have a significant place in the temple

sculptures. Naga pilasters are found in the recesses formed by the pagas on the 

vimiina and mukhasiila of the temple Talesvara, Nilakanthesvara, Vishl).ii Temple, 

Nagesvara, Kapali Matah, and Amunha. Sometime the Nagas are anthropomorphic 

and some time purely in zoomorphic. 

(xiv) Digapalas 

Eight digapiilas 170 are characteristically associated with the Bhubaneswar temples, 171 

as guarding deties of directions. In the earlier temples, however, they do not appear on 

the eight all directions. Indra is found in the east, Agni in the south-east, Y ama in the 

south, Nairita in the south-west, Varona in the west, Vayli in the north-west, Kubera in 

the north and Isana in the north-east 172 The guardian deities on the bodies of the 

temples, each in his respective position, strated getting sculptural in the Somavamsis 

period and the practice continued till the latest period of temple building activity in 

Odisa. So far as extant temples go, the eight Digapiilas first appear on the 

Parasiiramesvara temple, though not in their respective positions. 173 The 

characteristics and the features of these figures such as lndra appears as riding an 

elephant and hurling or holding a thunderbolt; Agni as a bearded figure rides a ram or 

has the same mount on the pedestal and flames rising from both sides; Y ama as a 

terrific figure holds a dam;la and sometimes a noose, and has a buffalo mount; Nairita 

holds a human head in the right hand and has a man lying prostrate on the pedestal; 

Varona holds a noose and has a makara on the pedestal; Vayii holds flag-staffs and 

has a rabbit or deer as his mount; Kiibera has on the pedestal several pots or eight pots 

hanging from a wish-fulfilling tree (kalpa-vri/cyha) and representing ashta-nidhi ; and 

Isana has the usual attributes of Siva but in addition also has a dan(ia held in one of 
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the hands. The female counterparts appear just above the male guardian deities 

exactly with the same attributes and the same mounts as those of the latter. The 

digapal's are depicted in the lesser known temple like Amunha deual (Fig.28). 

(xv) Graha Slabs 

A row of either eight or nine graha or planets (Fig.ll, 34) are depicted on the 

architraves above the door lintel of the temples. The graha slabs are found in all the 

temples except the Vaital and the Sisiresvara of Bhubaneswar. According to the Silpa 

Sastra, the propitiation of grahas leads to total destruction of evils. It is perhaps 

because of this reason that the grahas have been associated with the temples. The 

graha slabs 174 bear a chronological significance. In the earlier temples of our period 

only eight grahas are found depicted on the panel. These grahas are, (1) Ravi (Sun) 

has two hands holding louts stalk and has a ratha drawn by seven horses. (2) Soma, 

(Moon) holdings a mace and varada mudra and has ratha drawn by ten horses, (3) 

An~Irasa or Mangala (Mars) has four hands holding a khadaga, sakti, gada and 

varada mudra and with a ram as his vehicle. (4) Budha (Mercury) has four hands 

holding sword, shield, gada and varada mudra with lion as the vehicle. (5) Brhaspati 

(Jupiter) has four hands holding dam;/, a/cyhasutra, karrwm;lalu and varada murda with 

the swan vehicle. (6) Sukra (Venus) has four hands holding dam;/, a/cyhasutra, 

ka1]1an(ia!U and varada mudra with frog vehicle. (7) Sal)I (Saturn) has four hands 

holding sula, bow, aroww and varada mudra with the vulture vehicle and (8) Rahu 

(ascending node of moon) has four hands holding sword, sula and varada mudra with 

makara vehicle. In the later temples, starting with the Mfiktesvara, the number 

increases to nine with the addition of (9) Ketfi (descending node of moon) has two 

hands holding gada and varada mudra with vulture vehicle. 175 

(xvi) Other Deities 

The river goddesses, Gan~a and Yamuna become visible on the doorjambs of the 

mukhasalas or the vim ana with their individual vehicles, makara (crocodile) and 

tortoise (fig. I 0). They also come out on the walls of an tara/a of the early temples of 

Bhubaneswar. The illustration of river goddesses on the door-jambs is a Gupta legacy. 

In the later temples they are noticeable by their absence. In many of the temples the 
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image of Gajalak~mi (Fig.ll, 34) is carved on the lintel of the doorways. She is 

shown seated gracefully on a lotus with two elephants pouring water over her head 

from upturned jars on two sides. 176 These types of image are found at the Talesvara, 

AmUnha, Lakhesvara, Nagesvara, Markan\lesvara, Kotitrthesvara, Champakesvara, 

and Uttaresvara temple. Among the lesser known temples of Bhubaneswar one of 

earliest Brahma temple situated in the embankment of BindUsaravora. The enshrined 

deity is Brahma standing on a lotus pedestal and four armed. The image is crowned 

with kiritimukha. 

An analytical and comparative study as attempted above, leads to a definite 

division ofthe images of the principal divinities associated with the temple structures, 

as systematic study of the principal and lesser known temples of Bhubaneswar. Even 

in images where such a wide division is not achievable. The remarkable varieties by 

their distribution may also be found to supply rough chronological data regarding the 

occurrence of a particular form in a particular period. The results of such an 

iconographic study of the images are thus found to bear out and maintain those 

arrived at by a study of the architectural features and decorative motifs of the temples. 

In the backdrop of this introductory observation, the lesser known temples are 

discussed in the next section. 

4.3. Description of Selective Lesser Known Temples 

In this section, out of the one hundred and sixty temples of Bhuvaneshwar, twelve 

lesser known temples are described. This section gives a detail description of stylistic 

differences and development of the art and architecture of selected temples. In spite 

of the peculiarity in the form of temple architectures, further added components and 

devices differentiated one phase to another. 

N arayal}i Temple (7'h century AD) (Fig.l) - It is situated within the precinct of 

Bhabanl Salikara temple which is located on the left side of the Tala Bazar road which 

leads from Lingaraja temple to Bindusagar. This temple lies buried under the Sanskrit 

College. This Sanskrit college is behind the Bhabani-Sankar Temple. The NarayaQI 

temple was totally buried but was partly exposed when the area was being excavated 

under the guideance of Debala Mitra. This temple was first noticed by Charles Fabri 
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and brought it to the notice of ASI, Bhuvaneshwar. Presently, parts of the eastern and 

southern walls are visible. On the walls of the temple, there are inscriptions written in 

late Brahmi script. The inscriptions are in two rows; consisting of twenty-seven 

letters, some of the letters have been mutilated beyond recognition. It also seems that 

some more letters have been completely wiped out with the cracking off the walls. 

The script of the inscription belongs to the ih-8th century AD 177 On the basis of the 

paleography of the inscriptions; the temple can be said to belong to the seventh 

century AD The temple -~ppellfS to have been made after the construction of 

Parasuramesvara temple. But the stylistic approach is same as that of the 

Parasuramesvara temple. 

The temple faces towards the North. Since the entire temple has not been 

completely excavated it is not easy to identify its full architectural and sculptural 

details for its stylistic features. On the basis of little details available from the exposed 

portion of its side wall we can suggest that the temple belongs to the Parasuramesvara 

type. This suggestion is also supported by the palaeographical evidence referred to 

earlier. The temple seems to be very small in size and has a rectangular mukhasiilii. 

The piibhiiga of both the vimiina and the mukhasiilii consist of three mouldings. The 

mukhasiilii has been constructed directly against the front wall of the vimiina. Most 

probably it has a two-tiered roof with sloping eaves. One of the perforated windows is 

now visible. 

The biida of the vimiina is of tri-ratha design that is visible has three fold 

divisions namely Piibhiiga with three mouldings, Jangha and biira~{ia. The treatment 

of the side niches is similar to that of the Parasuramdvara, but here the major 

piirsava-devatii niche on the riiha-piiga does not cut through the piibhiiga mouldings. 

In the only exposed piir5ava-devatii niche noticed seated figures of Siva-Parvatl. 

These images, built of a separate block of stone, do not perfectly fit into the niche. 

Most probably the block containing the image of Slva-Parvatl does not originally 

belong to the niche. It found its way into the niche at a later period. The placing of 

Slva-Parvatl image (Fig. 2) in the piirsava-devatii niche is rare and unique example of 

such type. So the original piirsava-devatii was removed for unknown reason but most 

probably the image belonged to this temple. 
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The treatment of these images is almost similar to the Siva-Parvatl image 

depicted on the Parasuramesvara miikhasiilii. Here Siva is four-armed and is shown 

with iirdhva-lhiga. In one of the right hands he holds rosary and the other is in the 

varadii-miidrii. One left hand circles round the waist of Parvatl who is seated to his 

left. The left hand of Parvatl is broken and the right is hidden behind the back of 

Shiva. Their legs are most awkwardly positioned. On the pedestal are carved their 

respective mounts. The bull, Nandi looks back upwards at master the Siva. The mount 

ofParvati, lion is represented by its head. 

The piibhiiga of khiirii is inscribed in south wall decorated with the four 

decorated vertical pilasters with chaitya medallions as similar to the south wall biida 

of the Vaitala temple. The eastern wall is decorated with two vertical pilasters on 

either sides of the rahii ni-che. Within the pilaster, there is a subsidiary niche with 

scroll works decorated with elephant and lion heads surmounted by lotus design. The 

niche crowned with a vajra-miiru;li at the center of with a peeping human face. Above 

the niche there is a stylized chaitya. The baraJJtfa portion decorated with miikt'ii-lobhl 

hamsa flanked by two stylized chaitya. 

The jagamohana is a rectangular hall in shape decorated with three baluster 

windows in width except this the jagamohana is devoid of ornamentation. The jambs 

of niche is decorated with three vertical bands of scroll works like lotus leaf, beaded 

design and floral motif from exterior to interior flanked by two vertical pilasters. At 

the base and top of the pilaster is decorated with ghata-pallava with scroll design 

repeated earlier. Originally temple has a door-jamb but at present it is buried. Traces 

of the biida are only visible. 178 Superstructure has collapsed. The sculptural program 

like Saivite iconography is absent here and other parts of temple are total buried. 

The main issue regarding the temple is its name of being Narayal).I temple. 

And the other issue is regarding its patronage. Firstly, its iconographic features are 

related to the Saivite shrine but the name clearly indicates that of a Vaisl).avite name. 

Only further excavations can put some light on the same issue. We can see that it is 

built in a limited space or limited patronage. The sculptural programs are not so 

matured and remain unfinished. Bhaumakaras were the followers of Buddhism and 

Saivaism. So, probably, they gave lesser importance to Vaisnavism. The other minor 
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issues like, quality of construction, hierarchy system in entering temple and the role of 

society. 

Coming to the inscriptions on the temple, as has been mentioned earlier, this 

temple has inscriptions mostly were engraved in the late Brahmf script of about 7th -8th 

century AD They can be grouped under two categories scribed cursive and non 

cursive from of late Brahmf script. The inscription is saying about the patronage. The 

inscription records "the name of donor whose name is Sri Atavala who has donated 

the necklace, gold coin(s) which were measured and weighted. He also seems to have 

donated a musical instrument or it can also be said that he with a tender heart has 

carried out the donations. In the kiimbha part there is reference about someone born to 

an unchaste woman." It seems that some portions of the inscriptions next to this got 

lost that's why the second part of the inscription is referring to this Atavala or 

someone is not clear. This inscription was not deciphered till this work. 179 The temple 

features bear the Salvite character but it's name is clearly Valsl)avite. During the 

period of the Bhaumakaras it was complete Salvite architecture, but some Valsl)avite 

deities were also depicted. Evidence shows sculptural panels in Salva temple with less 

representation of Valsl)avite features. In this temple it could be because of religious 

tolerance of the rulers or patronage by some Valsl)avite individual, in this instance, 

Atavala as the evidence of the inscription. If, this temple is dedicated to Vlshl)u then it 

would be the earliest evidence of Vlshl)u temple in Bhubaneswar as well as Odisa. 

After its full restoration we will be in a position to determine whether the temple is 

almost contemporaneous with or earlier to or later than the Parasuramesvara temple. 

But it is definite that the temple belongs to the seventh century AD 

Uttaresvara Siva Temple (7th century AD) (Fig. 3) - This temple is located within a 

precinct in the northern embankment of Bln<;iusagar tank in the Nalamuhal)a Sahi, 

Kedara- Gourl Chowk, Old Town. The enshrining deity in this temple is Szva-liligam 

within a circular Yoni-pztha at the centre of sanctum. The original temple has 

collapsed. As evident from the renovation work above the pabhaga and presence of 

cult images of earlier phase in different parts of the temple walls without conforming 

to the canonical prescriptions. It is the main temple within the precinct along with 

nine lesser shrines. According to the local tradition, this temple is so named as it is 
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located in the northern embankment ofBln<;lusagar and north ofLingaraja. The temple 

is one of the four plthas; the other plthas are Kharakhia Baidyanatha, Bhoga pftha at 

Lingaraj and Siddha Pftha at Kedara- Gouri temple. Similarly Ottaresvara was known 

as Taf!tra pltha. 

The stylistic development is equal with early phase temples like 

Parasuramesvara type. Architectural features like piibhiiga mouldings, rectangular 

flat roofed jagamohana and sculptures with 71
h century iconographic traits. Vimiina is 

rekhii deula where as jagamohana is a rectangular flat roofed hall. The temple is 

surrounded by the lesser shrines of Bhimesvar in north Sahadevesvara in south and 

the compound wall on the eastern and western sides. The temple is facing towards the 

east. The temple has a pancha-ratha vimiina and a flat roofed rectangular 

jagamohana. The vimiina is of rekhii order with components like biida, gal}t;li and 

mastaka. The biida is three fold divisions and the temple has a triiinga-biida. At the 

bottom the piibhiiga has three base mouldings and baral}t;ia with a thick of single 

moulding. 

The peculiarities of the temple's iconographical studies and features are 

mostly related with early phase temples. The piir5va-devata niches located on the 

riihii-piigas of the jangha on the three sides of north, west and south i.e. Kartikeya in 

west, Parvatl in north and Gal)esa in south. Kartikeya standing (Fig. 4) in a trz-bhanga 

pose is holding a spear (sula) in his left hand and the right hand rests over his thigh. 

He has jatii-mfikuta, and wears beaded necklace and a female attendant is standing in 

his lefts. The chaste of this image is very wide and the features like Mohini temple. 

Here is another representation of cock or hen is absence. The image is not like 

slenderness, the hand and toes are resemblance with Parasuramesvara Kartikeyey 

image. The northern riihii niche has six the armed Mahisamardini. She holds a wheel 

in lower left, a bow in second lower left and the third left hand rests over the demon 

Mahisasura. 180 The deity holds a sword in lower right, a spear in the middle and an 

arrow in the third right hand. Her left leg is resting over the hip of the demon. The 

body of the demon is a buffalo where as the face is that of a human. This image of 

Mahisamardini appears to be a later installation as Mahisamardini is not the piirsva

devatii in Siva temple. The southern riihii niche enshrines the image of a four armed 
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Siddhivinayaka Gat)esa (Fig. 5). He holds a nagapasa in upper left and parasii in 

upper right hand, modaka-piitra in lower left, and a staff in lower right hand. This 

image has special peculiarities similar with Mohinl, here the vahana is absent and the 

jackfruit is present under the pedestal tripod. These features are the same with early 

phase. The jagamohana is plain. It has three niches in the southern wall. One of the 

niches has the image of Narasimha in Ugra form. The temple is devoid of 

ornamentation. However in Pabhaga portion line drawings of chaitya design are 

noticed. The lintel is lalatabimba there is a four armed Gajalak~hml seated in 

lalltiisana over a lotus pedestal. The architrave above the doorjamb is carved with the 

traditional navagrahas. The graham features are irregular, because stylistically the 

early phase temples are bearing the panel of astagrahas, it may be the latter addition 

at the time of renovation. Despite having much more place for decorating the wall but 

it remains plain like Mohini. It became difficult to make out any decoration as the 

temple is painted with plastic paint. The temple has a thick red wash all over the walls 

along with strip painting in yellow at places. The bull or nandi is placed on a short 

pillar just in front of the mukhasalii. In this temple complex the era is the image of 

Dhiiyni-Buddha (Fig. 6) depicted on a Votive stupa, but the votive stupa went under 

considerable changes and has become like a miniature pldhii deula. 

Mohinl Temple (7'h_gth century AD)- The temple of Mohinl (Fig. 7) stands on the 

southern bank of the Bindusagar tank, Old Town. The presiding deity is a fierce

looking ten-armed dancing Chiimi11Jt;iii. In architectural style it closely resembles to 

the early phase of temples. It has a jagamohana which is similar to Parasuramesvara 

temple, and it was completely damaged and has been restored with the help of plain 

block of stones. With the several free standing pillars inside the hall. It is difficult to 

say whether these are pillars inside the mukhasiilii to support the roof and the pilasters 

against the side of wall. 

The ga1Jt;ii of the vimiina is similar to that of the Parasuramesvara. The biida 

has three divisions and is of trzratha design. The pabhiiga (Fig. 8) consists of three 

mouldings. The piirsava-devatii niches are cut through the piibhiiga mouldings. There 

is a plain recessed biiJJdha1Ja below the undecorated slkhara. A plain recessed Kii11thi 

separates the bada from the gaJJt;ii. The superstructures of this temple except the 
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bhiimz-amalas of the respective ka~1zkii-pagas are devoid of decorative details. There 

are three vertical projections on the gm:u;li. The aniiratha paga is not fully projected so 

as to make the plan pahcha-ratha. It is consisted of superimposed baranp;lis with 

shallow depressions on either side. The kaJJikii-paga is divided into five bhiimis by 

bhiimi amalas and each bhiimi into four bararJJ(iis seems to be Parasiidimesvara and 

VaiHila but is not bearing equal status. The front raha is undecorated. The miikhasalii 

is build directly against the front wall of the vimana. There are pillars inside the 

miikhasiila to support the roof and the pilasters against the side walls. Base mouldings 

and side niches too have no decorative carving. 

On the body of the main shrine are inscribed a few short records. Its original 

garabha-miida above the present wooden ceiling is distinguished by carved louts on 

the top most stone capping the corbels. There is at least one more chamber over the 

garabha-miida. Inside the sanctum, ten-armed ChamiiJJ(ia standing on a prostrate 

male figure and brandishing a sword with her upper most hands. On the floor of the 

jagamohana lies a six-armed image of ChamiiJJdii image. 181 

The three parsava-devatas are intact. They are not built of separate blocks of 

stone, rather carved out of the stones that form the wall of the temples like 

Parasiiramesvara and VaiUila. The joints of different blocks of stone are clearly visible 

on the body of the images. This is a feature found in the temples of the next phase. 

Unlike a Devz-temple, the parasva-devatas here are the images of GaiJesa, Kartikeya 

and Paravatl. The Ga~1esa image (Fig. 9) is similar with Parasiiratnesvara, he holds in 

upper right handjapiimiila and lower hand modaka-patra and left upper hand Kiithara 

and lower hand broken tusk. This image has representation of jackfruit under his 

pedestal and absences of mouse, these features are bearing early phases characteristic. 

These types of images are found in every early phase temples. The Kiirtikeya image is 

totally eroded and properly not identified, but only the peacock is standing on left site 

of the image of Kiirtikeya looks like very stocky, and not slender which is same with 

early phases. The four handed Piiravat1 image also facing problem to identify only 

can find out the pedestal, sitting on a deer and two women attendants. The special 

characteristic of the haloes are depicted in the ever cult icons in this temple, like the 

stylistic value of the early phase. One side niche contains two unidentified male 
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figures, one carrying an axe and other a trident and both depicted with haloes. The 

familiar bands below the niches which were carved into animal figures are left 

entirely plain. This temple is bearing the resemblance to the early phase of temples. In 

view of these stylistic features, it can be placed either at the end close of the seventh 

century AD or in the early years of the 81
h century AD 

This temple has born some inscription. That inscription does not talk about 

patronage. This inscription is depicted in the left side wall of the Vimana, it mentions 

that "Unable to bear. .............. (The sufferings caused by) .......... frre .... (He) .... with the 

flower.. ... (Worshipped) ....... honestly ..................................... " It assumed that a royal 

family member or Mohini Devi was suffered some problems or diseases. So, she gave 

donations or patronage to construction a temple for her remedy; and it could be 

religious uplift. There is no reason to suppose that the temple was built by Mohini 

Devi, the queen of Sivakara II of the Bhaumakara dynasty, as has been done by K.C. 

Panigrahi 182 in his work Archaeological Remains at Bhubaneswar. 

On the whole the temple is without decoration but the outlines of the carvings 

are still visible. The wall of temple is too huge in shapes like ParasUramesvara temple 

and therefore, there is available space for decorative motifs. Another cause the 

building materials are not supportive to engrave it. The cause is lack of patronage or 

some technical problem to decoration of the wall. Also another reason could be as 

evident from the inscriptions that this temple received patronage when Mohini Devi 

was ill. Mohini Devi might have passed away before the temple was compelted, hence 

there might have been a stoppage of the patronage received. 

Talesvara Siva Temple-! (81
h century AD) -This temple is situated on the left side of 

the Kedar-GoUri road leading from the ParasUramesvara temple to the Vaital temple 

and North-East of ParasUramesvara temple in Old Town. This temple (Fig. 1 0) is 

without a mukhasala and there is absolutely no evidence which would suggest its 

existence before it. The temple is of very small height. The temple is facing towards 

east. The presiding deity Siva in the form of lingam with circular Yoni-p'itha inside the 

sanctum, which is below the chalJdra-sila of the entrance doorway. 
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At present, the temple stands on a low square platform. The temple plan has a 

vimana trf-ratha on plan as distinguished by a central raha and a pair of kaJJika-pagas 

on either side of the raha on all the four sides. On elevation, the temple has a 

renovated bada sealed by stones. The pabhaga has three mouldings comprising 

khurii, kumbha, and pata, which are not a developed one. The riiha niches on three 

sides are occupied by smaller images of the recent times, due to paucity of space. The 

temple wall is very small and the image and other decorative features are much 

crowed. The temple is special features is a miniature form of the Satriighanesvara 

temple. Of all its parts the door-frame is somewhat better preserved. The bada of the 

temple was originally carved richly with chaitya motifs and scroll works. In the 

pabhaga mouldings, khura is plain, kumbha is relieved with elephants, lions, and 

scroll works and the piita is decorated with chaitya motifs. The base of the jangha is 

decorated with a series of elephants and lions. The subsidiary niche is crowned by a 

khakhara-muJJt;/1 relieved by stylized bho-motif made of two chaitya motifs. In the 

centre of the chaitya motifs are a female figure in padmasana and a human head in 

succession. The baraJJt;/a with a single moulding is relieved by the carvings of scroll 

works, recess and false perforated windows. The line drawings of the chaitya motifs 

and scroll work are noticed in the temple stones, which suggest that carvings in the 

temples are done after the structure is erected. 

The special features of this temple are iconographic arrangement of digapalas 

and decorative features which belong to earlier phase. The doorjamb is decorated 

with scroll works. At the base of the door jamb, there are dvarapala niches enshrining 

SaTvite dvarapala. The right side niche houses a four armed dvarapala that is wielded 

with lalata-blmba, lotus stalk, and trident in three hands and upper right arm in 

varada-mudra. The image wears a sacred thread, and jata-mukuta. The dvarapiila is 

flanked by two male figures, one firmly fixing the shaft of the trident and the other 

seated in anjall-mudra. The left jamb is a recent addition, which is plain. Beyond the 

dvarapala niche is the river goddess niche that houses Yamuna along with a 

diminutive female figure that holds the shaft ofthe parasol raised over the head ofthe 

river goddess. In the image of Ganga the upper part of the deity is missing. The river 

goddess pilaster is crowned by ghata-pallava on the top. At the lalata-bl!nba 

Gajalak~hmT is seated in padmasana and flanked by two elephants on either side 
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standing on full blown lotus. Her right arm holds a lotus stalk and left arm is in the 

varadii mudfa. The architrave above the door jamb carved with the eight griihiis (Fig. 

11) seated in padmiisana. Ketu is absent in the architrave. The griihii architrave is 

carved with eight griihiis and the lintel and jambs are profusely carved with 

scrollwork's. 183 However line drawings of various motifs on architectural members 

suggest that the temple was not complete. 

The most attractive image in the temple is a four armed Ajaeka-piida Bhairava 

(Fig. 12) in a subsidiary niche in the km:zzkii-piigas of the northern wall. The deity is 

holding an arrow or li11ga (?) in lower left arm and a trident in upper left arm. While 

his lower right arm is in varadii-mudfa, the upper right arm holds a rosary. The trident 

is fixed firmly by a diminutive figure at the bottom. The deity is crowned by jatii

mukuta. A seated male figure in anjall-mudrii occupies right corner of the niche. The 

temple has all the features of an early temple that can be assigned to the 81
h century 

AD. There are three detached sculptures that are kept in the left side of the vimiina. 

One is broken amlaka, a do-plchha szmha and four armed S1va holding attributes like 

dambru in his lower left and trident in lower right arm seating in padmiisana. The 

other two arms are broken. These sculptures are belongs to the early phase. 

GourisaJikara Siva Temple (9th century AD)- Gour1sailkara S1va temple (Fig. 13) is 

situated at Tala Bazar Chowk in Old Town. It is located on the Tala Bazar road 

leading from Bindusagar to Liii.garaja temple. The temple is facing towards west. The 

enshrined deity is the Slva-llngam with a circular Yonipftha is placed in the sanctum 

which is below the present road level. The temple is buried from three sides up to the 

biirwu;la portion and a narrow stepped passage from the west leads into the sanctum 

right from the road. In the course of goddess Parvatl's visit to the Ekiimra Kiinana 

riding on the shoulders of demon K1rti and Bas a took rest for a while at this place .184 

Hence the place is known as Gour1sailkara. This event was cherished by 

commissioning the S1va temple on the site. The temple is surrounded by road on all its 

four sides and acts like a traffic post in the chowk. 

The main features of this early phase temple are trfratha vimiina having a 

rekhii sikhara. The jagamohana is absence. The Temple is facing towards west. The 

temple has a vimiina and a frontal porch. It is buried up to barm:u;la portion from all 
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sides. There are flights of steps to enter into the sanctum. On elevation, the vimiina is 

of rekhii deula. The graha architrave has eight grahas with the absence of Ketu. On 

elevation bada is trira7Jga, with three divisions i.e. piibhaga, }a1Jgha, and biira1Jda. 

Pabhaga or the foot portion consists of three mouldings of khurii, kumbha and patta. 

The Pabhaga and jangha are buried. The bara7J(la is single moulding. As the temple 

is buried up to the bara7J(la portion, the rahii niches are also buried. The doorjamb is 

decorated with three plain vertical bands. The enshrined deity of the temple located 

below the road level. Ga1J(li became a gradual curvature and started from of the 

sikhara unburdened by any a~1gasikhara like Mohini temple. This temple is very small 

and the amalaka-fila (Fig. 14) stylistically similar with Parasiiramesvara. This temple 

has angasikhara and barau(lis in respective in every kauika-piigas. The ayudha of this 

temple is akasali1iga. The temple is of small and moderate height. Barauda is 

terminating in a recessed kanthi. The absence features of this phase are of dopichii 

sili1ha in the beki, below the iimlaka, and absence of dikpiilas. The sculptures are in 

low relief, flatten and entrusted on the surface of the stone. The temple wall not total 

devoid these are decorated with jail type scroll work on four sides. In the 

iconographic point ofview this temple is total empty. The lack of patronage is another 

cause of developmental factors sculptural and architectural peculiarities. Detached 

sculptures are inside the sanctum there are two detached sculptures of Parvati and 

Gal)esa. Both the images are four armed standing on lotus pedestal. 185 

Nagesvara Temple (1 01
h century AD) - It (Fig. 15) is located in the Kotitirthesvara 

lane. It is situated on the right bank of the Lingaraja West Canal at a distance of west 

of Siibamesvara temple, which is situated across the Canal. The temple does not have 

any historical legend. This temple is situated on the bank of a canal in close proximity 

to the Siiban)esvara Siva temple with residential areas in the north and east and paddy 

fields in the south and west. However, local people call it Nagesvara because of the 

presence of Naga-Nagi stambhas profusely carved on the outer walls of the temple. It 

is believed that this temple was built by the SomavamsTs. 

This temple represents a transitional phase of temple building tradition of 

Odisa. The general stylistic features of the temple are Mukhasala or the jagamohana 

became an inseparable element with a perfect and natural joining of the vimana but 
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this temple is devoid ofjagamohana. The cause may be the location of temple as it is 

situated in between two natural water ways (now known as liilgaraja west canal 

(drain), and thus the extension of the temple remain in the front of the vimana. 

Pabhaga had four mouldings. Introduction of Naga-Nagi pilasters and chaitya 

medallions as decorative motifs and introduction of the vyala and jagrata motifs in 

the jangha portion, barm:u;ia recess is carved with base-reliefs, kanika is divided into 

five horizontal bhiimis (storey) by bhiimi-amlas. The garbha-grlha of the temple is 

empty. The temple is facing towards east. The sculptural embellishments on the outer 

wali of the temple suggest that the temple was originally dedicated to the Siva. The 

temple is made of a fine-grained ochre sand stone that resembles the stones of 

Muktesvara. The architectural features and the scheme of decoration including the 

building materials bear strong resemblance with Muktdvara. The building materials 

of temple are fine grained ochre sand stone. The temple stands on a low and 

rectangular platform. The temple has a square sanctum measuring with a renovated 

frontal porch. It is pancharatha as distinguished by a central raha and pair of 

aniiratha and kal)lka-pagas on either side of the raha. On elevation, the vimana is of 

rekha order from Pabhaga to the kalasa. From bottom to the top, the temple has a 

bada, ga~uji and mastaka. With three fold division of the biida the temple has a 

trianga-bada. At the bottom, the pabhaga has four base mouldings of khiira, kiimbha, 

pata, basanta. 

The peculiarities of the temple are galJ(ii which is devoid of any decoration 

except the rahii-piigas. In the eastern side the riiha-piiga at the base is a khakhara

miil)(ii right above the grahii architrave, which is crowned by a stylized chaity motif 

and a vajra-mastaka flanked by conches on either side. At the centre of the chaitya is 

a peeping human face whereas in the vajra-mastaka the image at the centre is a 

Nataraja (Fig. 16), this image is similar with the Muktesvara. In other three sides 

similar stylized vajra-mastaka decorates the riiha-piiga at the base right above the 

raha niche. The mastaka bears bekl, am/aka, khapiirl and kalasa. The parsva-devata 

niches located on the riihii-paga of the jangha on the three sides of north, west and 

south are empty. Similarly, the subsidiary niches in aniiratha-paga in length, breadth 

and depth are also empty. The doorjambs arc decorated with three vertical bands of 
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scroll works like, piispa-sakha, latii-siikha and patra-sakha from exterior to the 

interior, which is similar with the scroll work at Miiktesvara. 

At the lalatab1mba there is a Gajalak~hmi seated in lalftasana and is flanked 

by two elephants on either side standing on full-blown lotus. At the base of the 

doorjambs there are dvarapala niches on either side. On the left side, there is a four

armed dvarapala, which holds lalatabfmba on the upper right arm and the lower right 

arm is in varadii-miidFa. While the upper left arm is resting on the waist, the lower 

left arm is holding a trident. On the right niche, the dviirapala has two arms, holding a 

trident in the left arm and the right arm is in varada-mudFa. The architrave above the 

door-jamb is carved with the navagrahiis, each with in a niche and seated in 

padmasana. The restoration works has concealed the first and last grahas and at 

present only seven grahas are visible. 

The temple is richly carved up to the bada portion (Fig. 17) and artistically it 

resembles the Miiktesvara. In the Pabhaga, khurii is relieved with chaitya motifs, 

kiimbha with salavm1jika within a small niche and the pata and basanta are decorated 

with scroll works with in beaded lines. The jangha is decorated with pilasters and a 

naga-niigi stmnbhas. There are small niches in aniiratha-piiga, which is surmounted 

by iirdha-garvika (series of khakhara-miiJJc;/is). The niches are empty. The naga-nagi 

stambhas is carved with scroll works and sculptural representations. Above the 

Piibhaga, the stambha is raised over a pair of gaja-sflnhas and it is decorated with a 

descending naga and nagi figures holding a garlands in both hands. The stambha is 

crowned by a stylized chaitya motif flanked by conches. The pictorial vocabulary in 

the decorative programme of the jangha include scroll work, animal motifs like deers, 

niiyikiis, salavmijika, bhara-bahakas, siikasarika, women tweeting through doors, etc. 

The niiyikiis are delineated in tr1-bhmiga pose. The raha niche rests on a tala-giirvika 

that bears bhiira-bahakas at the khiira. The niche on the top is crowned by urdha

giirvika (series of khakharii-mu~1c;/is) with the miniature image of Gat)esa at the centre. 

The iirdha-giirvika is surmounted by a horizontal tier, which is decorated with 

carvings of scroll work in between beaded lines. The kan1ka-paga of the jangha 

terminates with a massive bhara-biihakas with in a niche. The baraiJc;/a with a single 

moulding is relieved by the carvings of scroll work and lotus petals. The recess is 
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decorated with false perforated windows and friezes of elephants. 186 The temple has 

standing Jaina image (Fig. 18). It may be noted that the similar image is also found in 

the base level of temple like Muktesvara. The notable feature of the period was the 

introduction of extensive erotic sculptures due to the influence of Tiintrism. The 

notable features of this phase were the introduction of erotic sculptures. The depiction 

of the erotic's image in the lower jangha portion, (Fig.19), it is unclear and another 

image is clearly found. Piirsvadevatii images are carved of separate single stone 

unlike the earlier tradition of blocks of stones that constitute a part of the temple wall. 

But here Piir5vadevatii image is entire niches is empty. However, the monument 

needs regular maintenance, particularly during the rainy season to prevent the growth 

ofvegetation on the structure. During the work of renovation, the stones were marked 

in white paints, which largely distort and deface the architectural edifice. 

Kapaii Matha (lOth -11th century AD)- It (Fig. 20) is located near the Badheibanka 

chowk, on the Ratha road, Old Town. It is located on the right side of Ratha road 

leading from Badheibanka Chowk to Tala Bazar road. This Kapall matha originaly is 

temple but the local tradition and some Brahmal)a community connected it into the 

form ofMatha or monastery. The shrine ofKapall, the maternal aunt ofLiilgaraja187 is 

located in the monastery. It is surrounded by Maitreyasvara and lSal)esvara temples in 

west, Papanasini tank in south, Chitrakarini temple in east and Lingaraja temple 

compound wall in south-east. The Kapall Matha is facing towards east. 

The stylistic features of temple belong to transitional phase with Muktesvara 

and Nagesvara. Piibhiiga had four mouldings. Some of the important features of 

introductions include Niiga-Niigi pilasters and chaitya medallions as decorative 

motifs, the vyiila and jiigrata motifs in the jangha portion, biiraJJda recess is carved 

with base-reliefs, kanikii is divided into five horizontal bhiimis (storey) by bhiimi

amlas. The matha has a double storeyed entrance which was originally a pzc;lhii deiila 

leading into a courtyard. On elevation, the entrance of the matha is a p1c;lhii deiila 

stand from piibhiiga to the extant remaining part of the gauc;li. The biida is piibhiiga, 

tala-jangha, biiudhaua, and upara-jangha and barauc;la. The piibhiiga has got five 

fold mouldings without any human workmanship except in the khiirii portion where 
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the head of a male figure is found. In the Pabhaga of the raha there is a tala-garbhika 

of raha order. 

The peculiarity of this time temple is total resemblance with transitional phase. 

The rahii niches are flanked by nagi pilasters (Fig. 21). The nagi has a snake canopy 

of five hoods. The left nagi is crowned with kiritl-mukuta where as the right nagi is 

crowned with karaiJ(ia-mukuta. The niche is flanked by two khakhara-miin(ii pilaster. 

Above it there is a recess, having three mouldings. Above it so far in the upara

jangha portion there is a small niche enshrining the image ofNataraj (Fig. 22). The 

image is depicted on an inserted slab which is decorated with beaded flower design. 

The whole image is over a full lotus design and the image is six armed. He is holding 

a snake in his upper left arid right hand, Dmnbarii in another right hand, trident in the 

another left hand and another right hand which may be in the varadii-miidra posture 

and the middle left hand is invisible as it is broken. This image flanked by gana and 

gandharva figures and NaiJ(ii became the pedestal of the Natraja image. The temple 

has more space for sculptural decoration but marginally very few images are come in 

the temple walls. It is likely that there was lake of patronage and therefore the artisans 

left the walls undecorated .The doorjamb of Kapalika Matha is decorated with three 

plain vertical bands and at the base of door jamb there are two khiikharii mii~1r;li (Fig. 

23) pilasters. At the centre of pilaster, there are two male dviirapiila. Both dviirapiila 

are two armed and standing on a plain pedestal. They are holding Siila in their left 

hand. The left side of a doorjamb wall at the tala-jangha portion, there is a 

siilabhafzjikii female figure, whereas and the upara-jangha is empty. The right side of 

the wall of doorjamb at the upara- jangha portion and tala-jangha portion there is no 

image. So far tal-ajangha there is a Slmhavyiila. In the upara-jangha conjunction 

there is an erotic couple standing over a lotus pedestal. The kanlka-piiga in the left is 

not visible because a wall has come up and covered the same. On the conjunction of 

riihii and aniiratha-piiga so far in the tala-jangha there is a gaja-vyiila standing over 

an unidentified animal and a tree. So far as upara-jangha is concerned, there is a 

niiyikii holding her baby on right side. The tala and upara-jangha are decorated with 

khiikharii and pidhii-miiiJr;/i respectively. 188 There are two mwu;lapas in the both side 

of the entrance to the matha. It is decorated with two khiikharii-miiiJr;/i pilasters and at 

its centre there is a male figure in the left and a female figure in the right side. In front 
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of the mm:u;lapa-pur~wkumbha has are found in either side of the ma~1(japa. The 

temple has collapsed above the gaiJ~Ii. Two Gaja-priinalas are found in the western 

wall of the matha. Two niches are found in the northern compound wall of the matha, 

which houses a four armed Gal)esa and a three headed Siva. 

Markal}«;;esvara Siva Temple ( 1 01
h -11th century AD) - It is an abandoned temple and 

is facing towards the east. However at the center of the sanctum there is Slva-li1igam 

with the circular Yoni-pltha. According to the local tradition, the temple was 

constructed by Kesaris to commemorate the visit of sage Markal)\leya. The temple is 

situated in private land the temple stands and stays in the north-west corner of the 

compound wall of the Kharakhia Vaidyanath temple precinct. 

The temple is panch-aratha with a square vimana and jagamohana. The 

ga!J{hial architectural features developed in this temple. The vimana is in rekha order 

with usual bada, gaiJt;/i and mastaka. The vimana has three vertical divisions namely 

pabhaga, jangha and baraiJt;/a. At the base, the pabhaga has four mouldings of khura, 

kumbha, pata and basmita which are partially buried. The bara~1t;/a has two 

mouldings. The superstructure of vimana has collapsed since long. However the 

remaining part of gaiJt;/i of the vi mana is distinguished by a central raha and a pair of 

anuratha and ka1Jika-pagas on either side of raha-paga. The pabhaga has four base 

mouldings which are partly buried. The plain jangha and the baraiJt;/a have two 

mouldings. These are the stylistic features of this temple. Thejagamohana became an 

inseparable element with a perfect and natural joining of the vi mana with jagamohana 

without the crude overlapping of the sanctum decoration as seen in the early phase. 

Both the structures were conceived as a uniform complex in the original plan. 

Towards the end, the plan and elevation of the mukhasala transformed from a 

rectangular flat roof to a square hall with a pyramidal superstructure. Pabhaga had 

four mouldings. 

Other peculiarities of this temple are parsva-devata niches located in the raha

paga of the jangha on the three sides, north, west and south. The four armed 

Kartikeya in the western niche who is holding a peacock in the upper left and the 

lower right hand is in varadii-mudra. Other two hands are broken. The northern raha 

niche enshrines broken image of Parvatl who is standing over a lotus pedestal. The 
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southern raha niche is empty. 189 The temple is architecturally and sculpturally plain 

because of the inferior type of building materials i.e. the laterite. However there are 

two miniature rekha angha-fikharas at the base of the gm:u;li in the rahii-paga of the 

eastern wall of the vimiina. The doorjamb of the vimana is decorated with three 

vertical bands with khakhara-mwxlis at the base which is a renovated one. The 

doorjamb of Jagamohana is plain. In the lalatabimba at the centre of the lintel of the 

vimana is a pidhamw:u;li. Growth of vegetation on the structure and cracks are found 

in every wall of vimiina and jagamohana. The pabhaga is partially buried that may be 

cleared. 

Amfinha Delila or Lokaiiatha Siva Temple (11 111 century AD) (Fig. 24) - It is to be 

found in front of the Litigaraja temple in the south eastern corner crossways the road 

and adjoining to Litigaraja Temple Police Station in Old Town. Till 1972, the temple 

was buried from all sides up to the bal}dhmJa portion, giving a notion as if the temple 

had no doorway. Therefore people called it Amiinha deiila. 190 In 1972 Debala Mitra 

conducted an excavation in front of the northern wall and exposed the entrance. The 

sanctum is completely bare. On the other hand, on the basis of the local ethnicity and 

the sculptural ornamentation on the outer wall it is recognized as Siva temple. It is 

now known both as Lokanatha Siva or Amiinha deiila. The time period of the temple 

is 11th Century AD, i.e. during the time ofSomavamsls rules. 

This temple too marks the change in that architectural style. Pabhaga had four 

moulding. Introduction of Naga-Nagi pilasters and chaitya medallions as decorative 

motifs, introduction of the vyala and jiigrata motifs in the jangha portion, baraiJt;/a 

recess is carved with base-reliefs, kanika is divided into five horizontal bhumis 

(storey) by bhumiamlas. Parsvadevatii images are carved of separate single stone 

unlike the earlier tradition of blocks of stones that constitute a part of the temple wall. 

With the exception ofthe entrance all other sides it is hidden up to the biiJJdha1Ja (Fig. 

25). A proto type of Litigaraja in a lesser scale and may be earlier than Lingaraja as a 

carrying out tests before conceiving the huge and grand Lingaraja temple. The temple 

has facing towards north. The temple has a vimana and a frontal porch. The vimana is 

of a rekha order and pancha-ratha plan. Till the date the temple is buried up to the 

biiJJdha~w moulding. Nothing can be definitely said about the pista, pabhaga and tala-
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jangha. But taking into account the observable architectural members are can assume 

that the temple belongs to the mature phase and had a panchanga biida. With five fold 

divisions of the piibhiiga and tala-jangha must have accommodated the piirsva-devatii 

niches in the riihii-piiga along with pidha-mu1Jdi in anuratha and kanika-piigas. 

Bii1)dha1Ja is of three mouldings. The upara-jangha and bara1J4a has mouldings. The 

temple is abundantly carved. The ga1Jdi is decorated with four anga-sfkharas in 

descending order in anuratha-piiga and the kanika-piiga is decorated with ten bhiimfs, 

each bhumf is surmounted by a bhumf-amla, these features are as similar as the 

Lii:Jgaraja temple. Mastaka has usual beki, iimlaka, khapuri. There are four large size 

images in the beki above the riihii-piiga on each side. The base of the gm;(li above the 

bara1)(/a the riihii-piiga is relieved with the carving of an intricate bho-motif flanked 

by makara- motifs on either side. The riihii niches of the temple are buried. The 

stylistic feature of the temple is total resemblance with Lii:Jgaraja temple. This temple 

appears to be a replica of the Lii:Jgaraja temple as it's of stylistic features and the use 

of iconographic traits are similar. 

The special decorative peculiarities of the sculptural treatment of sculptures 

have characteristic feature of the Somavarhsis period. The decorative feature of the 

temple is upper jangha and pidha-mii1Jdis in anuratha and kanika-piigas. 191 The 

niches within the mu1Jdis enshrines various Saivite divinities like Bhairavas, 

Ardhanarisvara, Mahisasuramardini, Lakiilisa, Vishi:Jii, K.riishl)a (Fig. 26) with mother 

churn of crud, Gal)esa, Chamiil)<;la, etc. along with carvings of naga-nagis, bhiira

bhiika, yalcyha-yalcyhi, vyiilas, niiyikiis, etc. The Saivaite image Kartikeya (Fig. 27) is 

shown seated down over the peacock and he has three ponytail hair styles, his both the 

hands are broken however, the Siila the auydha of Karfikeya is visible. He is flanked 

by two Kinara both side of head. His ear ring is clearly visible in the style of the 

circular that type of kar1)a-kii1Jdala is also found in Kartikeye or Viravhadra image at 

Lii:Jgaraja Kartikeya image. The Ga:l)es image is in standing pose but its trunk totally 

eroded, both hands are broken; his viihana mouse is presence in this image. These 

features of the temple belong to the later phase iconographical development. In the 

temple architectural tradition the image of Sfvasahita-Uma image is clearly visible on 

the right side walls of the temple in uppar-jangha depicted in this temple. The 

astadiga-piilas are depicted in this temple and Nairiita image (Fig. 28) profusely 
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visible with three head and six-armed with respective weapons. He is seated on the 

lotus pedestal which is kept dead body. The image of Natriija is also depiction in the 

sculptural embodiment. The Kamadeva image is represent in the sculpture part of 

temple; he is standing with Ratf and Prfti, with bow and arrow. 

The Vishl)ii image is depicted in this panel with four hands holding the disc in 

upper right hand whereas the other hand is broken, the poses like Varadii-miidrii and 

left hand holds conch and another left hand is eroded. This image is depiction on trf

bhanga type the crown is Kfrti-miikiita style. Another important thing in temple is 

depiction of Dhiiyni Buddha image (Fig. 29) on right wall of the miiru;li shrine. That 

Buddha image is the representation of the ninth incarnation of Vishl)ii. The gesture 

and posture ofLakullsa image (Fig. 30) is like the Buddha image, this similar it's with 

earlier group like Parsuramesvar. The right hand side wall has depiction of six hand 

Nataraja image (Fig. 31 ), only upper two hands are clearly visible holds a niiga and 

with four attendants similar with Kapali Matha and Muktesvara Nataraja image. The 

decoration of the door jambs ofthis temple is carved with three vertical bands of lata, 

patra and puspa-siikhii from interior to the exterior. At the base of the jambs the 

dvarapala niches are Saivite dvarapala holding trident in left hands and the right 

hands in varada-miidra. The original lintel has been replaced by renovated plain stone 

slab. This temple is an amused proto type of Lingaraja in a miniature form. The 

structure is crumbling. Heavily weathered and eroded due to the poor quality of stone 

and total neglect condition. Several cracks have developed in the gm:u;li and in the 

visible portions of the biida. It is an important monument in view of its striking 

resemblance with Liilgaraja in its architectural features, sculptural decoration and 

ornamentation. 192 The temple is buried up to the bii1Jdha1Ja level, sanctum is used as a 

garbage pit, and several cracks on the gaiJdi, growth of vegetation on the gaiJdi and 

mastaka, carvings on the walls have largely been eroded. The temple is very rich in 

the sculptural and architectural point of view. But this temple is smaller than 

Lingaraja and the space of temple is too small. To make the iconography like 

Lingaraja is unfeasible. 

Kotitirthesvara Siva Temple ( 12'h century AD) (Fig. 32, 33) -It is situated on the left 

side of the Kotitirthesvara lane (leading from Parasiiramesvara to BTn~usagar) at a 
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distance south-west of Parasudimesvara Temple in Old-town and Southeast of 

Svarl)ajaldvara temple. The temple is facing towards west. The presiding deity is 

Siva lingam with a circular yoni pftha inside the sanctum. The temple precinct is 

surrounded by residential buildings in the western and southern side, Kotitirthdvara 

tank in the eastern side and Kotitirthesvara lane in the northern side. The deity is 

named after the sacred tank Kotitirth situated behind the temple, which is a natural 

spring. Local people held the tank in high esteem as sacred bathing place for 

purification of sins. The tank is used for various ritual practices, including offering of 

pi~u;ia. The temple is surrounded by residential buildings and Visvanatha temple in the 

southern side, Kotitirthesvara tank in the eastern side and the lane in the northern and 

western sides. The lane and the residential buildings have encroached up on the 

original precinct ofthe temple. The temple is facing towards west. 

The stylistic features of the temple is in mature phase like biida is devided into 

five segments, i.e pabhaga, talajangha, biindhm;a, upara jangha and biirm;da. 

Pabhaga has five mouldings (khiira, kiimbh, patta, kani and basanta). GaJJdi is 

embellished wih angasikhara (miniature temples) of diminishing size as they rise 

upwards. The pagas projections are fully developed and prominently articulated. 

Am/aka sila is supported by deulacharinis or seated divinities and dopicha-simhas 

being set in the beki. Introduction of structural motifs is pTt;lha-muJJdi, khakarii-muJJdi 

and vajra-muJJdi in the jangha portion. The sculptures of this period are excellent in 

their plasticity and modeling include aniconic female figures, these are more 

proportionate, elongated and in alto-relievo. In the iconography of the cult deities, 

new elements were introduced with profusion of female figures, Ketii in a serpent 

body and projected lion (udyota sirhha) on the riihapiiga. Pista and platform became a 

regular feature. The temple stands on a low rectangular platform. The temple has a 

vimiina and a frontal porch. Originally, the temple had a jagamohana in front of the 

vimiina as reported by R. L. Mitra 193 when he visited in the late 191
h century. The 

vimiina is pancha-ratha on plan as distinguished by a central riihii and pair of 

aniiratha and kaJJfkii-piigas on either side of the riiha on all the four sides. The 

vimiina is of rekha order. From bottom to the top, the temple has a biida, ga~1t;li and 

mastaka. On elevation the bada has three fold divisions namely piibhiiga, jangha, 

baraJJt;ia. At the base, the piibhiiga has ~ve mouldings, comprising of khfirii, kfin°1bha, 
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piita, kani and basmita. The jangha is plain wall surmounted by the set of two 

mouldings of the bara7Jt;la. The gm:u}i above the bara7Jda is a curvilinear spire devoid 

of any decorations. However, a large bho-type vajra mast aka just right above the riihii 

niche has relieved biira7Jda mouldings. Above the vajra mastaka motifhas a projected 

stone that serves as abacus to iidyota-slmha on all the four sides. The mastaka as usual 

in Odisa temples has components like beki, am/aka, khapuri and kalasa. In the beki, 

beki-bhairavas are placed above the riihii-piiga. 

The riihii niches on three sides, all are empty. Beneath the niche is the plain 

tala-garbhikii designed as khakhara-miiJJdi while above the niche is an urdhva

garbhika as usual with 1oth century temples of Odisa. The door jambs is three vertical 

bands of decorative scroll works namely puspa-siikhii, nara-siikhii and lata-siikhii 

from exterior to interior on either side of the entrance portal right above the vajra

miilit;li above the dviirapiila niche. At the laliitabimba there is a Gajalak~hml seated in 

lalltiisana on double petalled lotus and flanked by two female attendants on either 

sides. Figure of lion is carved beneath the dviirapiila niche. The dviirapiila holds the 

trident in their left hand along with the river goddess standing on their respective 

mount and holding jars in their uplifted hands. Diminutive attendant hold large 

parasol above the head of the goddesses. Above the doorjambs there is the griihii 

architrave (Fig. 34) which is carved with the traditional navagrahas flanked by two 

bhara-biihkas (atlantid gm;as). The griihiis are housed in small pidha-mu1Jdi niches, 

seated in padmasana. Riihii is depicted with shoulder rather than a head with hand. 

The frontal porch above the griihii architrave is surmounted by a suka-nasa designed 

by two miniature rekha deiiliis on either side of a khiikhara-mu~1t;li that is crowned by 

a bho-motif The temple is made of light grey fme-grained sand stone. This temple is 

totally renovated and only garha slab and door frame is the surviving original 

structure. 

Visht;tfi Temple- (12th -13th Century) (Fig. 35)- The Vlshl)u temple is located in the 

Gal)dhl Garabadu Precinct and north ofKartikesvara Siva temple in Old Town area. It 

is situated on the right side of the temple road branching from Garej Chowk to 

Liilgaraja temple. The temple is facing towards the west. The garbha-griha of the 

temple is empty. But the cult icons on the outer walls and the dvarapiila in the door 
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jamb, suggest that the temple was originally dedicated to the Vlshl)li. The temple is 

made of ochre and grey sand stone. 

The stylistic development belongs to mature phase. The barm;da has five fold 

mouldings, arrangement of rekha anga-slkharas like Rajaranl, and the arrangements 

of consorts of digapalas on the upara-jangha. Local people ascribed the temple to the 

Somavarhsls period. But the architectural features conform to the Gangas. 

Architectural features of the temple have a square vimana, with a frontal porch. It is a 

pancha-ratha temple as distinguished by a central riiha and pairs of anuratha and 

kmJika-pagas on either sides of the raha. On elevation, the vim ana is of rekha order. 

From bottom to top the temple has a bada, gm:ufi and mastaka. With five fold 

divisions of the biida (Fig. 36) the temple has a panchanga-bada. At the bottom the 

pabhaga has five base mouldings but the khura buried. The baJJdhaiJa consists of 

three mouldings and bara!Jt}a has thick of five mouldings. The ga1Jt}i is decorated 

with a series of miniature rekha deula in all side above the piigas. The mastaka has 

components like beki, iimlaka, khapiiri and kalasa is broken. The riihii niches are all 

empty. 

The iconographical peculiarities are similar with Rajaranl and Anata Vasudev 

temple in Bhubaneswar. The Angasikhara (Fig. 37) and architecture similar with 

Rajaranl, another features mature phase style adopted this temple. The riiha niches are 

a set of tala-garvika mouldings. The niches on either side are flanked by a pair of 

octangular pilasters on either side. The spaces in between the pilasters are occupied by 

graceful salabhanjika. The tala-jangha houses digapalas in the niches of kanika-paga 

and nayikas in the niches of the anuratha-pagas, where as the upara- jangha kaJJika

pagas house the digapiilikiis (female counter parts of the digapiilas) and erotic 

sculptures (Fig. 38) in the anuratha niches. The doorjambs are carved with three 

vertical bands of lata -siikhii, puspa- sakha and patra- siikhii from exterior to interior. 

The lintel is broken. At the base of the doorjambs there are dvarapiila niches on either 

side. Both the dvarapalas hold bow in their left hand and parasu in their right hand. 

The navagrahii architrave is carved with the traditional navagriihiis, each within a 

niche and seated in padmasana. Among the grahiis, ketu is not clearly visible because 

of erosion and obliterations. The rahii piiga of the western wall has cracked up to the 
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bisama that facilitates leakage of water into the Sanctum. The Kalas a is missing. The 

carvings in the exterior wall are heavily weathered due to rain water and poor quality 

of stone and poor maintenance. The khiira portion of the pabhaga is buried and cracks 

are seen in raha paga. Because of unwarranted encroachments from all sides it is not 

easily accessible and even difficult for viewing. An Odyota sin1ha, a broken fragment 

of the raha pagas of western wall are found just in front of the entrance to the 

temple. 194 

Gangesvara Siva Temple (13'h-l41
h century AD) (Fig. 39) -It is situated within a 

precinct on the left side of Ganga-Yamuna road, leading from Tala Bazar Chowk to 

Ganga-Yamuna temple in Old Town. It is located at some distance towards north-east 

of Lingaraja temple and north of Lakhesvara temple across the road, south of 

Subarl)esvara and east of Gourisailkar temple. The temple is facing towards east. It 

has a Slva-li11gam within a circular Yoni-pltha in its sanctum There is a common belief 

among the local people that Parvati killed the demons Klrti and Basa in the Ekamra 

K$hetra. After this_heroic incident, the deity felt thirsty. In order to satisfy the thirst, 

Siva struck his trident into the earth. A spring came out and to consecrate the spring 

river goddess Ganga and Yamuna were invited. 195 To commemorate the incident twin 

temples of Gangesvara and Yamunesvara were constructed during the Ganga rule in 

Bhubaneswar as well as in Odisa. However, the present monument is a later 

renovation over the original shrine as evident from the use of its building materials in 

a nonschematic mmmer and depiction of sculptures of later period in the jangha. The 

temple is surrounded by Yamunesvara temple in the south and Gmiga-Yamiina tank in 

the north-east direction within the temple precinct. The eastern, western and northern 

sides are surrounded by paddy fields across the temple compound wall. Ganga

Yamuna road passes through in the south beyond temple compound wall. The temple 

is facing towards east. 

The stylistic feature of this temple is decadence phase and its architectural 

features generally Pl(lha deula became the choice for both vimana and the 

jagamohana. The building materials are mostly laterite stone. The walls ofthe temple 

are devoid of sculptural embellishment and decoration. But this temple is Vimana 

probably the last time of 13'h century AD The temple is of the pancha-ratha type 
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with square vimana and a frontal porch extending towards east. The temple consists of 

vimana and the frontal porch. On elevation, the temple is in rekha order having usual 

bada, gmJ(;ii and mastaka. The bada has five fold vertical divisions namely plain 

pabhaga with five mouldings tala-jangha, ba1Jdha1Ja two mouldings, upara-jangha 

and the bara7Jr;ia has a single moulding. The ga~1r;li above the bara7Jr;ia is distinguished 

by a central raha and a pair of anuratha and kalJfka-pagason either side of the riihii 

which is a curvilinear spire devoid of ornamentation. The mastaka as usual in Odisa 

temples have components like beki, iimlaka, khapuri and kalasa. 

The iconographical peculiarity of temple is not like a mature phase. The 

parsva-devata niche is situated on three sides. The western niche houses a four armed 

VIsht;tu image (Fig. 40) standing in tri-bhanga pose on a full blown lotus pedestal 

along with his mount Garuda.The deity is holding mace in his upper left arm and 

conch in lower left arm. While his upper right arm is in varda-mudra and the lower 

right arm is holding a wheel. The image wears a Kiriti-mukuta and Makara-Torana in 

relief behind the head. The northern niche accommodates a four armed Parvatl image 

of recent make. The southern niche is empty. The temple is carved with secular 

images on both thejanghas. In the western wall, tala-jangha portion there is a female 

figure holding a child in her both hands. She wears a mani-bandha, beaded necklace 

and armlet with blubbing hair. The uppara-jangha, bears a nayika image in standing 

pose pushing something into her genital organ in her right hand and left hand resting 

on the ground. In the kanika-paga, tala-jangha has darpa1Ja image and the upara

jangha sculpture has a male figure holding a rectangular flat shaped object on his left 

hand and right and resting over the right knee (Fig. 41 ). In the right side of the riihii

paga, the lower- jangha is carved with a male warrior who holds a sword in his right 

hand and shield in left hand (Fig. 42). In the upara-jangha, there is a woman in Yoni

abhiseka196 (Fig. 43) pose standing over a fire pot with spread out of legs, the figure 

either urinating or taking the warmth of the fire. Her right arm is in abhaya-mudra 

and left arm resting over her left knee. In the kanika-paga, the lower jangha bears an 

amorous couple in which the male figure while the right hand touches the chin ofthe 

woman. In the southern wall, the left side raha (aniiratah-paga) in lower jangha bears 

a female figure holding a pot in her left hand while in her right hand she is feeding a 

monkey. In the upara- jangha, the male figure is holding a kama1Jt;/alii in his left hand 
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while in her left and while his right hand holds the arm of the female in an amorous 

pose. In the upara-jangah, there is an abduction scene in which a male with 

moustache is carried by female (Fig. 44). The carvings in the northern wall are 

chopped off. On the right side of the jangha is carved with the image of a female 

figure in which she is pushing something in to the genital organ with her left hand 

(Fig. 45). 

The door jambs are decorated with two plain vertical bands. At the base ofthe 

door jambs there are two dviirapiilas standing in flex position and holding a trjdent in 

their left hand. In the inner dviira-sakha at the base near the pidhii-muJJ(ii of the niche 

has snake canopy with the bust of a female on the left and a male on the right. There 

are gaja-simha motifs carved beneath the dviirapiila niches. At the laltiibimba, there 

is a Gajalak~hml seated in Lalltiisana on double petalled lotus flanked by two 

elephants which represents the jalabhiseka ceremony. The sculptures of the northern 

wall are chopped off, piibhiiga portion of south-west corner is partly damaged and 

cracks are noticed in the bara}J(ia and piibhiiga portion in the western and southern 

walls of the temple. Cracks are noticed in the northern and southern walls. 197 Odyota 

simha, a broken iimlaka-sila, Siddhivinayaka image without a mouse (early sculpture) 

and a deulachiirinl are noticed inside the temple precinct. There is introduced of 

viihanastambha like main features of Gangas, these features are added in Lingaraja, 

Anata Vasudeva, Jagannatha and Konarak temple. This temple is belonging to that 

period. The viihanastambha is vrisabha (Fig. 46) vehicle of Siva. The space of the 

wall is plain there are no decorative figures. There might be many causes but 

important of all, is lack of patronage and living of artisans, because during this time 

construction was going on ofhuge temples like Jagannatha at Puri and Surya Deula at 

Konarak. The available man power and resources were diverted to either Konark or 

Puri for construction of the huge temples. This was because of the rulers order to 

concentrate on the construction of temples at Puri and Konarak. 

The lesser known temples are very small compared to maJor temples in 

Bhubaneswar. The representation of architecture seems similar to major temples, but 

there is difference in the sculpture. The sculptural representation needs adequate space 

in the wall. For instance the Natraja image in major temple like Liilgaraja, 
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Parshuramdvara, Satrughanesvar and Vaitala are very profusely done but lesser known 

temple has no space for representations of large image. The artisans applied the space-techniques 

in these monuments as the availability of resources. The artisans want to make it huge but the 

lack of patronage and some technical issues became barrier for performance better artistic 

qualities. This chapter thus dealt profoundly with temple and its architecture. Moreover the 

chapter comprises of a chronological analysis of the evolution of temple and its various 

sculptural manifestations. The next chapter contains concluding remarks of the study with 

critical insights. 
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CHAPTER-V 

CONCLUSION 

Understanding the emergence of lesser known temples in the context of issues 

of art, architecture and patronage has been the main emphasis to trace the various 

factors, which provided an impetus to the emergence of religious architecture. 

Bhubaneswar has some of the earliest extant lesser known temples dated from 61
h 

century AD onwards. These temples have never become a part of art historical 

discourses. The stylistic development and the iconographic peculiarities of the lesser 

known temples could not become part of the temple studies because the focus were 

on major temples and the mere stylistic study is inadequate to understand the 

emergence of the small temples. The pioneer scholarship of the temple art in Odisa 

was following the tradition of Brahamanic nationalist school of thought which has 

been deployed by the nationalistic view like Coomaraswamy, Kramrisch, 

Sivaramamurti. The methodological frame-work of nationalist school of thought was 

followed and imposed in the studies on the Bhubaneswar temples by scholars like 

Percy Brown, S.K. Svarswati, K.C. Panigrahi, Debala Mitra, D.R. Das, Krishana 

Deva, K.V. Sundararajana, Vidya Dehejia, P.R.R. Rao, T.E. Donldson and A.N. 

Parida; who considered the Kalingana School as a subtype of the Nagara School and 

established an etymological correlation between Brhamanised Silpasastric 

terminologies and architectural norms. The scholars assumed Lakhamanesvara group 

of temples, Parashuramesvara and Vaitala temple to be the first temple and stressed 

upon the evolution of an architectural form and style with growing complexities in 

temple structural activities. Though documentation has been the primary focus of the 

earlier scholarship but the issues of investigation related to patronage and its historical 

reconstruction in understanding Bhubaneswar as 'temple site' remained untouched. 

Proceeding on the issues of patronage from the earlier studies, the latter not only for 

temples but also scholars included religion as an important component and both have 

been combined in the works. Postmodem and Subaltern radical scholars like Hennan 

Kulke, Vidya Dehejia, Upinder Singh, B.P. Sahu, Shishir Panda etc, who studied the 

temple through inscription, and suggested that the temple was deliberate mechanism 
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for legitimacy, hub of royal temple policy along with inner colonization through 

settlement of Brahmanas. These studies acknowledged temples as the symbolic 

representation of accumulation of surplus revenues and artisans being supported by 

kings and rich class people, merchants, sadhabas and cumulative financial support 

helped in shaping of big and small temples which were scatted in Bhubaneswar. 

The geographic condition of Bhubaneswar made it an ideal settlement because 

of availability of natural water resources as well as due to its natural protecting 

measures. By the 3rd century BC, it emerged as an important town in the Kalinga area 

and being located in the coastal area, the trade economy must have played an 

important role for the expansion of the town. Earlier settlements like Dhauli, 

Sisupalagarha gradually become less important and there is a strategic shift to the 

township of Bhubaneswar as a part of Brahmanic settlement which can be ascertained 

by these lesser known temples. Because every small temple are well associated with 

the big temples like Kapali matha which is the maternal uncle house of Lingaraja or 

Kirtivasa and same types of other eight Ca1J¢is temples are also associated with the 

Lingaraja temple which are located in four corners of the Bindutirtha or Bindusagar. 

The probable explanation for the construction of the "lesser known temples" in the 

area of Old town is that these small temples are an alternate to Lingaraja temple, built 

for common people's ritualistic and religious practices. Henceforth, for 'religious 

upliftment', at first devotees should visit lesser known temples before visiting or 

making darsana to the Lingadija temple, are described in Brahamanical text like 

Svan:zadri Mahodaya, Ekiimra Candirkii, Siva PuriiiJa (Uttara Khm:u;fa) and Ekiimra 

PuriiiJa. 

Location of temples and distribution of settlements in the early medieval 

period in this area show the shifting of the settlement pattern mainly moved to old 

town area from the east and west side of Bhubaneswar. Due to the emergence of new 

settlement pattern in the temple locality, thrived as centre of commercial hub. The 

location of Old town area is basically connected with the two tributary of Gangua, 

west Daya canal, where as river Daya and the Mahanadi River are located at a 

distance from the Old town. However the town was an important source for water 

supply to the temple town. The Old town area or Puruniibhobanisvara was a well 

connected with the other commercial places like port areas are Manikipatana and 
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Golbaisasana through the water ways. Further the examination of terracotta figures, 

coins and the west Asia ceramics prove that the places like Sisupalagaraha, 

Manikpatana and Golbaisasna were the commercial place in the coastal Odisa. The 

place of the settlement of the Old town area became popular because of its trade 

connectivity with other trading centers. The shift of settlement also indicates the 

belief system that was relevant during that time and is strongly associated with the 

idea of proximity to the abode of god. Thus there is an emergence of Brahmanical 

settlements around the big temples. The other probable reason is the idea of tirtha 

which give importance to the site as per the Sanskrit text. Therefore some people are 

visiting this place for their t1rtha darsana and many more are settled here for their 

lively hood. The Old town area basically dominated with the Brahmanical settlement 

near Li:tigaraja temple. 

Patronage is an integral part of any monument building activities. The 

royalty's interest in the site is evident from the 3rd century BC onwards. Despite 

Bhubaneswar becoming the political capital of any political dynasty after 3rd century 

BC onwards, it remained an important place for the religious and the cultural 

activities. The Brahmanical settlements have a very notable pattern of development in 

the expansion of the town. Temples became site of religious manifestations and the 

peripheral location of the small temples clearly indicates how temples were deemed as 

important site of religiosity as well as that of Brahmanical power of orthodoxy over 

the society. 

The way role played by traders, guild, lay worshippers and the community in 

the making of the Buddhist monuments was phenomenal; on the other hand the 

temple patronage became exclusive domain of royalties. But such singular 

understanding of the patronage can be contested due to proliferations of small temples 

in the city which must have had communitarian and individual ritualistic practices. 

The uni-dimensional approach arose due to ideological leanings, application of 

conventional methods and over emphasis on inscriptional sources. The concept of 

temple and its origin in the past centuries is often attributed to the divine origin. Such 

understanding has emerged due to the notion of exotic past as well as belief that the 

text being scared text therefore divine origin theory has to be a valid reason. Such 
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Brahmanical perception has gone into the writings of historical past remained a very 

dominant thinking. The idea of exoticism cannot be applied to the small temples but 

they became the most frequently used temple site in a locality. It gets divine status 

when it becomes very popular and accorded the site of a 'tzrtha' by the Brahmanic 

religious order. It also delineates the various meanings of the word temple mentioned 

in various Hindu canons. 

The issues of patronage of religious institutions were not only an exclusive 

prerogative of king and royal family member, but also Sazw1ciirya, rich class people, 

merchants (siidhabas), individual and cumulative efforts. However, many other 

individual, social groups and local bodies also participated in construction, 

management and maintenance of these temples. The epigraphic records are not 

sufficient to study patronage in small temples. There, available evidences are neither 

in the form of copper plate inscriptions nor in manuscripts. The Naraym).i and Mohinl 

temples' inscriptions are the only available records which provide some idea of its 

patronage. At times they are not entirely clear. Idea of management of temple is 

understood through epigraphic records which involved mainly donation to temple and 

Brahmans by the royalty. In case of lesser known temple, no such system available, 

therefore it can be concluded that they remained the property of individual families or 

some communities and most have been maintained by those families and caste 

groups. Control of the Brahmanis appears much marginalized entity in this regard. 

Even today, the Brahmins are still not the traditional custodian of these small temples. 

A large number of temples depict the donor figures in the outer wall of 

temples. These sculptures are representation of a royal personage or an individual. 

The bigger temple plays important role in land employment, financial transactions but 

the small temples has no such role assigned for the fact that they are an outcome of 

individuals and the communities. Technological understandings of principal stones 

which have been utilized in temple making have almost a similarity with the ongoing 

tradition. The texture and longevity of the stones were the reasons behind their 

selection. The Sllpa texts are important source of information with regard to the 

technical proficiency in the actual construction techniques. The role of the various 

groups of artisans is clearly defined in the textual tradition. It is equally applicable in 
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all the temple building activities, from laying its foundation to rising of a structure in 

the most complicated processes. It is evident from the inscriptional data that, religious 

donation was not only the prerogative of royalty, but other groups like officials; 

Brahamans, merchant associations, Saivacarya's and individuals were involved in it. 

Not all the donations led to the construction of new shrines rather some of these 

inscriptions record donations to existing temple. The important aspect of donations 

was for the maintenance, repairs and conduct of daily worship of the temple. 

Debottara Sampatl(god's property) was an integral part ofthe temple for which land 

was donated. 

Bhubaneswar became the sites of various experiments. The way certain visual 

scheme is followed in the big temples, similarly it is also followed in small temples 

but it is only the cardinal deities that are preferred on the wall of small temples due to 

limited availability of space. The ethno-aesthetics modulations of the figural art, 

sacrilegious or secular theme and religious themes, and evolution and development of 

iconographic features of the sculpture are distinct and unique in small temples. Even 

one also observes iconographic variations in the sculptural representations of 

Piirsvadevatii, Kiirtikeya, Ga7Jesa, Piirvatl, Mahisiimardinl, Liikiillsa, Natariija, 

Ardhaniirlsvara, Hara-Piirvatl, and other manifestations of Siva, incarnations of 

VishJJu. Images of Buddha and Jaina became part of temple imagery. Due to the 

political compulsions as put forth by the Bhaumakaras. Buddhist imageries enter on 

the Siikta and Saiva temple walls but not on the Vaisl)avite temples. However in later 

temples Buddha images became part of the Vaisl)ava imagery. There is also a very 

peculiar pattern of architectural development among the small temples which differs 

from the main temples. The architectural language has been involved keeping in mind 

the size and resources of availability. 

The big temples have considerable space whereas the small temples provide 

very little space for sculptural embellishments. Temple such as Nagesvara despite 

being small in dimension appears like a big temple such as Liilgaraja or Brahmdvara. 

Visually the Nagesvara temple looks impressive. The artisans must have been very 

skilled artisans. On the other hand, there are temples like Gaiirishailkar, Lak~hesvara 

have no impressive constructions. There are instances where it is observed that 
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temples remained unfinished but its reasons are varied and can be ascertained that 

either it is due lack of patronage or some other reasons. Mere sculptural 

embellishment does not reflect the richness of temple as for the fact that temples like 

Lak~hesvara might have been designed accordingly indicating how the artisans used 

their technical skill in designing the desired results. There is a stylistic unity of 

sculptures between the major and the small sculptures. It aptly shoes how the same 

guilds were involved in both the constructions. When the same guilds are involved in 

the constructions, there is not only stylistic unity but also structural unity in the basic 

use of the principle motifs and the temple parts. 
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Appendix A 

Narayal}i Temple Inscriptions 

Script: 

These inscriptions were engraved in the late Brahmi script of about 8th century A.D. 

They can be grouped under two categories: (a) Scribbled cursive form, (b) Non 

cursive form. The inscriptions of the first category are noticeable in photographs ( 1, 2 

& 3) of Narayat:tT temple. It appears that some engravings are by amateur engravers 

and hence bas the probability of being engraved by the workers ie. the sculptors or 

any other local folks of those times. They could be even mason markings or the titles 

of masons engraved by them. 

Narayai}I Temple Inscription Fig. 1: 

It consists of five letters of 

nail headed type and shows 

the characteristic feature of 

the script of 7th- 81
h century 

A.D. It reads as following: 

da gu(?) ti(?) ha ra ca va 

Here, hara means 

"necklace" then cha va 

means "and as well". Now 

a careful re-examination of 

these two words gu(?) and 

ti(?) shows that it could be 

dd tru which means "giving 

or granting or the donor". 

So fmally it reads as:-

da tru ha ra ca va dha si ha ra chi va 

Fig.2 

It may be attempted to translate it as dhdsi Mra cha iva or dbasa hdra cha iva most 

probably the latter which means "like the ten necklaces" 
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ra dha ta dha de 

It means that the donor has given away a necklace and also .... 

Narayai}I Temple Inscription Fig .. 2: It consists of five letters in very cursive form. 

It is read as following: ca dha ~a dha dhe (?) 

Here ca means "and" dhar;a could be dhdr;a which means "gold coin" (ie. a part of 

Dinftra) Apart from this nothing more was comprehensible from the remaining _part of 

the inscription. The cursive way of writing shows that it could have been engraved by 

some local people of those times. As no sentence starts with "and" it could be 

assumed that some of its front portion was lost. 

Narayai}I Temple Inscriptions Fig.3: 

This photograph contains a 

two line inscription. One 

engraved on the Kumbh part 

of the adhisthana and the 

other on the Khura part. The 

one on the kumbha part has 

five words which can be 

read as: kiz r;a pa ya ha .... 

The term kar;a mean 
Fag.3 

''unchaste women", so it means one born out of unchaste women is referred m this 

line. 

The other on the khur part has 11 words in one line and 3 words were written in the 

next line. They can be read as: 

..•. va mi tta tufa sri a t8 va m 
,. ~ ? ........................... pe s1 ta (.) 

In the above lines the term mitta means "measured", tuld means ''weight" and then 

follows the name Atdvald prefixed by the honourable title of sri. Then in the next line 

peSi_ means some musical instrument. If we assume the unidentifiable letter as la, 

then together pesala means soft, tender, clever and crafty. Now the name Atdvald has 
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two words ;f!dpa meaning "Pride" and vald or bald meaning "strength, valour, etc." 

So he is the person who is proud with his strength. 

Summary of Narayal}i Temple Inscriptions: 

If we combine the inscriptions of the three photographs viz.Narayanil, 2 and 3 

(especially that on the base (khur) part of the adhistana, then the summary would be 

as following: 

The donor whose name is Sri Atdvald has donated the necklace, gold coin(s) 

which were measured and weighted. He also seems to have donated a musical 

instrument or it can also be said that he with a tender heart has carried out the 

donations. Now in the kumbh part there is reference about someone born to an 

unchaste woman. It seems that some portions of the inscriptions next to this got lost. 

Is it referring to this Sri Atdvald is not known. 
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AppendixB 

Mohini Temple Inscriptions 

Script: 

The inscriptions were mostly engraved in the late Brahmi script of about 8th century 

A.D. They can be grouped under two categories: (a) Scribbled cursive form, (b) Non 

cursive form. The inscriptions of the first category are noticeable in Mohini Fig~1,2, 

3, 4 and 5. It appears to be some engravings by amateur engraver and hence has-ilie 

probability of being engraved by the workers i.e. the sculptors or any other .local 

folks of those times. They could be even mason markings or the titles of masons 

engraved by them. The second type can be assigned to Mohini fig.5. It also exhibits 

nail-headed type. Of this Mohini Fig.5 shows clear marks of transition _from 

Siddhamatrika script to Sarada script.Exceptional case is the dating of the three 

inscriptions of Mohin 1, 2 and 4. On the basis of the nature of letter va it appears as 

of 5th - 6th century A.D. These inscriptions are depiction on the left wall -Of the 

Viman of the Mohini temple. 

Description of the inscriptions: 

Mohini Fig.l: 

It consists of six letters. The frrst 

one appears to be v.1 but except for 

the elongated stroke between va 

and the medial ~. The last two 

letters could not be identified. As a 

whole it read as: 

~ • • A •• rvaJn3Jl ra __ 

Nothing could be said regarding the 
meaning of this. 

Fig. 1 
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Mohini Fig.2: 

It has three letters written 
in very crude form and it 
reads as: 

cha va re .. or chai va 
ra .. 

It could be split as 

cha+eva meaning "and 
like this" and ra (?) 

Mohini Fig.J: 

It consists of five 
letters which 
reads as 
following 

ktija e dayu 

The inscription 
here appears to 
be incomplete in 

the first part as 
the photograph 
shows. So from 
what left meaning 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 

could be obtained to the words kaja which means ''hair'' dayu means "flying". So it 
could mean "with flying hairs". 
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Mohini Fig.4: 

It consists of five 

letters. The first 

appears to be vd. Next 

to this from what it 

seems could be a crude 

representation of Siva, 

and then follows the 

word u ma. After this 

appear to be an 

Fig. 4 

anthropomorphic representation of human. So as a whole it reads as: 

vd crude representation oflinga u ma anthropomorphic figure. 

The whole may read as (Si) vd. .. wrui . 
The translations tells SivaUma 

Mohini Fig.S: 

This is the only one which could be satisfactorily deciphered to some extenL Fonrr 

what it seems the inscription in this photo consists of six lines if we take that part of 

Mohini Fig.4 which we have dealt separately also as belonging to this. They read as: 

Fig. 5 

Su ri a sa ha va..................... da ha.·-········· 
Flower with four petals depicted 

.............. ha ............ /.a ru ta. ........ , ............. - .. - ........... -
Now coming to the meaning three words can be noticed. 

1. a sa ha va =not tolerable or unable to bear 

2. da ha= fire 

3. riit a = honest 

So could it mean that the whole inscription could be understood as following? 

''Unable to bear .. .. ........... (the sufferings caused by) .......... fire .... (He) .... with tbe 

flower. ... . (worshipped) ....... honestly .................................... " 
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Appendix C 

Table of Brahminical Settlement Pattern around Bhubaneswar 

VILLAGE (grama) VISAYA LOCATION REFERENCE 
Sattivada Erada Near Chicacole in Ganjam Dist. The copper plates ofVajrahasta, A.D. 1037 JAHRS, VIII.pp. 163-19. 
Kropali East of the Sattivada Ibid. 
Trikhali The Copper plates of the time of Madhukammavadeva, A D. 1024, 

JAHRS, VII, pp. 162-98. 
Padugrama Ibid. 
Hondaravada Ibid. 
Morakino Sellada Rupavartini The copper plates of Anantavarman Cholagangadeva, A.D. 1085, ibid. 
Virinika Pushkami The copper plates ofDevendravanna, A.D. 806, ibid. 
N ej_ekarada Karntakavartani The copper plates of Anantavarrnadeva, ibid. 
Brhadkodila V araha vartani The copper plates ofRajarajadeva I, A.D. 1070, ibid. 
Harisavelli Arasavalli Arasavalli plates ofVajrahasta, A.D. 1060, El XXXII, pp. 311-116. 
Chakivada Rengujed Samva Near Vizagapatam Vizagapatam copperplate grant of Anantavarma Cholagangadeva, A.D. 

1077, IA, XII, pp. 161-65. 
Khonna · V orahavartani Komi The Korin copper plate of Anantavarman Cholaganga, (Set A), A.D. 

JAHRS, I, pp. 40-48, (Set B), 1113 A.D., ibid, pp. 106-24. 
Niralo Near Puri Town Puri Inscription ofCholagangadcva, A.D. 1114-15. EI, XXXII, PP. 181ff. 
Ala gumma Ramanga Modern Alugama in Puri Dist. Aigum Inscription of Anantavarrnan, A.D. 1140-41, El, X.XIX, pp. 44 ff. 
Khellandesvara Khilor Khilor Inscription of Anaruavarman, A.D. 1153, El XXXV, pp.115-20 

U chisamagrama Kontharanga Near Bhubaneswar Bhubaneswar Inscription ofBhimadeva, A.D. 1230, EI. XXX, pp. 232-36 
Tighiria Kotaravanga Modern Tigiria in Puri Town The Orissa Museum plates of Aniyakabhima (III), A.D. 1211-38, OHRJ, 

XII, pp. 164-196. 
Ambilo Ravanga Near Puri 
Gangesvara Gangua Near Sisupalagarha 



Kapilesvara Present Kapilesvara near 
Bhubaneswar 

Pumshottamakshetra Puri Town Puri copper plate Inscription of Gangabhanu II, A.D. 1312, JASB, XVII, 
pp.19-26. 

Abhinavavaranarsikata Sailo Cuttack Town Nagari plates of Anangabhima III, A.D. 1211-38, EI, XXVIII, pp.235-58. 
Citra Kalambora Bhubaneswar Lingaraja Temple inscription of Narasimha I (c. A.D. 1238-1265), IHQ, 

XXXI, pp. 81-84. 

Remunakataka Remuna Alalpur plates ofNarasimha II, A.D. 1294, EI, XXXI, pp. 17- 24. 

Bhanana Kendupatana plates of Narasimha II, A.D. 1294, and A.D. 
1295,EI,XXVIII, pp.l85-95. 

Tantioda V ansochaura Basta in Balesor Distirct Asanakhali plates ofNarasimha IT, A.D. 1302, EI, XXXI, pp. 109-28. 

Ardanga Kativisaya Adhanga Kaijanga Plates ofBhanudeva III, A.D.1326, OHRJ, XIV, nos.3-4, pp.11-2 

Kinnari Kalambora The Kenduli copper plate grant ofNarasimhadeva IV, A.D. 1384, ORHJ, 
V. pp. 1-80. 

V ij a yanaras imhapura Raanga Near village Siddhesvara in Jajpur Siddhesvara Inscription ofNarasimha IV, A.D. 1394, El, XXIX, pp. 105-
108. Puri plates (Set B) of Ganga Narsimha IV, A.D. 1395, EL XXVIII, 
PP. 302-12. 

Chavali Kistana District of Andhra Prades A copper plate grant ofKondavidu, A.D. 1457, lA. XX, pp.390-93. 

Veligalani Modern Medur in Godavari Veligalani Grant ofKapilesvara, A.D. 1458, EI, XXXIV, pp. 275-291. 
ta1uk of Kistan district 

Kapilesvarapura -do- Ibid. 

J agesvarapura -do- Ibid, 

Vellamambapura -do- Ibid, 
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(Courtesy: J.K. Sahu, Historical Geography of Orissa, New Delhi, 1997, p. XXVI) 
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4. BHUBANESW AR AND ITS TEMPLES LOCATION 

(Courtesy: Debala Mitra, Bhubaneswar, Archaeological Survey oflndia, New Delhi, 1978, PL. 
XXI) 
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(Courtesy: K.S. Behera, The Lingaraja Temple ofBhubaneswar, Art and Cultural Legacy, New 

Delhi, 2008, p. 7 (Fig. I) 



6. BHUBANESW AR: HERITAGE ZONE 

(Courtesy: K.S. Behera, The Liilgaraja Temple ofBhubaneswar, Art and Cultural Legacy, New 

Delhi, 2008, p. 14 (Fig.4) 
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(Courtesy: Debala Mitra, Bhubaneswar, Archaeological Survey of India, New Delhi, 1978, p. 16) 
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10. PRINCIPAL SEGMENTS OF KHAKARA DEOLA 

(Courtesy: S. Pradhana, The Lesser Known Monuments of Bhubaneswar, INTACH 
Bhubaneswar Chapter, Bhubaneswar, 2009, p. 221) 



11. KHAKARA-MUNOI AND PlDHA MUNOI 

(Courtesy: K.S. Behera, The Liilgaraja Temple ofBhubaneswar, Art and Cultural Legacy, New 
Delhi, 2008, p. 51 (F ig.l4) 



12 . BHUBANESWAR: THE TEMPLE CITY OF SJVA (W.W. HUNTER, 1972) 

(Cow1esy: K.S. Behera, The Lingaraja Temple ofBhubaneswar, Art and Cultural Legacy, 

New Delhi, 2008, p. 9 I (Fig. I 7) 
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13. NAGESVARA SIVA TEMPLE, GROUND PLAN DRAWING 

(Com1esy: S. Pradhana, The Lesser Known Monuments of Bhubaneswar, INTACH 

Bhubaneswar Chapter, Bhubaneswar, 2009, p. 239) 
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14. KOTITIRTHESVARA TEMPLE, GROUND PLAN DRAWING 

(Courtesy: S. Pradhana, The Lesser Known Monuments of Bhubaneswar, INT ACH 

Bhubaneswar Chapter, Bhubaneswar, 2009, p. 197) 
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Illustrations 



Fig.l. Narayal)I Temple, General View 

Fig.2. Narayal)I Temple, Siva-Parvati Image 



Fig.3. Dttaresvara Siva Temple, General View 

Fig.4. Dttaresvara Siva Temple, Kartikeya Image 



Fig.5. Dttaresvara Siva Temple, Gal)esa Image 

Fig.6. Ottaresvara Siva Temple Complex, Dhayni Buddha Image 



Fig.7. Mohini Temple, General View 

Fig.8. Mohini Temple, Piibhiiga 



Fig.9. Mohini Temple, Gal)esa Image 

Fig.IO. nilesvara Siva Temple, General View 



Fig. II. Taldvara Siva Temple, Astagarhas 

Fig.l2. Talesvara Siva Temple, Ajaeka-pada Bhairava 



Fig.13. GoilriSailkara Siva Temple, General View 

Fig.l4. Gourisankara Siva Temple, Amalaka-Sila 



Fig.l5 . Nagesvara Temple, General View 

Fig.16. Nagesvara Temple, Natraja Image 



Fig.17. Nage8vara Temple, General View ofBada Porotation 

Fig.l8. Nagesvara Temple, Standing Jaina Trithailkara 



Fig.19. Nagesvara Temple, Erotics Sculpture 

Fig.20. Kapali Matha, General View 



Fig.21. Kapali Matha , Nagi Pillaster 

Fig.22. Kapall Matha , Natraja Image 



Fig.23. Kapali Matha, Piddha-m11l).<;li 

Fig.24. Amunha DeUla, General View 



Fig. 25. Arnunha Delila, Burried Up to Barav\fa and Entrance Path Portion 

Fig.26. Amunha Delila, Krishava and Y osada 



Fig.27. Amiinha Delila, Kartikeya 

Fig.28. Amiinha Delila, Nairuta 



Fig.29. Amunha Deiila, Dhayni Buddha 

Fig.30. Amiinha Deiila, Lakiilisa 



Fig.32. KotitTrthesvara Siva Temple, General Frontal View 



Fig.33. Kotitirthesvara Siva Temple, Back Side with Kotitirthesvar Tank 

Fig.34. Kotitirthesvara Siva Temple, Navagraha Panel 



Fig.35. VIslu)u Temple, General view of Back side 

Fig.36. VIslu).u Temple, Bada Poration 



Fig.37. VIslu,lii Temple, Ailga-sikhara 

Fig.38. VIslu,lii Temple, Erotic Image 



Fig.39. Gangesvara Siva Temple, General View 

Fig.40. Gangesvara Siva Temple, Vishl;lii 



Fig.41. Gangesvara Siva Temple, Social Thems 

Fig.42. Gangesvara Siva Temple, Depiction of social thems 



Fig.43. Gangesvara Siva Temple, Yoni-abhiseka 

Fig.44. Gangesvara Siva Temple, Secular Thems 



Fig.45. Gangesvara Siva Temple, Nayika pushing some thing in her genital organ 

Fig.46. Gangesvara Siva Temple. Vahanastarhbha 
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